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leadership in considering how opportunities can be made for students, colleagues, and 

citizens to engage their lived lives in constructing change in education, the workplace, 

and the community at large.  
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A Journey from Hamlet to a Lived Life: A Dissertation Proposal 

Maxine Greene and Lived Life 

Maxine Greene is considered a major figure in a line of educational philosophers 

at Teachers College Columbia University that started with John Dewey (Fuhrman, 2007). 

As a successor to Dewey whose portfolio of published works includes Art as Experience 

(1934), Experience and Nature (1925), and Experience and Education (1938), it was my 

assumption during graduate school that experience and the experiential are central to 

Greene’s own teachings and writings. However, Greene’s view of experience is often 

characterized by the term lived life. It was my sense that this qualification is essential to 

understanding Greene’s philosophy. 

The purpose of my inquiry is to examine how Greene uses the term lived life in a 

selection of her writings: Teacher as Stranger (1973), Landscapes of Learning (1978), 

The Dialectic of Freedom (1988a), Releasing the Imagination (1995), and Variations on 

a Blue Guitar (2001). These texts were chosen because of the span of time they represent 

in Greene’s thinking and writing. They were also selected because unlike her earlier 

works—The Public School and the Private Vision (1965) and Existential Encounters for 

Teachers (1967)—these books are embodied with her own voice as opposed to her 

commentary of other voices that comprise her works of the 1960s.  

My First-Person Voice 

I am using my first-person voice. There are numerous reasons for my doing so 

and theory to support it. But the primary reason is because of Greene’s influence in my 

own thinking and writings. I have been a student of Greene’s over the years; first as a 
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graduate student at Teachers College and later as an arts education director in workshops 

with her at the Lincoln Center Institute. For this dissertation I am borrowing from the 

fields of existential hermeneutics and arts-based inquiry, as well as from the fields of 

curatorial practice and reflexive writing. I will also borrow from my own engaged lived 

life. 

The decision to use my first-person voice became clear in July 2010 when I was 

having breakfast with a friend from graduate school. Doug and I attended Teachers 

College in the 1990s and had both moved to New England following the completion of 

our studies. We had stayed in touch over the years managing an annual summer visit with 

one another once the mud season had passed and the weather could be trusted for the 

drive between western Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire. The visits usually 

included an arts experience: a play in Williamstown, an exhibition at MassMOCA, a 

concert at Tanglewood. This particular visit included an outdoor community theater 

production of Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors which my husband was appearing in.  

For our breakfast I had managed to clear away the stacks of books and papers 

from the dining room table which served as the cooler alternative to our upstairs office 

space during the sultry days of July. The books and papers were the accoutrement of my 

doctoral work. Prior to Doug’s arrival I had put in long hours trying to draft the rationale 

of my dissertation in an effort to both make the deadline for the proposal seminar in a few 

days and to spirit away some time to visit with my friend. It had been an exasperating 

experience writing in a neutral, third-person, academic voice. It wasn’t natural. It wasn’t 
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right. I deleted the cool, disembodied draft and used instead the first-person voice. My 

voice. 

It suddenly seemed that the timing of Doug’s visit was some sort of kismet. He 

and I always sat together during Greene’s classes finding the hours spent in her lectures 

the breath we needed during our arduous graduate studies in education, law, and business. 

He was the only person I knew in the region who had experienced Greene’s teaching 

first-hand and felt the draw of her thinking as a result. Only Doug would understand the 

turmoil I was feeling in the need to use my voice in an academic setting. 

As it was for me, the choice in using my first-person voice and perspective was 

the only choice Doug could imagine in writing about Greene. He tossed back his head in 

laughter at the very notion of writing about her work without it. Greene’s teachings and 

writings have impacted our individual voices: the first time either of us used the narrative 

“I” was at her insistence in her courses at Teachers College. This occasion of voice is 

echoed by Kathleen O’Gorman (in Pinar, 1998a) in “Maxine Greene: A Religious 

Educator’s Religious Educator.” O’Gorman recalls her doctoral studies with Greene at 

Teachers College where Greene taught O’Gorman “the importance of making my own 

meanings and speaking in my own voice out of my own story” (in Pinar, 1998a, p. 232).  

I have found the use of the narrative “I” to be highlighted in its textual forms in 

Arts-Based Educational Research inquiry. Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis and Grauer, 

(2006) conducted a review of dissertations created and written over one decade in the 

Faculty of Education at the University of British Columbia. Autobiographical narratives 

as a form of inquiry were used in over 15 percent of the dissertations. Using such a first-
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person voice indicates the often transformational process that occurs within this practice 

of coming-to-know. It follows Greene’s urging that we “do away with habitual 

separations of the subjective from the objective, the inside from the outside” (1995, p. 

140). 

Following my feast of waffles and peaches with Doug in July 2010 I made the 

decision to use my first-person voice in my inquiry.  

A Question of Meaning 

In proposing a meaning to the term lived life I used an interpretive process that 

takes into account the textual context in which this term appears in addition to a series of 

lenses through which I viewed Greene’s writings. These lenses--situatedness, 

embodiment, and the aesthetic encounter--are the themes that I took away from reading 

the works of Maxine Greene scholars. Situatedness is based in the concept of 

befindlichkeit in Martin Heidegger’s Being and Time (1962). For the purposes of my 

inquiry I defined situatedness as the interplay between agent, situation, and context 

(Costley, et al, 2010). Embodiment can be defined by Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s work in 

The Phenomenology of Perception (1945) where he states that “expression is 

indistinguishable from the thing expressed” and that “our body is comparable to a work 

of art. It is a nexus of living meanings” (p. 175).  

The final lens I chose is aesthetic encounter, which I defined through the work of 

Maxine Greene. In a 2007 white paper Greene defines philosophical aesthetics as being 

concerned  
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“With the questions evoked by various encounters with works or 

performances believed to be works of art. The grounds of such beliefs, the changes in 

them over the years, the impact of social and cultural changes upon them all may 

become subject matter for aesthetic inquiry. But the point of such inquiry is not to 

explain what occurs in the artist's study or studio; it is to discover the meaning of 

those occurrences, as it is to discover the meanings of aesthetic experiences--or the 

transactions that take place between a human consciousness and what is presented as 

a work of art” (p. 1). 

As Greene highlights the act of the encounter with works of art in her definition of 

philosophical aesthetics, I have chosen to distinguish this idea through using the lens of 

“aesthetic encounter” in my inquiry. This focus on encounter aligns with Dewey’s sense 

of how experience is central to the aesthetic encounter which is made manifest because 

“meanings are actually embodied in a material which thereby becomes the medium for 

their expression” (Dewey, 1934, p. 277). For Dewey, the aesthetic experience 

transgresses the idea of situatedness within the work of art as the “meanings and 

values…are wider and deeper than the particular here and now in which they are 

anchored” (1934, p. 277). 

Hamlet was Not Written about Your Mother 

I entered this inquiry with lived experiences that include nearly 15 years working 

as a theater actor in New York City. Though my final performance occurred in December 

1993, the sensibilities and perspectives of a theater artist remain core to my identity and 

behavior. My theater life is embodied. My training as an actor included a diverse array of 
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techniques with highly regarded masters in the field (Gordon, 2010). Among them were 

the teachers of the Stella Adler Conservatory who often repeated the motto, “Hamlet was 

not written about your mother” (personal memory, July 16, 2010).The motto was in 

reference to the Adler training that focuses on the given circumstances of the play as the 

foundation for an actor’s inspiration (Adler & Kissel, 2000). The given circumstances 

include the dramaturgical details of the play in addition to the social and historical 

contexts in which the play exists. This is in contrast to Lee Strasberg’s method which 

emphasizes affective memory or the actor’s own emotional past for inspiration (Adler & 

Kissel, 2000; Clurman, et al., 1976; Soloviova, Adler, Meisner & Gray, 1964). At the 

least, I believe that the Adler approach to the creative process kept check on my 

emotional investment in the process; at the most, it may have shut down any connection 

to my own emotional background.  

Because of this training, I viewed my emotional life as ineffective in creating a 

character as an actor. The Adler motto about Hamlet always emerged whenever actor-talk 

about emotional truth emerged in a conversation. Upon entering graduate school at 

Teachers College I registered for an aesthetic education course with Maxine Greene on 

the advice of my program director. I was not familiar with aesthetic education or with the 

renown of Greene (Fuhrman, 2007). I was instantly intrigued by our readings of John 

Dewey’s Art as Experience (1934) and Wolfgang Iser’s The Act of Reading (1978). 

Dewey’s focus on experience and Iser’s focus on how meaning is created in the space 

between the reader and the text were new, exciting insights for me as an artist. They and 

the other writers in Greene’s syllabi placed value on the personal experience of the reader 
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and art viewer. These giants in the fields of aesthetic philosophy and theory were 

challenging the Hamlet motto that had followed me in my creative life. I was now being 

told that my perspective and emotional life were valid in constructing and asserting a 

perspective. 

Within this aesthetic context another phrase began to permeate my consciousness 

and drown out the Hamlet adage. It was Maxine Greene’s use of the term lived life. It was 

an expression that pricked my ear. The physical sensation may have been enhanced by 

Greene’s Prospect Heights-Brooklyn accent. But it was the phrase’s meaning that 

occupied my consciousness. My first pass as a graduate student at trying to understand 

the phrase questioned if it was a redundant term. I asked, “Are not all lives lived?” I 

attempted to decode the phrase by considering its opposite, the unlived life. This perhaps 

suggested the lived life to be one that is full, eventful, worth remembering. This definition 

could align with John Dewey’s differentiation between the aesthetic and anesthetic 

experience in Art as Experience (1934). But Greene also uses aesthetic experience in her 

speaking and writing so the two were likely not synonymous with one another. 

My notion in entering this inquiry was that the meaning of lived life directly 

corresponds to the context in which it is used in Greene’s writing. That is to say that lived 

life is situated in the Heidegger sense, which highlights “mood or emotion in the interplay 

of context, situation and agent” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 172). When I considered this within 

the realm of aesthetics, I envisioned a contradiction to my training in the Adler technique 

which I interpreted as being prohibitive of affective, emotional investment. 
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I also sensed that Greene might have been implying a sense of value when she 

writes about the lived life. Greene asserts an activist stance towards combating the 

“invisibility” of students (Greene, 1995, p. 15). In her texts Greene seems to be honoring 

the individual and their circumstances in creating effective learning environments. My 

inquiry can open a deeper understanding of how placing value on the lived lives of 

students has the potential to impact the culture of community within the education system 

where each student’s voice is recognized. This, in turn, can inspire a yearning among 

students to learn. In fact, placing value on the lived lives of any community of individuals 

has the potential to impact how we function as a society. The idea that individual voices 

and perspectives are valued can catalyze a yearning for better situations among 

neighbors, co-workers, and citizens.  

My inquiry brings another facet of interpretation and understanding to Greene’s 

philosophy. I have yet to find a study of Greene’s use of lived life in any of the texts of 

Greene scholars. My work also brings to bear what some may deem a non-traditional 

practice to dissertation research writing. In addition to using my first-person voice, I have 

used a hybrid of qualitative methodologies to interpret lived life. 

Methodology as Curatorial Practice 

My mode of inquiry was inspired by the expanding field of arts-based inquiry. 

This form of inquiry has its roots in work begun by Elliot Eisner at Stanford University in 

the 1970s (Barone, 2006). The form embraces the creative process as a means of asking 

questions and understanding phenomena. The products of this inquiry often are in the 

form of artworks: plays, visual art constructions, novels, essays, short stories, etc. The 
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writing and inquiry are reflexive in nature taking into account the effect the researcher 

has on the object under study, and the object’s influence on the researcher (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2000). 

Arts-based inquiry includes a creative expression of understanding. Though 

theater was once my dominant art form, writing has since replaced it. It was my intention 

for the dissertation to be my creative expression: a fluid, descriptive narrative that 

compels the reader to turn the page. My inquiry is also inspired by what Graeme Sullivan 

calls a “meta-analytic” (2010, p. 110) approach that resembles the work a “gallery curator 

does when reassembling a collection so as to present a different reading of artworks” 

(2010, p. 110). For my exhibition I will use Greene’s books and reassemble them through 

an interpretive inquiry. 

The interpretive form of inquiry figures predominately in arts-based inquiry 

(Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis & Grauer, 2006). I followed in this manner by using 

an existential hermeneutic practice in my interpretive analysis. I refer to Jean-Paul 

Sartre’s definition of existentialism where he asks in his 1946 lecture Existentialism Is a 

Humanism, “What does it mean that existence precedes essence?” His answer is  

It means that, first of all, man exists, turns up, appears on the scene, and, 

only afterwards, defines himself. If man, as the existentialist conceives him, is 

indefinable, it is because at first he is nothing. Only afterward will he be 

something, and he himself will have made what he will be…Not only is man what 

he conceives himself to be, but he is also only what he wills himself to be after 
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this thrust towards existence. Man is nothing else but what he makes of himself 

(1985, p. 15). 

Hermeneutics is the art of understanding and interpreting expression (Gadamer, 

1982). Existential hermeneutic practice is found in Hans-Georg Gadamer’s “fusing of 

horizons” (1982, p. 273) which is described as “an alteration between merging into 

another world and linking back into our own reference system” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2000, p. 84). It is a constant movement back and forth between the object under study 

and our own pre-understandings, moods, and personal history. This alteration occurred 

between the texts selected for my inquiry and a web blog that I started in August 2010 

(Appendix A). The blog, Living [Maxine] Greene is where my notions, hunches, ideas 

and misgivings were collected as a chart of my journey in coming to know. The blog 

included a circle of followers who commented on my work, helping to enhance my 

perspective and understanding. These are all reflexive elements and critical to the 

interpretive process. John K. Smith notes in Interpretive Inquiry: A Practical and Moral 

Activity (1992) that a distinguishing characteristic of interpretive inquiry is self-inquiry. 

He states that “much can be learned from people who take a determinedly self-reflective 

stance toward their own reasons and motivations for doing what they do or have done and 

toward their understandings of their interactions with others” (p. 103). 

Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg (2000) recommend a thorough practice of 

reflexive methodology in interpretive inquiry where the inquiry undergoes four levels of 

interpretation: interaction with empirical material; interpretation; critical interpretation; 

and reflection on text production and language use. The interaction with and 
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interpretation of the works under study consisted of numerous passes of textual scanning 

followed by a consideration of the context in which lived life and other similar terms 

appeared. My analysis looked for patterns and themes within the contexts. An additional 

coding process took into account the lenses of situatedness, embodiment and aesthetic 

encounter that I discovered in my literature review. These lenses reflect what I interpreted 

to be some of the foundational cornerstones in Greene’s writing and my readings of John 

Dewey, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Jean Paul Sartre, and others.  

The Exhibition Ahead and a Question Mark 

My dissertation/exhibition continues with a literature review where I study the 

works of Greene scholars. While none of the writers discuss the meaning of lived life in 

their reviews of Greene’s philosophy, I took away what I perceived as cornerstones of the 

lived life: embodiment, situatedness and aesthetic encounter. I also consider the 

foundations of these cornerstones in the writings of Dewey, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre. 

Their philosophical writings can be considered integral to Greene’s thinking most notably 

in their work around aesthetics, existentialism, and phenomenology. Merleau-Ponty 

defines phenomenology as the “study of essences; and according to it, all problems 

amount to finding definitions of essences: the essence of perception, or the essence of 

consciousness” (1945, p. i). With these cornerstones I am able to discern deeper 

dimensions of how lived life may have developed in Greene’s writings.  

Following the literature review I discuss my curatorial practice which is a review 

of my research design and methodology. This chapter highlights the work of arts-based 

inquiry and the reflexive practices embodied in this mode of research. It is also the 
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chapter where I present additional support for the use of my first-person voice and the 

rigorous framework of multiple levels of interpretation that are needed to ensure validity. 

The themes of situatedness, embodiment, and aesthetic encounter discovered in 

my literature review will serve as a series of lenses in my exhibition of data collection 

and analysis. This chapter follows my discussion on curatorial practice/methodology. The 

exhibition concludes with summary remarks and implications for the fields of education 

and beyond. Because this exhibition/dissertation was an emergent process of discovery 

and transformation, the implications will continue to reveal themselves to me long after 

the final punctuation mark is typed. In the style of aesthetic inquiry celebrated by Maxine 

Greene, the final punctuation should be a question mark. 
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A Crafting of Lenses: The Literature Review 

A Preface to My Inquiry 

“Is there such a position as neutrality?” (Greene, 1996a, p. 1) 

This is the question that Greene posed in January 1996 on the first day of her class 

“The Arts and American Education” at Teachers College. In reviewing my notes from my 

graduate student days to prepare for my literature review, I found this opening day 

question apt for the journey ahead. The term lived life pricked my ears upon first hearing 

it in Greene’s lectures. Greene’s question about neutrality has underscored my search for 

the cornerstones of the ideas that may have given rise to lived life in her writings. The 

search for these cornerstones is necessary as my research through online catalogues, 

databases, search engines, and other avenues of inquiry did not reveal any commentary or 

secondary works on lived life in Greene’s writings.  

There is a wealth of commentary and secondary sources on Greene’s writings 

available for any exploration into Greene’s philosophy. Baldacchino (2009) in Education 

Beyond Education writes that the “field with what could be called ‘Maxine Greene 

studies’ continues to expand” (p. 2). An assortment of themes has emerged for me due to 

what Baldacchino describes as an “array of academics, educators and those working in 

the arts” (2009, p. 2). These themes revealed themselves through my early morning 

ponderings as noted in one of my blog entries: 

The other morning as I waited for the espresso to make its gravity-defying 

journey from the coffee basket into the upper chamber, I paced the kitchen in 
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despair. My literature review was allowing me to delve into many pockets of 

insight regarding Maxine's work but not one bit of the reading mentioned the 

"lived life." I've been making my own connections with terms like "life world" 

and "situatedness" but the "l-l" grail was out of reach.  

In a recent comment to [a dissertation committee member], I noted that I 

have found myself "linking arms" with the word "embodiment." Likewise with 

"situatedness." As with the "lived life," these are words/terms that prick up my 

ears (to borrow from John Lahr and Joe Orton) (Shawn Maureen Powers, 2010a). 

This blog of my early morning ponderings, “Living [Maxine] Greene,” was part 

of my practice of inquiry into the lived life in Greene’s writings. I had asked myself: what 

are the first three ideas that pop into my head when thinking about this collection of 

literature? My linking arms with “embodiment” and “situatedness” came out of this pre-

dawn exercise to find some structure in my literature review.  

But I was missing the third idea from my waiting-for-the-espresso exercise. To 

the impressions of “embodiment” and “situatedness” I have added “aesthetic encounter” 

The idea of “aesthetic encounter” came about through some consideration. It did not 

emerge from a gut reaction but from my own desire to recognize Greene’s unique 

approach to aesthetics. For Greene, aesthetics is a mode of inquiry that is not aimed “to 

explain what occurs in the artist's study or studio; it is to discover the meaning of those 

occurrences as it is to discover the meanings of aesthetic experiences--or the transactions 
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that take place between a human consciousness and what is presented as a work of art” 

(Greene, 2007, p. 1).  

The Lenses of My Inquiry 

My review explored the terms of embodiment, situatedness and aesthetic 

encounter that came forth in my early morning espresso exercise. I decided to use these 

lenses to uncover the foundations of lived life in Greene’s writings. I reviewed the 

writings of other scholars of “Maxine Greene studies” (Baldacchino, 2009, p. 2) who 

have found these terms relevant to their understanding of Greene’s work. I investigated 

the source of these terms in Greene’s writings through a review of philosophers cited in 

her work including Merleau-Ponty, Sartre, and Dewey. Throughout this review, my own 

personal experience is present to help the reader connect to my inspiration for this inquiry 

and fulfill a facet of validity for my reflexive process.  

Embodiment. 

In the arts education field it is common practice in making an acquaintance to ask 

a new colleague, “What’s your art form?” As an artist and arts educator, there can be a 

tendency to carry with you markers and short-hand stereotypes for what to expect in the 

personality of practitioners of different forms. The visual artist is aloof since the form is a 

solo undertaking. The writer may be as well but the conversation can be sparkling 

because of their way with words. The dancer will look down their nose at you as your 

physical appearance will always be slovenly in comparison. The actor is social, as is the 

musician but usually in a more cliquish way. 
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As my art form is theater, I tend to be one of those social, actor types. My training 

was diverse. When I auditioned for New York University (N.Y.U.), the adjudicator in 

Seattle talked to me about attending the university’s conservatory program at Circle in 

the Square. The undergraduate drama department at N.Y.U. contracts with numerous 

acting conservatories in the city that provide the university students with acting training. 

Each studio is distinct for their particular approach to acting.  

But I was admitted into the Stella Adler Conservatory. Adler was a member of the 

Group Theatre, a collective of theater actors, directors and writers that had a brief, fervent 

existence in the United States in the 1930s (Clurman & Adler, 1983). She and many of 

the Group members studied with Constantin Stanislavsky in Moscow and brought his 

system of acting to the United States (Clurman & Adler, 1983). This style of acting is 

what is common in most American theater, films and television. Its distinction is a style 

of realism as if watching real people encountering real situations (Hirsch, 2002). 

The Adler technique focuses on the “given circumstances” of the script or play as 

the foundation for an actor’s inspiration. The given circumstances include the 

dramaturgical details of the play in addition to the social and historical contexts in which 

the play exists (Hodge, 2000). The technique requires a great deal of intellectual 

preparation in the form of thinking through every circumstance of the play and imagining 

every detail of the character’s environment and background. It is head work. 

About 18 months into this training, I felt as if I was hitting a wall. I understood 

the Adler technique and could master the elements, but I wasn’t experiencing an 
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emotional connection to the work I was doing. It was during this time that I was cast in a 

musical directed by Anne Bogart, an instructor at New York University’s Experimental 

Theatre Wing E.T.W.). In the rehearsal process with Bogart and her company of co-

directors and modern dance choreographers, I started to make emotional connections.  

Bogart’s approach to acting is centered in a physical life and a sense of 

architecture in creating the sequencing of how actors move and where they appear on the 

stage. In an interview with Porter Anderson she asserted, “I am interested in the body, the 

human body that is the stuff of live theater. For me it’s the body, it’s the meat” (Porter in 

Dixon & Smith, 1995, p. 125). The architecture of this kinesthetic approach is organized 

in a theory called Viewpoints. This theory of deconstruction was first developed by 

modern dancer/choreographer Mary Overlie (Landau in Dixon & Smith, 1995). Overlie 

(n.d.) describes the  theory as a set of materials based in “the information of space, the 

experience of time, the familiarity of shapes, the qualities and rules of kinetics in 

movement, the ways of logics, that stories are formed and the states of being and 

emotional exchanges that constitute the process of communication between living 

creature [sic].” The approach essentially provides a structure for actors to use in rehearsal 

and performance to allow the artists time to invest in expression and “communicating the 

stuff of the soul” (Landau in Dixon & Smith, 1995, p. 17).  

The excitement I experienced from this approach prompted me to switch into 

E.T.W. After a year of study there, a former Adler teacher attended a performance of a 

play I was in. As the audience mingled with the actors after the show, my former teacher 
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hugged me and then gave me a Sicilian thump on the head with the palm of his hand. 

“You’re doing the Adler technique!” he bellowed. It seemed to him—and to me—that the 

work of my body had freed up the work of my head. 

And so I have come to embrace the idea of embodiment. The sense of the body in 

intellectual undertakings has a legacy in my own approach to thinking about how we 

learn and how we think. This is how I am situated as I set to studying in depth the 

writings of Maxine Greene. The realization of my legacy came about as I read Nancy 

Lesko’s essay (in Pinar, 1998a), “Feeling the Teacher: A Phenomenological Reflection 

on Maxine Greene’s Pedagogy.” Lesko’s background in practicing yoga situated her to 

experience Greene’s teaching through her body.  She writes that “Maxine's teaching 

involved her total body, and it evoked total response, at least from me” (p. 240). Lesko 

writes about feeling her body re-align itself and her breathing deepen whenever she 

emerged from Maxine’s lectures. With this revelation, Lesko bridges the linking of body 

to mind with knowing to self which she asserts as being “critical to women’s education” 

(in Pinar, 1998a, p. 242). 

John Baldacchino’s (2009) Education Beyond Education uses self as a thesis for 

exploring Greene’s philosophy. Through referencing Virginia Woolf’s character of 

Orlando, Baldacchino pinpoints the “moment when one realizes that there is a wide-

awake reality beyond some somnolent existence” (p. 136). According to Baldacchino this 

knowledge is acquired through the lived body and he highlights this as the “moment of 
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real learning, the consummation of the Delphic commandments: gnothi seauthón, know 

thyself!” (p. 136).  

Baldacchino’s use of the term “lived body” is suggested by Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s concept of self as being “’le corps vécu’ -- a body that brings together reality as a 

lived event; thus a lived body” (Baldacchino, 2009, p. 40). For Merleau-Ponty, the body 

is imbued with lived experiences and the act of perception is a motor function; perception 

is not limited to the mind. He distills “the process of grasping a meaning” as an act 

“performed by the body” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945, p. 177). To follow through on Lesko’s 

observation of Greene’s instruction, I can then conclude that the process of teaching is 

also an act performed by the body.  

I was drawn to review the works of Merleau-Ponty and Sartre because of 

numerous references made to them in the secondary literature about Maxine Greene’s 

work (Baldacchino, 2009; Barone in Pinar, 1998a; Jacobs in Ayers & Little, 1998; Kohl 

in Ayers & Little, 1998; Kohli in Ayers & Little, 1998b; Morris in Pinar, 1998a; Silin in 

Ayers & Little, 1998), in addition to Greene’s repeated references to these philosophers 

in her own work (1973; 1983; 1988a; 2000; 2001). In reviewing what I perceive to be a 

perspective of embodiment in the secondary literature of Maxine Greene’s work, it is 

clear that the foundation for this perspective can be found in the earlier works of 

existential phenomenologists like Sartre and Merleau-Ponty.  

The sense of the body as it relates to embodying learning and teaching takes on a 

more nuanced approach in the writing of Jean-Paul Sartre. In Being and Nothingness 
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(2001), Sartre states that “the body is lived and not known” (p. 300). He reasons that it is 

only possible to experience your own body through its relation to the world—the act of 

lifting a glass to your mouth is only perceived through the weight of the glass itself and 

not through the effort (Sartre, 2001). For Sartre learning happens when the body engages 

with the world, what he describes as an “upsurge into the world” (2001, p. 287). From 

this I extended that learning and consciousness are contingent on engagement. In my 

reading of Sartre, I came away with a sense of necessity towards being in the world in 

order to be conscious, to be wide-awake. 

Situatedness. 

An engagement with the world requires elements with which to connect. The 

previous discussions regarding the emergence of consciousness into being are echoed in 

the works of John Dewey as well. I would be remiss to not acknowledge Dewey in any 

discussion related to Greene’s philosophy. A quick perusal of the index of any Greene 

publication will present many references to Dewey forming a tally that outnumbers those 

made to Sartre and Merleau-Ponty combined. A similar accounting can be made in a 

perusal of the references in the literature about Greene’s work. Dewey can be viewed as 

being both a canonical and philosophical legacy during Greene’s tenure at Teachers 

College. William Ayers (1998) opens his introductory essay in the anthology A Light in 

Dark Times by anointing Greene’s lecture space as “The venerable hall where John 

Dewey had lectured years before” (p. 3).  

Greene openly acknowledges the influence of Dewey noting in “An 

Autobiographical Remembrance” that “as is obvious, I have been influenced by Dewey’s 
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Art as Experience” (in Pinar, 1998a, p. 11). Dewey distinguishes consciousness as “the 

continuous readjustment of self and the world in experience” (1934, p. 270). He 

characterizes the mind as a verb, which “denotes all the ways in which we deal 

consciously and expressly with the situations in which we find ourselves” (1934, p. 268). 

For Dewey and the other phenomenologists and existentialists under review, the situation 

in which experience is embedded informs our mind’s action. 

The element of biography is embedded in the term, “situatedness.” This is a thesis 

in Wendy Kohli’s writings and conversations about Greene (in Ayers & Little, 1998b; 

Hancock, 2001; in Lake, 2010; in Pinar, 1998a). In shadowing Greene’s practice, Kohli 

first introduces her thesis of “The Situated Philosopher” (in Pinar, 1998a) by presenting 

her own biography as a young teacher-come-graduate student in New York City in the 

early 1970s. She writes about being frustrated by the intellectual practice of fellow 

education students in Greenwich Village which she likens to an “’out of body’ 

experience” (in Pinar, 1998a, p. 181). In a quest for a different kind of philosophical 

conversation, Kohli packs her well-read volume of Greene’s Teacher as Stranger and 

takes the subway uptown to Teachers College. 

Recalling the Morningside Heights lectures Kohli writes how “Greene 

contextualized her lectures in the lived-world; she made philosophy come to life…with 

her own and others' lived experiences” (in Pinar, 1998a, p. 182). This coming-to-life can 

speak directly to the active engagement that can occur between a teacher and a student. 

For Greene’s students, it includes the instructor’s transparency of her lived experiences 
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which, for Kohli and others results in a dynamic learning environment. William Ayers 

(1998) in “Doing Philosophy” shares a similar sense of instruction coming to life: 

“Students were given access to an active mind, inquiring openly and in full view. 

Because she harvested her teaching from her own lived experience, it always had an 

improvisational feel to it --- fresh and vital and inventive.” (p. 6). He describes Greene’s 

lectures as “an intimate conversation with an old friend that is picked up, carried on, and 

then interrupted to be continued in the future” (in Ayers & Little, pp. 3-4). Like Kohli, 

Ayers also provides readers with his own biography in recounting his studies with 

Greene. 

It’s clear to me that these writers have internalized the sensation of engaging in a 

Greene lecture as made evident in their use of their own biographies within their essays. 

Both depict themselves as part of the counter-culture movement of the 1960s and ‘70s. 

Kohli portrays herself as the girlfriend of an Abbie Hoffman look-alike, part of a 

Greenwich Village couple who delighted in Hannah Arendt sightings around the city. 

Kohli’s self-reflection pierces deeply with her recognizing the “gendered nature” (in 

Pinar, 1998a, p. 180) of her experiences as a female graduate student. She concludes that 

her small town, working-class background denied her access into the urban, male 

philosophy circles of the 1970s.  

In another text Kohli specifies the particulars of the lived experiences Greene 

used in her lectures. These include “subject-positions of woman: daughter, mother, 

teacher, urban activist, and Jewish intellectual” (in Ayers & Little, 1998b, p. 12). Given 
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my own experience in those Morningside Heights lecture halls it is easy for me to find a 

connection between Kohli’s sense of “gendered” experiences and what she and others 

have ascribed to Greene. These particular subject-positions also present a framework for 

the 2001 documentary, “Exclusions and Awakenings” (Hancock). The film chronicles 

Greene’s biography and draws connections between these same subject-positions and 

Greene’s philosophy. The filmmaker Markie Hancock spoke directly to the necessity of 

this kind of framework noting that she “was adamant about wanting only women's voices 

to tell this story, in part a response to all the male voice-overs that tell so many stories 

and because this is a story about the silencing and emergence of the female voice" 

(Teachers College, 2001). As with Kohli, Hancock recognizes a gendered situatedness of 

Greene in recounting Greene’s biography and exploring her philosophy. 

Mary-Ellen Jacobs links this gendered situatedness directly to Merleau-Ponty. 

Jacobs’ essay, “Living Dangerously: Toward a Poetics of Women’s Lived Experience” 

(in Ayers & Little, 1998) describes Greene’s 1978 text Landscapes of Learning as a 

resuscitation of “phenomenology on gendered terrain, a honeycomb of hills and valleys 

reflecting her [Greene’s] own emerging understanding of herself as a philosopher marked 

by difference” (in Ayers & Little, 1998, p. 182). Jacobs comes to this conclusion as 

Greene’s “lived-world” or “lifeworld” cannot connect to the “social status quo” (p. 182) 

since Greene’s lived experiences are female which were not representative of the 

majority gender of the social status quo.  
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With Ayers and Kohli and my own situatedness that comes from my experience 

in Greene’s lectures, I can proffer Greene’s teaching practice as an occasion where 

philosophy comes alive through encounters with lived experiences. It is helpful to 

consider how Merleau-Ponty may have influenced this sensation. Merleau-Ponty (1945) 

states in Phenomenology of Perception that critical philosophy “tacitly assumes, 

consequently, that the philosopher’s thinking is not conditioned by any situation” (p. 71). 

From this description of the classicists, I can assume from Ayers’ and Kohli’s student 

experiences that Greene is not a member of this group of philosophers.  

John Baldacchino agrees. Situatedness is a theme in Education Beyond Education 

(2009) in which Baldacchino explores the self and the imaginary in Greene’s work. He 

theorizes that “some modern philosophers recognize imminence in how our existence 

pertains to being-there, or as Greene would put it after Merleau-Ponty, how women and 

men become conscious of being situated” (p. 44). My reading of Merleau-Ponty supports 

the idea that reflection is included in the act of becoming conscious. Merleau-Ponty 

claims that “reflection never lifts itself out of any situation.” This can mean to say that to 

be reflective, or conscious, is to be situated. Baldacchino notes from Sartre that “the 

qualification of being is essential in any discussion of learning, especially when learning 

pertains to one’s understanding of how being situated also means that one becomes aware 

of one’s existence” (2009, p. 26). From here I would like to propose the converse to this: 

to be situated is to be reflective. It is my perception that these two elements are linked to 

one another and each cannot be present without the other. This linkage comes into play 

with what I conceive to be Greene’s unique approach to aesthetics. 
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Aesthetic encounter. 

A 21
st
-century operatic riff on a 1923-American expressionistic drama. A 

Broadway theater filled with an African-American audience pondering a rock-n-roll 

contemplation of authenticity. The mind-bending collaboration of a drag chanteuse and a 

puppetry genius taking their audience on a journey highlighted by an alien abduction, 

Edenic frolic, and a Busby Berkeley chorus line. This is the art I encountered while 

working with Greene in the summer of 2008. 

The first chapter of William F. Pinar’s (1998a) “The Passionate Mind of Maxine 

Greene” is written by Greene. In “An Autobiographical Remembrance,” Greene notes 

that: 

There is an even greater fulfillment when a student who remembers a class 

with me in time past will stop me and tell me that I made a difference. 

(Sometimes I’m lucky enough to have someone say I changed his/her life; and I 

hope against hope that means he/she awakened a bit more, chose himself/herself 

with more passion and insight, developed more courage to be. And I also hope 

he/she sees more movies than before, takes the risks of new theatre and painting 

and music, returns to what he/she has learned to love) (p. 12). 

I am one of those students for whom a class with Maxine Greene made a 

difference. Her desire for her students to have encounters with works of art speaks 

directly to the centrality of aesthetics in her writing and her teaching. And though I have 

always been willing to take a risk with new theater, the idea that I was still making my 
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way downtown to see mind-bending collaborations and operatic riffs at age 45 is perhaps 

a testament to the difference I experienced in my studies with Greene. 

At age 45 I was spending a week in New York City to study with Greene at the 

Lincoln Center Institute. The Institute is the educational arm of Lincoln Center, a 

performing arts campus which houses numerous professional arts groups including the 

Metropolitan Opera, New York Philharmonic, New York City Ballet, Lincoln Center 

Theater and others. Every morning I gathered with other teachers and arts educators in 

Greene’s apartment across the street from the Guggenheim Museum. The workshop was 

focused on Gustave Flaubert’s (2005) A Simple Heart and Julian Barnes’ (1984) 

Flaubert’s Parrot. We discussed literature as an art form; the tendency of critical analysis 

to render the lived life of the reader as irrelevant; and the difficulty Greene’s late husband 

had with retirement as he didn’t have experience with a life that was unpredictable. In the 

evenings I made my way downtown to take risks in the unpredictability of new theater. 

Though this workshop was focused on literature, it resembled a lot of the course 

work I did with Greene as a graduate student at Teachers College. In every course there 

was a bibliography of both philosophy and literature. In addition to reading Dewey, Iser, 

Derrida, Bakhtin and others (Greene, 1994; 1996b), we also read Twain, Melville, 

Chopin, Hawthorne. Allende, Fitzgerald, Morrison and others. Wendy Kohli in Markie 

Hancock’s film Exclusions and Awakenings (2001) makes note of the use of what she and 

others (Barone, 1998; Giarelli, 1998; Graham, 1998; Henderson, Hutchison, & Newman, 

1998; Jeffers, 1998; Lesko, 1998; Luce-Kapler, 1998) describe as “imaginative literature” 
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in Greene’s teaching and how it exemplifies her atypical approach to philosophy and 

aesthetics. 

Thomas Barone (in Pinar, 1998a) attributes to Greene a perspective that sees 

“literary language as embodying” (p. 144). Barone suggests that the reading and 

conversations about “imaginative literature” (in Pinar, 1998a, p. 144) provoke critical 

reflection which in turn connects individuals to their own “lived worlds” (Greene, 1978 

in Barone in Pinar, 1998a, p. 144). As I proposed in my earlier discussion that being 

conscious is achieved through reflection, I can now build on this with the proposition that 

the use of literature—the use of all artistic expression—is a means toward consciousness 

and situatedness. 

The themes of reflection and aesthetics can be interpreted in many of the writings 

about Greene’s works. Mary-Ellen Jacobs (in Ayers & Little, 1998) writes how she views 

Greene’s own writings as a form of poesis where an intersection of language and lived 

experience occurs. It is in this intersection that “a poetics challenges us to interpret lived 

experience deeply so that we might realize the multiplicity of possible constructions and 

the inevitable partiality—and even impermanence—of our own visions” (p. 188). 

Jacobs’ use of poesis affirms this sense of impermanence as the Ancient Greek 

roots of the word concerns production (Oxford English Dictionary, n.d.a). Production 

offers a sense of being in process, of being not complete. This sense of incompleteness is 

referenced in numerous works on Greene. Baldacchino’s introduction to Education 

Beyond Education (2009) states that “if there is a ‘correct’ reading of Greene’s work, it 
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insists on remaining indefinite and inconclusive—just as Greene would assert the power 

of incompleteness in philosophy, the arts and education” (p. 2). Hancock’s documentary 

on Greene (2001) ends on the coda of “I am not yet” which also serves as the subtitle to 

the collection of essays edited by Pinar (1998a). 

Other writers have noted the connection between the irreconcilable and the arts in 

their study of Greene’s work. Leon Botstein (in Ayers & Little, 1998) clearly states in his 

advocacy piece for the arts in education that “the arts permit a reconciliation with the 

irreconcilable” (p. 67). It is through the arts, Botstein asserts, that recognition of the 

uniqueness of a work of art translates in a similar appreciation for the uniqueness of each 

student. Here again I encounter the sense of situatedness in how aesthetics might be 

defined by Greene. Where the Ancient Greeks defined aesthetics as “things perceptible 

by the senses, things material (as opposed to things thinkable or immaterial)” (Oxford 

English Dictionary, n.d.), Greene focuses on encounters with works of art in her teaching 

of aesthetics (Greene, 2007). It is the encounters that interest her and the uniqueness each 

individual brings to an encounter.  

Another theme that emerges from this embrace of the irreconcilable is the idea of 

not being empirical. Patrick Slattery and David Dees (in Pinar, 1998a) in writing about 

Greene’s book Releasing the Imagination state that Greene “posits that encounters with 

the arts are a transactional mode of being” and these particular modes of being “are 

misunderstood when they are reified or objectified” (p. 47). This misunderstanding 

emerges because of the room provided for multiple perspectives and interpretations in 
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encounters with the arts. Artists, in Deborah Britzman’s view, offer “only the stuff for 

interpretations, and then no guarantees” (in Ayers & Little, 1998, p. 105). Merleau-Ponty 

presents aesthetic expression as a thing in itself to be perceived that “plucks the signs 

themselves --- the person of the actor, or the colors and canvas of the painter --- from 

their empirical existence and bears them off into another world” (1945, p. 212). 

A distilled sensibility of the link between Greene’s view of the aesthetic 

encounter and her own quality of being incomplete can be found in Baldacchino’s 

chapter titled “If We Are to Be.” He summarizes Greene’s philosophical approach in the 

way “she characterizes existentialism as a cue to exploration, rather than as a set of 

conclusions” (2009, p. 38). Or as she states in Hancock’s film (2001) when talking about 

her love of literature: “The reason I read literature as I do…is because it poses the 

questions. It never answers them… I’ll read psychology for the answers.” 

Neutrality and Lived Life 

Using the lenses of embodiment, situatedness and the aesthetic encounter, I began 

to discern deeper dimensions of how the term lived life may have developed in Greene’s 

writings. Embodiment provides a linkage between the mind and body but it is all 

contingent on engagement with the world. It is only through an active engagement with 

the world that the body and self can become known to us. With situatedness we can be in 

the presence of ideas coming to life as is the case for students attending Greene’s 

lectures. But this coming to life through the use of lived experience may be a particular 

and necessary paradigm for women. The ability to have lived experiences is begotten 

through reflection which affords a wide-awakeness. 
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The aesthetic encounter, as exemplified by Greene’s focus on encounters with 

works of art, is shaped by this same practice of reflection. From this perspective, I then 

attached the sense of wide-awakeness to Greene’s view of the aesthetic encounter. I 

interpret this sense of the aesthetic as embedded with aspects of the unpredictable, the 

irreconcilable, and the incomplete. The aesthetic encounter provides room for multiple 

interpretations as we bring our lived experiences to bear on our encounters with works of 

art. Because the aesthetic encounter is not empirical our encounters with art prompt 

questions. And it is likely that the breadth of questions will model the breadth of lived 

experiences brought to bear on our encounters.  

In addition to these cornerstones and their embedded aspects, I have encountered 

references to lived experiences, lived worlds, the lived body, lived event and lifeworld. 

Yet there are few references to Greene’s term of lived life. What might be the reason for 

this? Sartre poses a heightened state to the quality of the lived stating that “the unity of 

the "lived" and the "living" is no longer indeed the spatial juxtaposition nor a relation of 

content to container; it is a magical inheritance” (2001, p. 290). 

In returning to Greene’s opening day question in 1996—“Is there such a position 

as neutrality?”—I don’t have an absolute answer. But if the inheritance of the lived and 

the living is the stuff of magic that Sartre alludes to, then it’s likely that even if there is a 

neutral position it doesn’t represent a place that those who are wide-awake would choose 

to reside.   
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Curating a Process: The Methodology 

Yesterday during lunch I caught the end of an episode of Masterclass, a 

series of HBO documentaries that follow emerging artists in master class 

environments. The mentor under study during lunch yesterday was playwright 

Edward Albee… 

During the Albee segment, a protégé asked about having permission to 

veer away from the writing adage, "write what you know." The young writer had 

been expressing interest in issues of human rights and abuses of those rights in 

other cultures. She was clearly hesitant about creating a life world that was not 

her own. Albee encouraged her and her peers to not be constrained by their own 

experience. It was crucial for writers to follow their own impulses and ultimately, 

the impulses and direction of the characters. And those impulses are sometimes 

outside of our own life experience. 

I was struck by the polarity of the Albee protege's concerns to that of my 

own. While the protégé was seeking permission to step outside of her life world 

and emotional background, I have been seeking permission to step back in.  

In my conversations with committee members, I have discovered an "aha" 

moment that occurred during my studies with Maxine Greene. The moment was 

when Greene encouraged us students to write from our own experience, to use "I" 

in our narrative assignments for her. This was the first time I had been given 
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"permission" to use "I" in my academic writing and essentially, "I" in my creative 

process. It was scary. It was hard. It was Maxine. 

I am adopting this practice in my dissertation work and in my 

methodology, or practice. My interpretation will be formed through my own 

reading and lens, perhaps without consideration of other writers' views on 

Greene's work. This may be truly hermeneutic work. There is tremendous 

responsibility involved in such a practice; it touches on issues of morality and 

ethics both in the process and in the interpretation. It's scary. It's hard. It's Maxine 

(Shawn Maureen Powers, 2010b). 

Alternative Ways of Knowing Through Arts-Based Inquiry 

In my journey of coming to know how Maxine Greene uses the term lived life in a 

selection of her writings, I embarked on a search for a methodology that would provide a 

prism of different ways of prompting my understanding. I referred to my search as a hunt 

for the squiggle. The squiggle was inspired by Mark Schubart’s work in the 1970s at the 

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Schubart was studying the relationship of the 

institution with young people and what he perceived to be the loss of aesthetic perception 

in American life. Schubart proposed an arts education program whose institutional 

structure would be composed of inter-relationships that “when fashioned in freehand 

form, brought to mind nothing so much as a ‘squiggle’” (Schubart & Lincoln Center for 

the Performing Arts, 1972, p. 156).  

The freehand nature of the squiggle assumes a form that is distinct to the 

circumstances in which it is produced. The sense of pattern brought to mind a form that is 
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nevertheless recognizable within varying situations. And the presence of inter-

relationships imparted a structure of connective tissue among individuals and ideas. In 

my attempt to discover the dimensions and meanings of Maxine Greene’s use of lived life 

in her writings, my methodology was a process of applying and interweaving various 

methodologies to create a practice of discovery that was specific to my experience, my 

situatedness, and what I understood to be my lived life. 

One of the primary facets of my squiggle’s pattern focused on language. Since my 

inquiry was based on a term that Greene uses in both her writing (1978; 1988a; 1994; 

1995; 2001) and speaking (Greene & Lincoln Center Institute, 2001) a method based in 

textual analysis became important for me to employ. A method that also would take into 

account my first-person voice was also a priority in the search. Using my first-person 

voice was not only important because of the focus that Greene places on its use among 

her students (O’Gorman in Pinar, 1998a) but also because of the lens of situatedness that 

emerged in my literature review. By using my first-person voice the reader is reminded 

that my interpretation and inquiry are situated.  

Another lens that colored my search for a methodology was the aesthetic 

encounter. This, too, was a theme that I developed during my literature review. Greene is 

commonly associated with aesthetics and aesthetic education (Baldacchino, 2009) with 

the aesthetic experience standing as “the downbeat that began the musical movement in 

Maxine Greene’s work” (Slattery & Dees in Pinar, 1998a, p. 48). Using this lens within 

my methodology allowed me to engage in a process that was emergent, echoing the 
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aesthetic education strategies based on Greene’s philosophy and developed by the 

Lincoln Center Institute (Greene & Lincoln Center Institute, 2001; Holzer, 2003).  

My inquiry and the lenses through which I desired to come to understand 

Greene’s use of lived life were achieved through a creative analytical practice 

(Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) within the qualitative research 

realm of arts-based inquiry (Barone & Eisner, 1997; Irwin, Beer, Springgay, Grauer, 

Xiong & Bickel, 2006; Sullivan, 2010). This method utilizes existential hermneutic 

practices (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000; Gadamer, 1982) and is guided by a series of 

metaphors that sparked my imagination throughout my journey of what I came to realize 

was building an exhibition of possibilities. In considering how an exhibition might be 

presented within the text-based, two-dimensional realm of a dissertation I employed 

Richardson and St. Pierre’s (in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) critical analytical practice of 

developing a “layered text” (p. 974). In the dissertation I have put myself in the text 

through weaving anecdotes of life “outside of or before academia” (Richardson & St. 

Pierre, in Denzin & Lincoln, p. 975) and my reflexive blog called “Living [Maxine] 

Greene.” 

A Reflexive Practice of Coming to Know 

By aligning with an arts-based form of inquiry I was able to engage in a reflexive 

practice during my inquiry that I hope the reader will also experience. Though reflexivity 

is not solely the province of arts-based inquiry, it is prominent within the field of arts-

based educational research (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis & Grauer, 2006).  
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Reflexivity is a process undertaken by researchers that brings self-awareness into 

the inquiry practice. It takes into account the effect the researcher has on the object under 

study, and the object’s influence on the researcher (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000). It 

aligns with postmodernist ideas that no theory or method of knowing can assert itself as 

the only right or true form of knowing (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005). Reflexivity also adheres to the poststructualist view of the “continual co-creation” 

of self and knowing about the subject (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005, p. 962). The theme of situatedness surfaces again for me as the context of the 

reflexive researcher is intertwined with the context of the object (Alvesson and Sköldberg 

2000; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). With the recurring resonance of situatedness in my 

exploration of methodologies, my squiggle took form.  

This kind of practice is in stark contrast to what Elliot Eisner has described as the 

“cool, calculating, and, for some, rational character of scientific investigation” (2006, p. 

9). The practice openly asserts the blurred lines between the research and the researcher. 

With this, the use of “I” is prominent in its textual forms (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, 

Gouzouasis & Grauer, 2006). This first-person voice indicates the often transformational 

process that occurs within this practice of coming-to-know. 

The kinds of writing that have been produced within this expanded arena of 

qualitative study have included “autoethnography, fiction, poetry, drama, readers' theater, 

writing stories, aphorisms, layered texts, conversations, epistles, polyvocal texts, comedy, 

satire, allegory, visual texts, hypertexts, museum displays, choreographed findings, and 
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performance pieces “ (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005 p. 962). Yet no 

matter the literary form, the reflexive form of this approach to writing provides the 

researcher/writer a means of getting to know the self and the object of study that would 

otherwise be “unimaginable using conventional analytical procedures, metaphors, and 

writing formats” (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 963).  

The narrative of my dissertation infused my biography as a context for my 

inquiry. The readers come to know my training in theater, my experiences as a student of 

Maxine Greene’s, and the intellectual curiosity of my circle of colleagues. My writing 

includes citations from my blog, Living [Maxine] Greene, which is the virtual 

environment where I worked through my intuitions, hunches, and discoveries during my 

dissertation experience. The blog included a group of followers who commented on my 

work, helping to enhance my perspective and understanding. These are all reflexive 

elements where my “product cannot be separated from the producer, the mode of 

production, or the method of knowing” (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005, p. 962). 

A Hermeneutical Fusing of Horizons 

My hunches and intuition that were shaped and honed through blog postings did 

not qualify on their own as a form of valid data collection and analysis as prescribed by 

the dissertation process. John K. Smith (1992) argues in “Interpretive Inquiry: A Practical 

and Moral Activity” that even though interpretivists follow the post-modern theme of 

questioning the existence of an objective reality, this does not mean that the practice of 

interpretation constitutes an “anything-goes relativism” (p. 101). Smith (1992) presents 
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knowledge as a situated entity that is not bound by any permanent or overarching 

justification for its existence. He shapes this form of relativism as not “exempt[ing] one 

from having to make the strongest case possible for one's interpretation of a situation” 

(Smith, 1992, p. 102). The practice of making the strongest case possible can be found in 

the hermeneutic tradition. 

Hermeneutics is the art of understanding and interpreting expression (Gadamer, 

1982). Its origins extend back to the classical era with Plato’s dialogues and Aristotle’s 

treatise on literary theory in his Poetics (Gadamer, 1982). Hans-Georg Gadamer (1982) 

writes that the hermeneutic tradition developed along the paths of the theological and the 

literary but that the impulse for each was the same: the need to understand something that 

was not completely unknown but had become “alien and unavailable” (p. 153). The 

unknown element can come about with the passage of time when an author’s original 

intentions and their cultural context are not known or shared by the current reader. As a 

result, the researcher may choose to come to know the text by using a historical or 

grammatical interpretation (Gadamer, 1982). 

One of the long-discussed problems within hermeneutic inquiry is the circularity 

that develops in the interaction between the interpretivist and the object under study. 

Because the interpretivist is making assumptions about the text before launching into the 

study of it, those assumptions will likely be found because of confirmation bias. Our 

human nature has a tendency to confirm rather than disconfirm our beliefs (Schick & 
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Vaughn, 2010) and as researchers we need to seek both the confirming and disconfirming 

perspectives in order to present a valid interpretation.  

One way to work around the problem of the hermeneutic circle is through a 

“fusing of horizons” (Gadamer, 1982, p. 273). Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg (2000) 

present nine themes of hermeneutic interpretation in their book, Reflexive Methodology. 

They categorize Gadamer’s “fusing of horizons” as existential hermeneutics which also 

takes cues from Heidegger and Ricouer. Alvesson and Sköldberg (2000) define 

Gadamer’s re-conception of the hermeneutic circle as “an alteration between merging 

into another world and linking back into our own reference system” (p. 84) It is a 

constant noetic movement back and forth between the object under study and our own 

pre-understandings, moods, and personal history. Through this we come to understand 

what was once “alien and unavailable” (Gadamer, 1982, p. 153) as well as revise and 

enrich our own pre-understanding. 

The Situatedness of Horizons 

I engaged in Gadamer’s fusing of horizons in my dissertation. The chapters 

display a continuous engagement in an open dialogue with the texts under study using 

what I understood to be my own lived life as a horizon of pre-understanding. All 

throughout my inquiry I was conscious that that my hunches and intuition regarding 

Greene’s meaning of lived life in her writings could fall victim to confirmation bias. 

However, through a process of an open dialogue regarding my pre-understandings while 

also considering divergent perspectives, I desired that both the reader and I came to 

understand more clearly the basis for my interpretation.  
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Another element that was relevant in the construction of my interpretation was an 

understanding that my frame of reference was “part of a historical-cultural tradition 

which has grown over a long time” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000, p. 87). In recognizing 

my own situatedness as a doctoral student writing about these texts in 2011, I attempted 

to take into account the situatedness of Greene when she was writing in 1973, 1978, 

1988, and so on: Greene’s horizon. My open dialogue with her texts included questions 

that uncovered the historical-cultural traditions that may have prompted her use of lived 

life in her writings. These questions emerged during the analysis by listening to the text; 

knocking at it until understanding, and new questions, emerged. (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2000).  

In allowing the questions to emerge, I used an aesthetic education method 

developed by the Lincoln Center Institute based on Greene’s philosophy. The roles of 

questioning and inquiry are central to this method as a means of understanding (Holzer, 

2003). The Lincoln Center method involves experiential studies focusing on works of art. 

Carefully planned observations and analyses of particular works of art are connected to 

participatory activities designed to highlight the possible relationship between an artist's 

choices and the viewer's aesthetic response. Through art-making explorations art viewers 

and attenders integrate their experiences and perceptions to shape new understandings of 

a particular artwork and their world. Because these explorations are developed in direct 

response to the viewer/attender’s observations and analyses, the process is emergent. It is 

situated to the viewer/attender and is always evolving. The approach is neither teaching 

art for art's sake, nor using the arts as a vehicle for teaching other subjects. It is a third 
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process that interweaves elements of each “involving perception, cognition, affect, and 

the imagination” (Holzer, 2005, p. 1).  

Greene refers to this as the creation of “emergent” possibilities that “cannot be 

preplanned or predicted, no matter how carefully wrought are the occasions created, no 

matter how much we take into account” (2001, p. 28). In this method, the context does 

not take priority over expression (Grombich, 1969) but instead served to answer 

questions that arose in my exploration (Holzer, 2003). This process informed my 

interpretation but because of its emergent quality, it do not limit my interpretation. 

I further developed my sense of Greene’s situatedness through a discussion of the 

counter-arguments to the idea of lived life in both thought and application. These counter-

arguments include the practice of Stella Adler, a “master” (Gordon, 2010, p. 160) acting 

teacher who favored technique and technical dexterity over the lived experiences of the 

actor.  

My conclusions are situated to me and the point in time in which my inquiry 

evolved. The conclusions are not be absolute. Alvesson & Sköldberg (2000) hold up 

reflexive methodologies as not suggesting that “any one of them is the bearer of the Right 

or Most Important Insight” (p. 249). Yet through this process, I came to understand my 

own situatedness in relation to Greene’s text that can provide an opening for the reader to 

recognize their own ways of coming to know and understand themselves and the world 

around them. 
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Curatorial Practice as Metaphor 

As my squiggle continued to take form with its interrelationships of reflexivity, 

hermeneutics and arts-based inquiry, its shape found a pattern through the concept of 

curatorial practice. Graeme Sullivan in Art Practice as Research (2010) reviews a 

number of reflexive approaches within the expanding canon of arts-based inquiry. He 

writes of a meta-analytic approach that resembles the work a “gallery curator does when 

reassembling a collection so as to present a different reading of artworks” (2010, p. 110). 

The curatorial process resonated for me as it presented an opportunity to link an arts-

based sensibility to my inquiry of Greene’s writings. It provided an opening for the role 

of Greene’s aesthetics in how I present her writings to my readers.  

A curatorial sensibility also offered a central position to the sensations of 

resonance and wonder. Stephen Greenblatt writes in Exhibiting Cultures (1991) of these 

sensations as two distinct models for exhibiting works of art. Greenblatt defines 

resonance as “the power of the displayed object to reach out beyond its formal boundaries 

to a larger world” while wonder refers to the “power of the displayed object to stop the 

viewer in his or her tracks, to convey an arresting sense of uniqueness, to evoke an 

exalted attention” (p. 42). He further discusses the qualities of wonder as it is achieved 

through the technique of “boutique lighting” used in exhibition design. This form of 

lighting design has the object lit from within in “an attempt to provoke or heighten the 

experience of wonder” (1991, p. 49). It was my hope that the reflexive approaches of this 

dissertation could be thought of as a form of lighting from within in a similar attempt to 

provoke wonder.  
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The curatorial practice continued to serve as a working metaphor in the building 

of this dissertation. Richardson and St. Pierre’s (in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) proposition 

of a layered text presented to me the idea of an exhibition as a collage. What’s more, the 

act of curating was a familiar practice for me as a theater practitioner and presenter, and 

as an avid museum-goer. A post to my reflexive blog remarks on the resonance that this 

metaphor instilled in me: 

When thinking about curating a dissertation, I am reminded of a wonderful 

exhibition I attended at the Walker Art Center nearly 30 years ago. It was 

"Hockney Paints the Stage." This was in the early 1980s and I was just then 

coming into contact with the avant-garde and performance art as an undergrad at 

NYU. The wonder of the Hockney exhibition was that it was multi-dimensional. 

The galleries embodied the sets designed by David Hockney. The sensation was 

to walk into an environment that was wholly distinct from the one you just exited. 

There were backdrops and set pieces, there was lighting and music; it was fully 

sensual. The viewer entered Hockney's world.  

I want to be able to achieve something similar in my dissertation, but with 

the limitations of two dimensions. And the primary means of expression is 

language/text. I am not sure what this will look like. But it is important for the 

reader/viewer to be able to enter the world of Greene's texts through the 

interpretation of Shawn's lived life. (Shawn Maureen Powers, 2011a) 
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As I progressed through my inquiry, the exhibition became more nuanced with 

the emergent process I embarked on. Because of the layering of autobiography and blog 

postings about my process of coming to know, I started to think of this squiggle as an 

exhibition of possibility. This focus on possibility was in the sense that my interpretation 

was situated and not absolute so that my findings would be thought of as a possible 

explanation for the meaning of lived life. It also reflected one of the patterns I found in 

Greene’s writings: lived life was often used as the precursor to an individual considering 

the possibility of alternative realities.   

Building the Exhibition 

My exhibition consists of five published volumes written by Maxine Greene. 

They are: Teacher as Stranger (1973); Landscapes of Learning (1978); The Dialectic of 

Freedom (1988a); Releasing the Imagination (1995); and Variations on a Blue Guitar 

(2001). These books were selected based on their range of publication dates: it was 

important for me to look at a collection of works that represented a span of time. Yet 

there were other works that could have been included that would have provided an even 

longer span of Greene’s writing history. These included The Public School and the 

Private Vision (1965) and Existential Encounters for Teachers (1967). I ultimately 

decided against including these titles because both of the volumes focus on other writers 

and thinkers. Public School (1965) focuses on the literary figures and educational 

thinkers of 19
th

- and early 20
th

-century America while Existential Encounters (1967) is a 

series of commentaries on the works of existential philosophers. Even though these 

volumes may have provided insight regarding the foundations of Greene’s use of lived 
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life in her writing, I wanted to focus on the works that were centered in Greene’s own 

voice.  

And yet that voice is often expressed through the works of other artists—to read 

Greene is to experience a “well-read” philosopher (Green, 1974; Jackson, 1980; Kohli in 

Pinar, 1998a) whose references to paintings, dances, plays, novels, poetry and other 

philosophers is an education unto itself. Many times I found myself pausing in mid-page 

of one of Greene’s works to search for a YouTube video of Bill T. Jones’s dance 

Still/Here or find a digital image of one of Edward Hopper’s urban landscapes. I viewed 

Greene’s use of these references as a signature of her own lived life, an embodiment of a 

lifetime of aesthetic encounters. Nevertheless, this selection of works analyzed in my 

exhibition represented my own effort to concentrate on the well-read, well-lived voice of 

Maxine Greene. 

The curatorial theme of the exhibition was the use of lived life in Maxine 

Greene’s writings. My approaches to understanding her use of this term consisted of 

textual scanning to locate the instances in which the term appears. I also scanned the 

books to locate terms that are similar in appearance and perhaps meaning such as lived 

experience, lived world, lived body, lived event, lifeworld, and variations on these terms. 

In doing so I it was my intention to expand the possibilities in interpreting lived life and 

remain open to the unexpected. 

Once the terms were located, I interpreted the context in which they appeared. I 

considered the subject of the chapter or essay in which these terms appeared, in addition 
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to the context of the subject and language surrounding them. The locations of the terms 

and their connections to subject matter were coded. My analysis looked for patterns and 

trends among the situations of when these terms appeared. For instance, I discovered that 

lived life appears frequently in the context of Greene’s writing about literacy (1978; 

1988a).  

An additional coding process took into account the lenses that I discovered in my 

literature review: situatedness, embodiment and aesthetic encounter. These are the themes 

that emerged for me in reading the works of Maxine Greene scholars. These themes 

represented a series of lenses through which I encountered Greene’s writings. The lenses 

were distinct to me and my situation of inquiry and represented another means of 

interpretation. I was able to code every instance of the occurrence of lived life with one of 

these lenses and use the lens as a tool to come to an understanding of lived life. These 

lenses provided a framework for my thinking and re-assembling of Greene’s texts much 

in the same way a theater director is beholden to the text they use and their actors’ 

particular expression of the interpretation of that text. I suspect that there are many other 

lenses through which to query lived life.  

Validity as Lighting from Within 

This curatorial practice represents the four levels of Alvesson and Sköldberg’s 

(2000) hermeneutic inquiry. The pair recommends a thorough practice of reflexive 

methodology where the inquiry undergoes four levels of interpretation: interaction with 

empirical material; interpretation; critical interpretation; and reflection on text production 

and language use (2000). This is to ensure validity of the research product and even 
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validity of the practice within the research field. The first level occurred with the 

resonance I experienced in encountering the term lived life in Greene’s writings.  

The second-level reflexivity was enacted through the textual scanning and 

multiple lenses I made use of in that scanning. The scanning was a form of interpretation 

where I intended to uncover patterns and trends among the situations of when lived life 

and its counterparts (lived experience, lived event, lifeworld, etc.) appeared. The critical 

interpretation was accomplished through seeking and finding multiple horizons and 

patterns. The fourth and final level of reflexivity was achieved through my exhibition of 

possibilities. 

My concern for validity and the use of triangulation to establish it in qualitative 

research is addressed through the multiple formations found in arts-based inquiry. Like 

Schubart’s squiggle, the forms share a density of interrelationships that support the 

research at a variety of interstices. Irwin, et al, (2006) replace the triangle with a rhizome 

which they liken to Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) metaphor of grass that grows in all 

directions making contact at numerous points. This rhizome structure is concerned with 

the constant creation of self and understanding, and the making of connections which had 

not been imagined before.  

With the framing of my methodology as an exhibition of possibility, the rhizome 

structure is effective in its openness to continual creation of self and meaning. This 

openness towards the role of the researcher and the possibility of multiple ways of 

knowing is echoed in Patti Lather’s (1991) emancipatory research practices. My first 
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person-voice and my openness in not assuming a neutral stance towards my inquiry is 

detailed by Lather (1991) as a postmodern stance of resistance. Though this exhibition 

stands as a means of coming to know with its ends not rooted in a specific, problem-

based  agency, the rhizome structure can be thought of as a postpositivist form of inquiry. 

Other appropriate qualities of rhizomes include their resistance to taxonomies and 

an organic tendency to “create interconnected networks with multiple entry points” 

(Irwin, et al, 2006, p. 71). Laurel Richardson (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005) in “Writing as Inquiry” takes up the form of the crystal that combines 

“symmetry and substance with an infinite variety of shapes, substances, transmutations, 

multidimensionalities, and angles of approach” (in Denzin & Lincoln, p. 963). Her focus 

on writing as a means of research is a reflexive practice that she calls “creative analytical 

practice.” She emphasizes that “What we see depends on our angle of repose” 

(Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 963). 

Within this reflexive practice Richardson (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005) provides four guiding questions on which to base a decision of validity. 

They are: 

1. Substantive contribution. Does this piece contribute to our 

understanding of social life? Does the writer demonstrate a deeply grounded (if 

embedded) social scientific perspective? Does this piece seem “true” –a credible 

account of a cultural, social, individual, or communal sense of the “real”?  
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2. Aesthetic merit. Rather than reducing standards, another standard is 

added. Does this piece succeed aesthetically? Does the use of creative analytical 

practices open up the text and invite interpretive responses? Is the text artistically 

shaped, satisfying, complex, and not boring? 

3. Reflexivity. How has the author's subjectivity been both a producer and 

a product of this text? Is there adequate self-awareness and self-exposure for the 

reader to make judgments about the point of view? Does the author hold himself 

or herself accountable to the standards of knowing and telling of the people he or 

she has studied? 

4. Impact. Does this piece affect me emotionally or intellectually? Does it 

generate new questions or move me to write? Does it move me to try new 

research practices or move me to action? (p. 964) 

This framework of guiding questions served as my “boutique lighting” 

(Greenblatt, 1991) for my dissertation/exhibition and is attended to directly in Appendix 

B. A friend who is a lighting designer for the theater was always primarily concerned 

with whether the actors lit by his design could be heard. This was always the opening 

question he would ask following the first fully staged dress rehearsal where the lighting 

design is under review. For my friend, lighting design wasn’t about whether or not an 

actor’s face was fully lit and seen by the audience. Instead, effective lighting was about 

making sure that the theater work was understood as a whole.  
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A Summary of Resonance and Wonder 

My exhibition/dissertation was guided by a metaphor of lighting that enhances 

understanding. My analysis utilized a hermeneutical inquiry of lived life in a selection of 

Greene's books: Teacher as Stranger (1973); Landscapes of Learning (1978); The 

Dialectic of Freedom (1988a); Releasing the Imagination (1995); and Variations on a 

Blue Guitar (2001). My continual knocking on these texts searching for recurring 

patterns meets Alvesson and Sköldberg’s (2000) four levels of interpretation. By 

knocking on Greene’s texts questions emerged for me that directed my inquiry and 

analysis towards different areas of consideration in the rhizomatic tradition of Deleuze 

and Guattari’s (1987) grass growing in multiple directions. My inquiry into the meaning 

of lived life in Maxine Greene’s writings was inspired by arts-based inquiry and 

specifically, a meta-analytic reflexive practice that resembles a gallery curator’s work 

(Sullivan, 2010). My interpretive process followed Gadamer’s (1982) “fusing of 

horizons” in which I used the lenses of situatedness, embodiment, and the aesthetic 

encounter afforded me in my literature review, as well as what I understood to be my 

own lived life in coming to understand Greene’s use of lived life. 

My analysis was further enhanced through an examination of the situatedness of 

Greene in her writing. This is exposed through an analysis of the context in which 

Greene’s books were published. The context includes the historical-cultural traditions of 

the times and the high relief sculpted by a discussion of artistic practice and philosophical 

thinking that provides a variation on the perspective of Greene’s sense of lived life in her 

works. 
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What became very apparent to me in this hunt for my own squiggle was how my 

pre-understanding of the idea of lived life played out within the methodology. The 

reflexive methods I reviewed all took the situatedness of the researcher into consideration 

through honoring the researcher's lived life in its impact on the research. I would later 

come to understand that this inquiry was the act of engaging my lived life, The resonance 

of lived life illumined itself in ways I had never imagined possible before. The search for 

my squiggle often stopped me in my tracks and demanded my attention. I was filled with 

resonance and wonder (Greenblatt, 1991). 
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An Initiator of Breath and Change: Analysis and Findings 

A Filled Stillness 

My exhibition of possibility is an occasion for me to consider how it is that I 

come to understand. As I knocked on the texts under study (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000) 

I found myself tracing my interpretation to the many “angle[s] of repose” (Richardson & 

St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 963) that are part of my reflected life. One of 

those angles is my training as a theater artist.  

In chapter two I noted my training in various acting techniques. A physical 

approach to acting under the guidance of Anne Bogart had freed up the intellectual efforts 

in my acting so that I found myself simply responding to what was happening on the 

stage. During my career I worked with other theater directors who drove the actors to 

engage in exhaustive physical warm-ups and all-night rehearsals in an effort to break 

down barriers to emotions and taking risks. Like my work with Bogart, it was a process 

of quieting the mind to focus and be open to new interpretations (Richards, 1995). I liken 

this quieting of the mind to a stillness that is filled with anticipation.  

It was with this sense of focus through a filled stillness that I encountered Maxine 

Greene’s use of lived life for the first time. It was 1994 in her “Aesthetics and Education” 

course at Teachers College. Her course materials included a document titled “Some notes 

on an introduction“ (1994). The notes opened with the following: 
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This course constitutes an introduction to aesthetics and an exploration of 

what aesthetic education signifies and the role it might play in the public schools 

today. We are going to explore some questions about the nature of art and the 

place of art in lived life--not only those concepts and practices to which 

philosophical examination can be applied, but the whole matter of whether 

paintings, say, or dance performances, plays, novels, films, poems, musical works 

allow for particular kinds of understanding of what it is to be human, to be with 

others, to go in search of how things mean (p. 1). 

The presence of lived life in what might be considered a routine academic handout 

that professors produce (or at the least of what Professor Greene produced), provides 

support for the idea that lived life was likely to have been embodied in Greene’s way of 

thinking in 1994. In my analysis of Greene’s writings one of the questions I sought to 

answer was if lived life had always been present in her writing. Conversations with my 

dissertation committee included speculation regarding the pervasiveness of lived life in 

Greene’s writing over time. We wondered aloud if there was a time when this term 

wasn’t used, perhaps prior to 1994. Was lived life something that started to only appear in 

her later works? 

The Studio: Possibilities and Considerations 

In this section I present the findings and analysis that emerged from my 

existential hermeneutic inquiry. A series of questions came forward that prompted 

additional and extended inquiry— a rhizomatic journey—into the source and significance 

of Greene’s use of lived life. 
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Finding 1: The lived life as a later occurrence. 

Our wonder is now confirmed. Lived life does not appear in the earliest book 

under study, Teacher as Stranger (1973). The first appearance of lived life occurs in 

Landscapes of Learning (1978) though it is most prevalent in Releasing the Imagination 

(1995) and Variations on a Blue Guitar (2001). Both of these books focus on the use of 

imagination and the arts in education. Prior to these books, the occurrence of lived life is 

moderate—six citations in Landscapes of Learning (1978) and three in Dialectic of 

Freedom (1988a).   

In Landscapes (1978) Greene first uses the term early in the book’s preface to 

help define the metaphor used in the book’s title: 

My primary interest has been to draw attention to the multiple realities of 

our culture in such a way as to arouse readers to pose critical questions of their 

own. Throughout, there is talk of emancipation and “wide-awakeness,” of the 

need to transcend passivity. Transcendence has to be chosen; it can be neither 

given nor imposed. It is my view that persons are more likely to ask their own 

questions and seek their own transcendence when they feel themselves to be 

grounded in their personal histories, their lived lives. That is what I mean by 

“landscapes” (Greene, 1978, pp. 1-2). 

Finding 2: Lived life as connected to transcendence. 

From this citation, I interpreted that lived life might be synchronous with the idea 

of being “grounded in personal histories.” But this is just one of numerous moments 

when lived life/lives appears in Greene’s texts. With each occasion I wanted to consider 
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the subject matter in which the term was used and its vicinity to other words and ideas. 

Here, for instance, the idea of a chosen transcendence is in the vicinity of lived lives and 

this nearness suggested to me a relationship. This proximity suggests that lived life is 

connected to transcendence.  

An Original Voice 

In chapter 3 I explained my choice of the books to use in this exhibition as a 

desire to study Maxine Greene’s writings in what I perceived to be her own voice. My 

desire to focus on Greene’s own voice pushed me to ask, what makes a voice one’s own? 

When is a voice original? This subsequently led me to question if there is such a thing as 

an original voice. These questions swirled through my coming to understand because 

Greene’s writing is known for its multiple references to other writers, artists, and thinkers 

(Green, 1974; Jackson, 1980; Kohli in Pinar, 1998a). Teacher as Stranger (1973) is dense 

with reference: Thomas Green in his review of the book in Teachers College Record 

(1974) hoped for a day when “we might get from [Greene] an extended essay of equal 

sensitivity but without a single explicit allusion to other writers or a single footnote or 

potential footnote…I hunger to see what is ‘on it’ unadorned” (para. 10).   

I have proposed that Greene’s use of these references is a signature of her own 

lived life; that the adornments that Thomas Green found distracting in his review of her 

book were characteristic of Maxine Greene’s voice. Could Greene’s use of lived life in 

her later books be another characteristic of her voice? Because lived life only begins to be 

seen in Landscapes of Learning (1978), I wondered if lived life could be an indication of 
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a more mature voice? By mature, I am referring to a quality of thinking that evolves with 

time and experience.  

An Original Phrase 

Finding 3: Lived as a qualifier in the literature. 

Another question which then arose for me queried whether lived life is original to 

Greene or had it been used elsewhere in philosophy, or education? 

My literature review found nothing written about Greene’s use of lived life or 

about the term’s use in philosophy or education. The terms lived experience and lived 

body are found in numerous phenomenological writings including Merleau-Ponty’s 

Phenomenology of Perception (1945) and Husserl’s The Crisis of European Sciences and 

Transcendental Phenomenology (1970). With this scarcity found in my review it is 

possible that lived life is original to Greene. Because it only starts to make an appearance 

in her books with Landscapes of Learning (1978), it was helpful for me to consider the 

seeds that may have produced lived life.  

A term that is present in Teacher as Stranger (1973) that caught my eye and mind 

was life-world. The term’s ability to catch me is likely located in the same auditory 

province that caused lived life to prick my ears. Perhaps it is a metaphysical sensation 

where the body and mind are simultaneously activated by the feel of the term in the 

mouth and its meaning. My attention was also prompted due to the presence of both life-

world and lived as a qualifier within the phenomenological and existential literature: lived 

body, lived experience, and lived world (Heidegger, 1962; Husserl, 1970; Merleau-Ponty, 

1945; Sartre, 2001; Schutz & Luckmann, 1973). Again, I sensed that lived life is original 
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to Greene though the term seems to arise from earlier thinkers who defined the lived 

variously as le corps vécu, Merleau-Ponty’s “body that brings together reality as a lived 

event; thus a lived body” (Baldacchino, 2009, p. 40); Heidegger’s lived experience which 

is “intense, meaningful...enlivening” (Thomason, 2011, p.49); Sartre’s “magical 

inheritance” (2001, p. 290); and Schulz’s lived experience in which “activity is united 

with the highest tension of consciousness and manifests the strongest interest of 

encountering reality” (1973, p. 25). 

Finding 4: The pre-reflective state of the life-world. 

The origin of life-world is attributed to the phenomenologist Edmund Husserl 

(Beyer, 2011) in his posthumously published The Crisis of European Sciences and 

Transcendental Phenomenology (1945). Since Greene makes reference to Husserl in her 

books (1973; 1995) I can make the assumption that his writing likely influenced her own. 

For Husserl, as cited by Carr (1970), life-world is simultaneously the immediate 

experience of the individual in a prepredicative world “prior to critical reflection” (p. 

xxxix) as well as the cultural experience of a community of people. Alvesson & 

Sköldberg (2000) write that Husserl asserted that the world is essentially constructed by 

the ego and that the world-making ego precedes existence. The life-world is the 

construction of that ego: it is the “ordinary perceptual world” (Walsh & Grayling, 2011, 

no page #).  

Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes about prepredicative sensibility in his expression 

of “primordial silence” (1945, p. 214). Though our language is filled with “ready-made 

meanings” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945, p. 213) that are embodied, for Merleau-Ponty there is 
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an elemental state that is pre-linguistic, expressing “the emotional essence of our 

encounter with the world” (Flynn, 2004, para. 26). 

I interpret from Husserl and Merleau-Ponty that life-world and the primordial 

silence is the situation in which the world is perceived prior to interpretation or analysis. 

The actual derivation of meaning of that perception happens further along the 

phenomenological continuum. The life-world is distinguished by an unmediated silence 

along the continuum where perception is received free from interpretation: it is a pre-

reflective state.  

Finding 5: The pre-reflective state is embodied. 

It was a struggle for me to make sense of the pre-reflective. From Greene’s 

references in The Dialectic of Freedom (1988a), I found a hook in her use of thrust and 

reaching out in describing the transcendence towards consciousness and meaning 

making. Through my analysis of reassembling texts (Sullivan, 2010) I came to 

understand the pre-reflective is the moment prior to the thrust and the reach. As I paced 

back and forth through hallways and up and down staircases to make sense of this 

moment prior, I located in my own body where the pre-reflective might reside and how it 

might behave.  

I remembered my training as an actor which also included years of vocal and 

movement training. Many of my teachers would talk about sound, movement and 

intention as originating from the actor’s solar plexus. The solar plexus is a nerve network 

located around the stomach (Keeton & Sircus, 2011) that is, literally, the pit of the 

stomach (Dumont, 1920, p. 4). It is what the early 20
th

-century modern dancer Isadora 
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Duncan referred to as “the central spring of all movement, the creator of motor power, 

the unity from which all diversions of movements are born” (in LaMothe, 2005, p. 261). 

In trying to locate the pre-reflective both intellectually and ultimately physically, I found 

myself working from the solar plexus, focusing on it as the initiator for breath and 

movement. From my situated vantage point the pre-reflective is not only located in the 

solar plexus, but it is the solar plexus. 

If Greene’s use of lived life is following along in the same phenomenological 

tradition of life-world, there had to be a reason why she didn’t continue using life-world 

after The Dialectic of Freedom (1988a). My continued knocking on the text opened up 

the question of how the characteristics of lived life might distinguish it from Husserl’s 

life-world and Merleau-Ponty’s primordial silence. One of the defining characteristics 

could certainly be the era in which Greene was writing. Another is the cultural backdrop 

against which Greene was writing the books under study. Could Greene’s use of lived life 

be a revision of life-world for the modern and post-modern ages? How might the cultural 

landscape inform her thinking on educational reform in a post-modern age? 

A Challenge to the Customary 

Greene notes “The American Action Painters” (1952) in Teacher as 

Stranger (1973). The reference occurs within a chapter that highlights the new art 

forms of abstractions and happenings in the 1960s. Greene suggests that the spirit 

of these new art forms forced viewers to take on new perspectives of how they 

viewed art and the world around them and that the same spirit should be applied 

to education--students and teachers should also take on new perspectives.  
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…I can't help but to think that this essay was the tipping point of the break 

from the post-War/the man-in-the-grey-flannel-suit/Levittown sensibility that had 

been emblematic of the era. (Shawn Maureen Powers, 2011b) 

In her chapter “Moral Dilemmas and Commitments” in Teacher as Stranger 

(1973) Greene synthesizes writers and thinkers like Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, and Dewey 

in her confrontation with a mid-20
th

 century predicament. She writes about the quandary 

of the teacher in the midst of the counter-culture who finds their self in conflict with the 

values of the students, the administration, and even their own upbringing. In coping with 

this dilemma Greene proposes that the teacher “challenges customary ways of seeing” 

(1973, p. 207). In her appeal to teachers to take on new perspectives she finds a parallel 

in the discoveries of new ways of seeing being made by the contemporary artists of the 

late 1960s and early ‘70s in their experimentation with “ready-mades, happenings, optical 

tricks, comic strips, banal objects, styrofoam squares, as well as cool (inhumanist) 

representative paintings and abstractions and ‘minimal’ design” (1973, p. 208).  

For a teacher confronted by a generation gap where the values of a counter culture 

were not customary to the holders of prior social norms, guidance was needed in bridging 

the gap. Greene found such guidance in encounters with works of art. In shedding the 

norms of what art should be, the art viewer could foster a new way of encountering 

differences. Greene writes how an encounter with an art work can “bracket out ·the 

stereotypical and the ordinary” which returns the viewer to “his original self, to the 

primordial silences, to his life-world” (1973, p. 208). For Greene, it is through encounters 
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with works of art that teachers and others can come to see and understand themselves and 

their students.  

My notes on this particular chapter find an aesthetic lens within Greene’s 

dicussion of primordial silences. I interpret this chapter, presumably written around the 

same time as the book’s publication, as previewing Greene’s growing focus on the value 

of the arts in education. In this chapter Greene references the art critic Harold Rosenberg 

whose 1952 esssay “The American Action Painters” (in Rosenberg, 1959) is considered 

defintive in its characterization of the American abstract expressionism movement of the 

mid-20
th

 century (Ashton, 1980; Lyon, 1991; Wolf, 2011). Rosenberg applied an 

existentialist point of view on this new movement in American painting (Ashton, 1980; 

Lyon, 1991) noting that the canvas was “an arena in which to act--rather than as a space 

in which to reproduce, re-design, analyze or ‘express’ an object, actual or imagined” 

(Rosenberg, 1959, p.25). From her citation of his work, it is clear that Greene found an 

ally in Rosenberg.  

Greene was likley finding allies in large numbers during the mid-20
th

 century, 

notably within the modern movement of numerous art forms. As Roger Copeland 

maintains in Merce Cunningham: The Modernizing of Modern Dance (2004) it was “the 

heyday of existentialism” (p. 52) with its “emphasis on risk” (p. 52). He cites the 

existential stance in the modern movements of dance, art, poetry, theater and music that 

“encouraged  the creator to hurl himself into situations with unpredicatble results” (2004, 

p. 52). This view is echoed in Teacher as Stranger (1973). In the chapter titled “Choosing 
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a Past” Greene writes of Nietzsche’s “need for lives of risk and intensity” (p. 34); 

Dostoevsky’s rage against the threat of men used as “‘piano keys’ manipulated from 

without” (p. 34); Kierkegaard’s opposition to the crowd; Buber’s link between the 

individual’s comprehension of the world and being; and Husserl’s life-world. She 

summarizes all of their work as “revolts, against systems and absolutes” (1973, p. 35) in 

preparation for the modern world. An element of this revolt in Greene’s writing is 

challenging the customary ways of seeing. 

Finding 6: The inter-subjectiveness of lived life. 

Another element of this revolt is the focus Greene places on the inter-subjective. 

In reviewing Greene’s use of lived life it became apparent that the term often occurs 

alongside or near to community. Husserl certainly recognized the presence of community 

in his discussion of life-world which he defined as simultaneously as the immediate 

experience of the individual as well as the cultural experience of a community of people 

(Carr, in Husserl, 1970). Schutz and Luckmann note in The Structures of the Life-World 

(1973) that the fundamental structure of an individual’s life-world is not private but 

instead is shared. He notes that “I can, up to a certain point, obtain knowledge of the lived 

experiences of my fellow-men—for example the motives of their acts—so, too, I also 

assume that the same holds reciprocally for them with respect to me” (1973, p. 4).  

Yet as Greene exhibits in her quandary of the teacher in the midst of the counter-

culture (1973), there are perceptual conflicts that need to be overcome in the classroom 

and by extension, any community of people. Greene presents a more pessimistic stance in 

regards to the idea of humans possessing an inherent ability to obtain the knowledge of 
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the life-worlds of others. For Greene, as I will demonstrate, such knowledge has to be 

worked towards. To obtain that knowledge is an act of transcendence. 

A Literacy of Possibilities for Repair and Transcendence 

As I noted earlier in this chapter, lived life appears in the preface of Landscapes of 

Learning (1978). My reflection on its use in this instance focused on a sense of choice 

and its accompaniment to transcendence. Greene states that “Transcendence has to be 

chosen; it can be neither given nor imposed” (1978, p. 2); this leads me to ask, what does 

Greene mean by transcendence? 

In Landscapes of Learning (1978) she defines transcendence through Merleau-

Ponty’s view of consciousness. Greene connects transcendence to the moment of 

consciousness in her description:  

What were once perplexing shapes and fragments on the fringes of the 

perceptual field are thematized, transmuted into symbolic forms. Naming occurs; 

interpretations occur; meanings are built up; intersubjective relations entered into; 

gradually, the embodied consciousness constitutes a world (p. 103). 

This sense of the intersubjective nature of language and its place within transcendence 

corresponds to Susanne Langer’s work in the “feeling-tones” (1957, p. 171) that assist in 

sense-making. With language considered a currency to exchange concepts and to 

establish classifications (Langer) the act of transcendence results in an embodied within 

consciousness (Merleau-Ponty in Greene, 1978).  
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Finding 7: Lived life as necessary in choice-making. 

With this I can view that choice is at play in determining the themes, names and 

interpretations. As a result, I cannot help but to view transcendence as something 

vulnerable because of that choice. The actions discussed in this definition can just as 

easily be constructive or destructive in their impact. Similarly, the agency of naming and 

interpreting can be ignored or even unseen, which Greene frames as 

“unreflectiveness…the incapacity to interpret lived situations” (1988a, p. 22). This is 

where Greene stresses the critical need for educators to encourage agency among their 

students warning that “the young (like their elders) are all too likely to remain immersed 

in the taken-for-granted and the everyday” (1988a, p. 7). 

In Landscapes of Learning (1978), Greene’s use of lived life occurs in relation to 

an individual’s ability to name the insufficiencies and gaps they confront. She uses it in 

her chapter titled “The Predicaments of American Self-Hood” which is contained in a 

section titled “Emancipatory Education.” This citation is found in a discussion regarding 

how students in a passive society can become active in working towards an education, to 

“encounter curriculum as an opportunity” (1978, p. 18): 

If learning focuses upon lived life, it should enable persons to recognize 

lacks in the situations through which they move, recognizing lack or deficiency 

(infringements on personality, exclusion, or neglect), they may learn how to repair 

and transcend (1978, p. 19). 
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These insufficiencies are described in this book through the forms of slavery, 

exclusions, and brutality. In her reflection on Flaubert’s A Sentimental Education (in 

Greene, 1978), she responds with the following interpretation that uses the lived life: 

It can only be the ordinary life of someone like the workman, Dussardler, 

who is rooted solidly and unromantically in the everyday. He chooses himself as a 

revolutionary simply because he has seen people brutahzed; and he cannot endure 

it. He loves simple justice; he hates the police; so he fights for what he believes 

freedom to be. Slogans and abstractions are irrelevant for him, because he is 

grounded, situated in his own lived life (1978, p. 35) 

Finding 8: The reflected-upon lived life in the naming of insufficiencies. 

For Greene, it is in the naming of such insufficiencies, voids, and gaps that an 

individual can come to understand that other possibilities exist that move the individual 

toward repair and transcendence. She works with the idea of naming as both a movement 

within achieving literacy—which is supported through numerous references to Paulo 

Freire’s work in adult literacy (Greene 1973; 1978; 1988a; 1995; 2001)—and as a 

movement in which the naming is an act of consciousness that is the start of an existential 

project. From these series of citations regarding insufficiencies, I claim that the lived life 

is necessary in the naming of those insufficiencies and in creating a literacy of possibility. 

This literacy—brought about through the naming of insufficiencies—opens the individual 

to the consideration of alternative ways of being. Choice-making is critical in realizing 

such a literacy as each alternative shapes the particular transformation that will occur. 
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As Greene seeks to facilitate naming and prevent un-reflectiveness through her 

writing, the deliberate act of reflection is commonly associated with her use of the lived 

life. For Greene the act of reflection is the staging for going beyond the taken-for-granted 

in order to create new realities (1973; 1978; 1988a; 1995; 2001). Reflection also 

represents the root of consciousness involving “the capacity to pose questions to the 

world” (1988a, pp. 20-21). Greene makes clear in Landscapes of Learning (1978) that 

“reflection is not only rooted in experience, its entire purpose is to inform and clarify 

experience—of the lived world” (p. 17). 

Lived Life as a Catalyst for Change 

Finding 9: The urgency for change in the lived life. 

I viewed the likely and consummating act that arises from choice, reflection, and 

the naming of insufficiencies as being change. I was able to do this because the act of 

change is also an accompaniment to lived life in Greene’s writing. This relationship of the 

lived as a catalyst to change was established early in Greene’s writing. In Teacher as 

Stranger (1973) she illustrates this yearning for change from the perspective of the 

student who 

Wanting to be someone, he continually moves outward, seeking to 

transcend, to break through to a new future. He makes this break best of all in the 

context of his life history, perceiving from his vantage point and then from a 

multiplicity of other vantage points, each with protocols, self-consistency, norms 

and rules. (p. 167) 
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I previously noted that lived life was not found in Teacher as Stranger (1973) and 

the citation here instead uses life history. I made an assumption that Greene’s use of life 

history was one of the precursors that developed into lived life. With this assumption I 

found myself taken by the urgency expressed with the student’s mode of seeking and the 

active nature of continually moving outward. Though my initial notes on this passage 

focused on the lens of situatedness, the sense of urgency and activeness presented within 

the citation led me to try on the optic of embodiment. It brings me back to Greene’s 

portrayal of consciousness in Dialectic of Freedom (1988a) that continues to echo this 

urgency: “It is not to be understood as an interiority. Embodied, thrusting into the lived 

and perceived, it opens out to the common” (pp. 20-21). 

The issue of change is most sharply in focus in Releasing the Imagination (1995). 

There were numerous citations of lived life within these essays which were often linked 

to change. An example of the link and the specificity of change can be found in Greene’s 

discussion of the civil rights movement and the followers of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: 

As they came awake to a dimension of lived life they could scarcely have 

predicted for themselves, they came to feel a transcendence that came from their 

being together in a particular way. The transcendence was often deeply personal, 

but through experiencing it, they came together in a revitalized community. In 

that sense, they were a community of beginners, moved to imagine what might be 

if they took action together (1995, p. 40). 
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Greene encourages her readers throughout Releasing the Imagination (1995) to 

provide themselves and their students with opportunities to engage their lived lives to 

create change in their communities. The reflective practice includes “putting an 

explanation into words, fighting a plague, seeking homes for the homeless, restructuring 

inhumane schools” (p. 74). Though education and the means towards realizing 

educational reform are typical of the contexts in which Greene writes of the lived life, the 

reflective practices cited here move the process of change beyond the walls of the 

classroom. The engagement of the lived life is not only necessary for change and 

transformation to occur, but the repair and transcendence take place within the larger 

landscape of the community at large.   

Finding 10: Lived life in Greene’s transcendence. 

I have concluded that like Husserl’s life-world and Merleau-Ponty’s primordial 

landscape/silence that the foundation of lived life is also a pre-reflective state. I 

determined this through concept mapping in my analysis that continually placed lived life 

prior to consciousness, reflection, and transformation. Yet, lived life is not wholly 

synonymous to Husserl’s life-world or Merleau-Ponty’s primordial landscape/silence. 

Greene uses these terms of the pre-reflective state in her earlier writings where lived life 

is not found. But the occurrences of these instances of life-world and primordial 

landscape/silence wane following Teacher as Stranger (1973). This coincides with the 

the emergence of lived life in Greene’s writings. For me, this change in frequency of the 

occurrences of these terms demonstrates a change in how Greene approaches the pre-

reflective. I interpret Greene’s choice in using lived life more frequently and the others 
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less as constituting her own transcendence. This is demonstrated in my subsequent 

findings. 

Finding 11: Lived life as an urgent catalyst. 

Another aspect that might distinguish Greene’s lived life from the other 

considerations of the pre-reflective is what I view to be its catalytic quality to affect 

change for transformation. While phenomenologists find concurrence on the existence of 

an “implicit pre-reflective self-awareness” (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2010, para. 3), Greene’s 

use of lived life as an assumed harbinger of change is unique. The catalytic nature of 

Greene’s alliance with change can be associated with Greene’s writing style which 

reviewers have described as “anguished, sometimes ecstatic” (Kestenbaum, 1974, p. 166) 

with an “urgency of tone" (Parsons, 1976, p. 124). Her method has been portrayed as that 

of “a passionate and eloquent pleader of causes” (Nash, 1979, para. 2) who “urges her 

readers…to confront the apparent meaninglessness of life” (Rainsberry, 1976, p. 90).  

Finding 12: The lived life as an existential project. 

I can also interpret Greene’s urgent linking of lived life to change to be 

characteristic of her existential sensibilities (Baldacchino, 2009; Goodman & Teel in 

Pinar, 1998a; Greene, 1967; Jacobs in Ayers, 1998; Morris in Pinar, 1998a). In Teacher 

as Stranger (1973), Greene frames her pleading in existential terms for individuals—not 

just teachers—to undertake projects to realize alternatives to the present situation: “the 

only response, as we have said, is to consult one's existential experience of being able to 

exert one's will freely, of being free to choose not to do—as well as to do—certain 

things” (1973, p. 86). She writes of the ghetto child whose life unfolded against a 
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backdrop of jobless men “to call the sort of existence he knows best unacceptable” (p. 

256).  

Early in Releasing the Imagination (1995) Greene introduces the reader to her 

view of social change in citing Jean-Paul Sartre’s (2001) link between freedom and 

action: “It is on the day that we can conceive of a different state of affairs that a new light 

falls on our troubles and our suffering and that we decide that these are unbearable” (p. 

411). In Greene’s citation, decide is italicized. My edition of Being and Nothingness 

(2001) differs from hers and so it is possible that her version embellished decide with 

italics. Nevertheless, Greene’s focus on the active, transformative elements of 

existentialism are found throughout her writing, I maintain that it is this fervent 

existential lens that distinguishes lived life from other forms of the pre-reflective state. 

This could be extended to think of lived life as part of an existential being in that it does 

not exist outside of the actual engagement with it and the subsequent acts of 

transcendence and change. This is to say: to be able to name a lived life is to be 

conscious. 

The Backdrop to an Encounter 

The act of reflection is not only a precursor to change in Greene’s writings but it 

also stands as a hallmark of the aesthetic education traditions at the Lincoln Center 

Institute in New York City (Holzer, 2005). Greene has served as its philosopher-in-

residence at the institute since 1976 (The Maxine Greene Foundation, 2007) and the 

aesthetic education traditions developed by the group are inspired by her writings 

(Lincoln Center Institute, 2005, 2007; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, Inc., 
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2005). Greene’s Variations on a Blue Guitar (2001) is a collection of the lectures she has 

presented at the institute from 1980 to 2000. The Institute historically focused on 

professional development in aesthetic education featuring aesthetic encounters with live 

works of art from which curriculum could be developed for classroom use. I liken the 

aesthetic encounter to a breathless quality: it’s the period of time when I’m transfixed by 

a performance or an experience to suddenly realize that I have forgotten to breathe for a 

few minutes. Aesthetic encounters are etched in my memory as that breathless state is an 

embodied experience. In Merleau-Ponty’s realm, this bodily connection “keeps the 

visible spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains it inwardly” (2001, p. 

235). 

Some of my most beloved breathless etchings that have been inwardly sustained 

include sitting in the front row of the playwright Sarah Ruhl’s Eurydice (2008), which 

retold the Orpheus myth from the point of view of Eurydice. The design of the show 

included torrents of rushing water onstage that suspended me and then wore me from the 

torrents of grief that followed. Like Dewey’s “meal in a Paris restaurant” (1934, p. 36), 

there was the poached salmon with pesto in Seattle in 1980. My teenaged taste buds prior 

to then scoffed at fish but that evening I took a risk and was sublimely rewarded.  

Whether it was a performance fixed in time in my memory or the discovery of 

new food groups to savor, each of these moments was marked by a sense of breathless 

suspension akin to the dance term for a “prolonged high point” (Lewis, 1984, p. 44). 
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Finding 13: Lived life as a necessary precursor to the aesthetic encounter. 

In nearly every citation featuring lived life in these lectures Greene casts the term 

as a backdrop against which Institute participants are encouraged to have aesthetic 

encounters with works of art. She explicitly states in her 1980 lecture “The Maker and the 

Perceiver: Embodied Meanings” that she does “not believe that aesthetic contemplation 

or attending can take place apart from lived life” (2001, p. 40). Likewise, in “The Arts 

and the Human Condition” (1995) she explains that “We try, as you well know, to enable 

persons in their diversity to engage with plays, dance performances, music, visual art 

forms, and literary works actively, reflectively, and against the background of their own 

lived lives” (2001, p. 148). As I have demonstrated with the ideas of change, 

transcendence, reflection and the naming of insufficiencies, I claim lived life as being a 

necessary component to an aesthetic encounter.  

Personhood and Agency 

In my reflection and living with Greene’s lived life for over 15 years, I have 

always taken pause at the primacy she placed, in my estimation, at the value and 

necessity for speaking through my own voice. It’s the reason why I was determined to 

present this exhibition in the first-person: I surmise that Greene would not have it any 

other way. Greene’s writings about lived life are often situated in her call for teachers to 

take into account the lived lives of their students. As I have discussed, her early writings 

describe the conflicts that occur among teachers and students whose perspectives differ 

widely. Her later work focuses on the lived lives of the students and the urgency for 

teachers to open themselves and their students to new perspectives. 
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Finding 14: The personhood of lived life. 

I assert that the focus on students, on people, and personhood, is what 

distinguishes Greene’s lived life from the other forms of pre-reflection. The linguistics of 

lived life imply a focus on humanity while it is my sense that the forebears of Husserl and 

Merleau-Ponty do not. Granted, the terms life-world and primordial landscape might be 

the casualties of translation within this linguistic discussion. But from my perspective, 

lived life speaks to me of human experience. Though I have stated that it resides in the 

pre-reflective realm which in turn is considered prior to consciousness, what else but an 

ultimately conscious being could be associated with lived life?  

I do admit biases in this discussion. For me, the term life-world always produces 

an image of life on the molecular level: the slides we made of amoeba in my seventh-

grade science class or the tide pools I would explore as a child with my mother along the 

Oregon coast. As for Merleau-Ponty’s primordial landscape my life history always brings 

to mind the primordial forest preserved by a chain link fence in the sidewalk on 

LaGuardia Place in Manhattan. I cannot shake the image of chain link and concrete from 

the primordial. 

Beyond Schooling Alone 

I want to continue on my rhizomatic journey of understanding (Irwin, et al., 2006) 

by shifting my angle of repose (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) to 

consider Greene’s own use of lived life in contexts outside of educational practice. 
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Finding 15: Lived life as relevant outside of the classroom. 

Because Greene identifies herself as an educational philosopher (Kohli in Ayers 

& Miller, 1998b; Pinar in Ayers & Miller, 1998b), it can be expected that educational 

practice and policy would be the focus of her writing and by extension, have relationships 

to her use of lived life. Yet there are also many occurrences in which lived life appears in 

conjunction with subjects and ideas that are not specific to “schooling alone” (Greene, 

1978, p. 1). Greene uses lived life in a number of instances in her discussions of the 

“lacks in the situations” (1978, p. 19) in which people move. She describes these as 

“deprivations outside the school” (1978, p. 108), “infringements on personality, 

exclusion, or neglect” (1978, p. 10), the “saddest instances of dehumanization” (1988a, p. 

13), and as “unmet needs and broken promises” (1995, p. 166). Greene reminds us in 

these instances that classrooms are never contained within four walls. To engage the lived 

lives of a community of learners is to face these infringements and neglects from without 

directly from within. Pedagogy has to be flexible so that educators can reassemble it to 

effectively attend to a pluralistic population.  

These descriptions mostly center on the public school system. Yet Greene also 

discusses the lacks and infringements that were made manifest with the Tiananmen 

Square protests of 1989 (1995), the fatwā issued against Salman Rushdie (1995), the 

Holocaust (1988a, 1995), slavery (1973; 1978; 1988a; 1995), and the civil rights 

movement (1973; 1978; 1988a; 1995).  

In these passages focusing on the lacks faced by multiple individuals and 

communities lived life is used, in my estimation, to catalyze the existential project of 
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seeking alternatives to the identified insufficiencies. To follow through on my sense of 

the lived life, these alternatives can only be named because of the literacy of possibility 

for alternatives and choice that emerges through the lived life. This literacy of possibility 

is attained because lived life provides not only a background against which reflection 

occurs, but also grounding for the existential project:  

But what w can do is turn to the articulation and grounding of what we 

share, affirming that the roots of what we share are in a lived life and hoping, 

continually hoping, that the plurality can be enlarged, that more people will 

become willing to choose as absolute the right of human beings to act in their 

freedom (1995, p. 70). 

Tiananmen Square. Fatwās. The Holocaust. Slavery. The civil rights movement. 

In addition to education reform, teacher education, arts education, and educational policy, 

these are the subjects that reside in Greene’s use of lived life. This prompts me to 

question if this is the world of an exclusively educational philosopher?  

Permeating the Borders of a Domain: Multiplicity and Intersubjectivity  

I conclude that Greene’s cross-disciplinary approach merits her as distinctive in 

the field of philosophy. Greene’s identity as an educational philosopher touches on the 

difficulties those within and without the domain encounter when trying to define the field 

of philosophy of education and its relationship to the field of philosophy. In her chapter 

“Philosophy of/for Freedom” (in Ayers & Miller, 1998b), Wendy Kohli writes of Greene 

as being despondent in the education she received as a philosopher of education. Greene 
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had difficulty finding fulfilling work (Kohli in Ayers & Miller, 1998b; Hancock, 2001) 

and even considered going back to school to obtain a Ph.D. in philosophy so as to 

become “a real philosopher, a real scholar, not an education person” (Kohli in Ayers & 

Miller, 1998b, p. 14). The realness that Greene was seeking as a philosopher of education 

wasn’t unusual for others in the field. D.C. Phillips (2008) writes of the domain of 

philosophy as being “pure” (para. 6) and the “parent” (para. 4) to its offspring, 

philosophy of education. At the time of Greene’s desire to become more real in her 

scholarship the field was struggling with its “intellectual self-image” (Giarelli & 

Chambliss, 1991, p. 267); with this I can assume that it was likely that Greene wasn’t 

alone in her despondency. 

It was years before Greene secured a job as a philosopher of education. In the 

intervening time she taught in numerous English departments in greater New York and 

edited the Teachers College Record (Hancock, 2001; The Maxine Greene Foundation, 

2007). In The Dialectic of Freedom (1988a), Greene writes in her preface about the 

struggle in her professional quest, finding herself “moving back and forth between 

imaginative literature and philosophy” (p. xii). This movement, while initially imposed 

on her from without, developed into a cross-disciplinary approach in coming to 

understand. The disciplines expanded, moving from the mostly literary references of 

Teacher as Stranger (1973) to discussions of music, dance, visual art, and theater as 

demonstrated in Releasing the Imagination (1995) and Variations on a Blue Guitar 

(2001). Accordingly, Greene notes the difficulty she finds in limiting herself “to a single 

province or a single symbol system” (1988a, p. xi). 
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Finding 16: The cross-disciplinary nature of lived life. 

This cross-disciplinary approach is not only characteristic of Greene’s lived life it 

is also emblematic of a finely wrought advancement in the field of philosophy. The 

multiplicity of disciplines that Greene assembles in her advancement of philosophy is not 

solely concerned with the variety of art forms that Greene lends her life to, but also the 

breadth of her discussion. Greene’s successful interplay of the lived life with the notion of 

community demonstrates a progression within the field of existential philosophy. Marla 

Morris in “Existential and Phenomenological Influences on Maxine Greene” (in Pinar, 

1998a) asserts that Greene joins Sartre, Merleau-Ponty, and Schutz and Luckmann in the 

existential quest for establishing that “truths are found not only in the individual but also 

in intersubjectivity, in community” (p. 126). Greene’s pluralism and its grounding for co-

construction of knowledge embody this existential quest. 

A Gallery Of Findings 

These findings present a possibility for how I can define what Maxine Greene 

means when she uses lived life in her writing. Because of its more frequent occurrences in 

her later books, lived life could be emblematic of Greene’s own transformation from the 

phenomenological use of the pre-reflective life-world to what appears to be her original 

term of lived life. Greene’s transcendence is marked by the inter-subjective and human 

qualities of lived life that catalyze an individual’s choice in creating change: their 

existential project. Lived life is also characterized in its presence for the aesthetic 

encounter to occur. It is through the engagement of the lived live by the arts 

viewer/attender that the aesthetic experience happens, the “transactions that take place 
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between a human consciousness and what is presented as a work of art” (Greene, 2007, p. 

1). 

Merleau-Ponty noted that “I have no means of knowing the human body other 

than that of living it” (2001, p. 231). It follows that Greene’s use of lived life is critical in 

the process of coming to know which, for Greene, activates a literacy of possibility of 

alternatives and choice. I cannot claim that the exhibition I have designed here is the 

definitive or absolute answer to my primary research question of what Maxine Greene 

means when she uses lived life in her texts. But as this is an exhibition of possibility I can 

offer that lived life might be the initiation of knowing, the moment prior to a breath, a 

“magical inheritance” (Sartre, 2001) of filled stillness in a lecture hall in Morningside 

Heights. 
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The Final Punctuation: A Question Mark and Conclusions 

It’s The Solar Plexus 

The creation of this exhibition of possibility extended far beyond my interaction 

with the Dell keyboard and stacks of books that threatened to block out the natural light 

in the small bedroom where I worked. In addition to the blogosphere where I tried out 

ideas and hunches, this process would find its way into face-to-face conversations with 

those close to me. 

On one such occasion I was meeting a colleague for our standing Monday 

morning meeting. These sessions are devoted to discussion about technology issues for a 

new general education program at a local university. We typically meet in the university 

Dining Center and find ourselves surrounded by undergraduates shuffling their still 

sleeping bodies into the café booths to sustain themselves with caffeine. In a previous 

meeting that had centered on assessment and e-portfolios we discovered a mutual 

admiration for the cellist Yo-Yo Ma. We had both heard a radio piece the evening before 

on Ma’s new CD release and had both been made very happy with the bluegrass refrains 

of cello, fiddle, mandolin, and bass. My colleague told me she had found a video of a 

recording session for the CD that featured the singer Aoife O’Donovan. She unfolded her 

iPad, went to YouTube and exclaimed, “It’s the solar plexus!” 

I hunched over the iPad as the volume was lowered in that public space and I 

watched and listened to the recording of a ballad. The sound was effortless but the singer 

was clearly engaging the lived life. Her body was expressing the emotional life that 

underscored the lissome hum of her voice. She was singing harmony with the mandolinist 
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and the intensity of their focus along with the other bluegrass players was mesmerizing. 

They were in an aural landscape that was seeking and finding transcendence through 

sound.  

I found myself forgetting to breathe amid tears and bedraggled freshmen. 

Process is paramount for me. In educational policy and instructional design we 

prompt students towards capstone events to demonstrate their years of accumulating 

knowledge and understanding by applying it to a product. In the performing arts the 

rehearsal—the process—is in preparation for the performance. But as a performer, I 

always sought to re-connect to the adventure, risk, and play of rehearsal that was the 

grounding for the performance. As a teacher I always seek to create those aesthetic 

encounters of learning where students suddenly realize that they haven’t breathed for the 

last few minutes due to their engagement with ideas. They linger afterwards, taking time 

to pack their bags, not wanting to leave the environment of the encounter. 

While my research into the meaning of lived life in Maxine Greene’s writing was 

the premise for my inquiry, it was the process of coming to know that perhaps most 

moved me. It has been a creative process which for me has always meant the provision of 

being messy and without guarantee of success at its conclusion. The process was 

emergent, a squiggle that was freeform in nature but eventually found a pattern of layered 

texts: narrative, biography, analysis, and online ruminations. I have stated throughout this 

work that mine was a situated place from which I worked which was reflected in the 

layering of texts. To be situated in Greene’s terms is to be reflective and open to the 
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situatedness of others. It is “Acknowledging themselves as situated in a particular place 

in a social world, given opportunities to find out what can emerge from communication 

with others” (Greene, 1995, p. 177). 

In my case, my situatedness caused me to be open to other ideas and the 

messiness of disappointment. 

… It had been my hunch--maybe even my desire--at the start of this 

journey that lived life in Maxine Greene's writing would designate the time and 

place in which the individual is fully conscious in the existential sense of coming 

to be as a result of reflective practice. I had thought and wanted lived life to be the 

already reflected life that poised the individual to consider alternative realities. 

But my analysis kept on questioning at what point consciousness/the 

consideration of alternative realities emerges within lived life. The analysis was 

showing me that consciousness was occurring after lived life had been established. 

In the end, lived life was somewhat analogous to the pre-reflective state of 

Husserl's life-world and Merleau-Ponty's primordial silence. Somewhat 

analogous. 

… I titled this post "Disappointment as validity." The idea of triangulation 

with hermeneutical work can be challenging. The researcher has to be cautious in 

regards to confirmation bias--not allowing the interpretation to play out as I would 

want it to. And so now that lived life isn't what I had thought and really, wanted it 

to be, I feel that I have brought a valid viewpoint to bear on my answer. And so 

my disappointment is my validity (Shawn Maureen Powers, 2011c). 
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The Exhibition Assembled 

My studio of findings and considerations presented me the artifacts to assemble 

the writings of Maxine Greene into an exhibition of possibility. Though Sullivan (2010) 

refers to the curatorial process as one of “reassembling a collection” (p. 110) the addition 

of my artifacts/findings to the collection presents me and my reader with a unique 

grouping. I propose that my act as curator is not a re-assembling, but is an original 

assembling of extant and new works. It is here in this curatorial process of grouping these 

works that key findings and analyses have emerged to support my sense of an original 

perspective on the writings of Maxine Greene.  

Personal journey as artifact. 

A significant artifact of my own creation that partners with the writings of Greene 

is my hermeneutic journey. My journey presents the change and evolution in 

interpretation that I experienced in this building of an exhibition of possibility. I had 

wanted lived life to be the reflected life. This had been my understanding over the years 

of reading Greene’s works and attending to her lectures. When it became clear to me in 

my concept mapping that lived life seemed to define the situation prior to reflection, I 

experienced disappointment. My previous interpretation had informed my teaching of not 

only educational philosophy, but my teaching practice as a whole. Where I had once 

considered lived life to be the occasion for the teacher to honor the multiplicity of 

cultures and backgrounds among her students, I now understand it to be the occasion to 

provide opportunities for students to reflect. This is what frames an attending to that can 

lead to choice, change and transcendence. 
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The existential project of the lived life. 

And yet to even conceive of a pre-reflective state is an act of consciousness. The 

idea of the pre-reflective cannot be entered into without pause—the filled stillness, the 

breathless suspension—and reflection. It as if lived life cannot exist without the 

subsequent actions of consciousness, reflection, transcendence and change. Without these 

subsequent actions is to “remain immersed in the taken-for-granted and the everyday” 

(1988a, p. 7). It is my interpretation that Greene’s focus on subsequent action is what 

distinguishes lived life from the other forms of the pre-reflective. Greene’s pre-reflective 

state of the lived life can only be approached as part of a wholly existential project. 

A special kind of noticing. 

Throughout the texts under study, lived life appears in conjunction to Greene’s 

writings about education and most especially, students. There are numerous references to 

the need for students to attend to the actualities of their lived lives (1988a; 1995) and how 

education should make that attending to possible. This attending to is typically associated 

with making meaning, with making sense of the world through significant focus. For 

Greene it is 

…the peculiar experience that occurs when a particular kind of attention is 

paid to a selected-out portion of some phenomenal field, when a special kind of 

noticing or listening takes place, to the end of perceiving the internal relations 

among the elements of a work (1978, p. 205). 

Greene’s use of attending to is often in proximity to her use of lived life. What might be 

the implications of attending to in a contemporary educational setting? This “special kind 
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of noticing” (1978, p. 205) speaks to sustained focus and time which are always 

challenging to capture in a modern classroom that is occupied by meeting assessment 

standards dictated from without. Greene warns her reader in Releasing the Imagination 

(1995) that “the notion of attending to different voices conditioned by different 

perspectives summons up the specter of relativism; and relativism…makes people uneasy 

because it appears to subvert authority; it eats away at what is conceived as objectively 

real” (p. 156). To subvert objective reality is to enter the domain of being without a 

guarantee for success. 

Not having a guarantee for success brings back to mind creativity with its focus 

on process and its emergent messiness. For leaders looking to create an environment 

where attending to the lived lives of students is possible is to ask the community of 

learners and stakeholders to take a risk. The risk involves allowing processes to emerge 

and take shape. Greene finds shapes to be emblematic of diversity where she notes Walt 

Whitman who was “the seer of a communion arising out of ‘many shapes,’ (Whitman in 

Greene, 1978, p. 158) out of multiplicity. There is no suggestion of a melting pot here; 

nor is there a dread of plurality” (1978, p. 158). 

Working within a community of learners also implicates the process of meaning-

making because the meaning-making must take into account the varied situatedness of 

learners. A variety of meanings can emerge which can necessitate a co-construction of 

knowledge among many. Such an arena of multiple meanings among a community of 

situated individuals also signifies a tolerance for change and revision as there is a 
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constant shifting and weaving of perspectives that refuses to melt into a single shape to 

be recreated over and over again from year to year.  The teacher/facilitator/leader cannot 

rely on meanings formulated by prior learners and participants.  

Greene’s pluralism takes into account the challenges that can arise among 

communities facing perceptual conflicts. I reasoned that Greene’s focus on community 

was one of the defining characteristics of lived life that separated it from earlier forms of 

pre-reflective states. Greene’s focus on community and its arising perceptual conflicts 

could also be the reason why attending to — the “special kind of noticing or listening” 

(1978, p. 205) — is often coupled with the lived life. 

A Focus on the Human Condition 

I noted in chapter four that Greene’s writing and philosophy take on more than 

educational practice and policy in its discussions; the welfare of the human condition is a 

core concern of hers. Nel Noddings (in Ayers & Miller, 1998) echoes the strength of 

Greene’s multi-disciplinary approach that is manifested as “growth” (p. 159) for both 

Greene and her readers and, I would add, the field of philosophy. Greene’s focus on the 

active is what Dewey sought in Democracy and Education (2011) when he wrote that 

“philosophy cannot he defined simply from the side of subject matter” and should take up 

a “mode of response in reference to the plurality of events which occur” (p. 263). This 

concern echoes for me what I perceive to be the thrust of Greene’s writing and her 

fundamental existential project “to go beyond the situations one confronts and refuse 

reality as given in the name of a reality to be produced” (Greene, 1973, p. 7). 
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New Exhibitions to be Assembled 

Lived life presents an opportunity for application beyond the classroom, the 

lecture hall, and the acting studio. I can imagine a lived life approach within the field of 

leadership that promotes a literacy of possibility to realize alternatives to present 

situations. Such an approach would not accept “the taken-for-granted and the everyday” 

(Greene, 1988a, p. 7) as the only possibility. It would encourage active, conscientious 

participation in the decision-making process across job classifications. With my 

discovery of the sense of community and the inter-subjective as components of lived life, 

a leadership of possibility would stimulate a sense of ownership in work-place policies 

and mission. Such an application serves as an opportunity for further research. 

Another opportunity for research is how the term lived is used as a qualifier in 

other instances in Greene’s books. In my inquiry into Greene’s use of lived life I was 

finding I had to restrain myself from considering the meaning of lived as Greene used it 

to qualify such words as world (1978; 1988a; 1995; 2001), experience (1973, 1978; 

1988a; 1995; 2001), and situation (1978; 1988a; 1995). This qualifier is also used by f the 

other philosophers that entered into my inquiry and exhibition including Heidegger 

(1962), Merleau-Ponty (1945), and Sartre (2001). As I reviewed Greene’s texts and came 

across the use of lived with other words, I again had the sense that maybe these uses of 

lived described the already reflected-upon posture that was my initial impulse with lived 

life. In coming to understand that lived life in Greene’s writings is part of the existential 

project resulting in choice, change, and coming to understand—as with the aesthetic 

encounter—it could be that her use of lived in the instance of qualifying world, 
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experience, and situation may also signify the existential project of coming to be and 

coming to understand. 

I return to my multidisciplinary role as educator, artist and researcher with my 

new sense of the lived life as the starting point of my own existential project. Given the 

inter-subjective nature of lived life it is clear that Greene views the attending to of the 

lived lives of our students as critical for their own development as conscious members of 

society. But the inter-subjective doesn’t just apply to students: the learning community is 

comprised of students, their parents, fellow teachers, administrators, and the community 

at large. In moving forward my existential project needs to take into consideration how 

we as educational leaders can provide our students and ourselves the opportunity for 

attending to our lived lives. In doing so a paradigm shift needs to occur where each 

classroom and learner is given the opportunity to be distinct from one another in pursuing 

their own choices in coming to be and understand.  
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Appendix A: Blog Postings from Living [Maxine] Greene 

Hello and Welcome  

2010, August 11  

I am starting this blog, Living [Maxine] Greene as part of my dissertation writing 

process. As made evident form [sic] the title, my dissertation focuses on Maxine Greene, 

the “philosopher queen” of Teachers College. It is my intention to define what Maxine 

means by the term the lived life in her writing and speaking. It's a term that has stuck 

itself into the far corners of my consciousness since I first studied with her in 1994. 

I am using a pseudo arts-based educational research practice for my dissertation 

work. It is interpretive in nature and a means towards establishing my interpretations 

validity is through a process of self-reflection. And self-reflection is very appropriate in 

all things Maxine. The arts piece will be reflected in the use of my narrative “I” in my 

dissertation writing (also appropriate to Greene) which is not typical of the academy. It is 

also likely that some of these blog posts will not only inform my interpretation but they 

may even appear in the final product. 

Big props must be extended to Cynthia Vascak of PSU for her coining of “Living 

Greene.” Thanks, Cynthia. 

And so here we go, here I go. Thank you, Maxine.  

Labels: arts-based, interpretation, lived life, Maxine Greene, self-reflection 
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Panic & Spiraling  

2010, August 13  

I was scanning Teacher as Stranger (1973) yesterday looking for the term lived 

life in Greene's text. I'm up to chapter 5 and haven't come across it. Oh dear. And the 

Amazon “search inside” feature of The Dialectic of Freedom (1988) also didn't find any 

occurrences of the term. Yikes. 

My concern/panic/hive-inducing-dilemma is that I had thought the term appeared 

in these texts. My research methodology (I call it “practice”) also assumes this.  

But I did come across the term “life-world” in Teacher as Stranger (1973). It's a 

term I don't recall hearing or reading before in Greene's works. Maybe “life-world” 

developed into lived life in Greene's later texts? Another reason may be that Greene's 

later texts, Releasing (1995) and Variations (2001) are more closely aligned with 

aesthetic practice. So perhaps lived life is rooted in Greene's aesthetic philosophy?  

And if so, can I still find a bridge between Greene's use of lived life and her focus 

on social justice? Or is lived life distinctly and discretely contained in aesthetics without a 

bridge into social justice? I hope not. Nor can I imagine such discrete applications in 

Greene's thinking and writing. 

I had a conversation yesterday with a student. She's a distance learner in my 

Critical Perspectives course. We were talking about Dewey's definition of the aesthetic 

experience as having a conclusion or end. Yet aesthetic practice sees instead a spiraling 

that occurs. There is no end to the aesthetic experience. Questions beget questions. 
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Inquiry branches into inquiry. There is a spiraling that occurs where the circulating 

movement of questions and inquiry expands wider and wider. 

I'm spiraling.  

Labels: aesthetic practice, Dewey, inquiry. spiraling, life-world, lived life, Maxine 

Greene. Teacher as Stranger, Releasing the Imagination, Variations on a Blue Guitar 

Text Is Cool. Language Is Hot.  

2010, August 15  

The scanning process continues. I try to be cool and objective, literally searching-

-without digital or electronic aid-- for the term lived life. But then I get swept into the 

language. I try not to see the “language,” but instead to search for text. Just words. A 

couple of “l's” strung together. It's a “Where's Waldo?” approach. 

But Greene sweeps me in with her language. I end up reading and thinking and 

interpreting and bringing my particular sense, my live life, to the language. 

This happened with Greene's chapter on “Approaches to Truth and Being” in 

Teacher as Stranger (1973). In her remarks about pragmatism, phenomenology, and 

existentialism,, I started to see Greene's foundation in her doing philosophy. I see her 

disposal of the role of pragmatism in its attempts to measure things, like humans, that 

cannot possibly be measure without some accounting of biography. While lived life isn't 

being used, I think I'm witnessing its development here in this 1973 publication. 

Earlier this morning I reviewed a booklet on dissertations in the humanities. One 

of my committee members very thoughtfully sent it to me to help me with this 

framework. It's quite different from the empirical/science-based framework that is being 
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promoted within the Ed.D. program. The booklet offers standards that use descriptors of 

outstanding, very good, acceptable and unacceptable. 

Within one of the standards for outstanding, the qualities listed int he area of 

language included “hot.” I like this. Language should be hot. 

Text, on the other hand, is cool.  

Labels: existentialism, language, lived life, Maxine Greene, Maxine Greene. 

Teacher as Stranger, phenomenology, pragmatism, text 

Stopping Short of Social Justice  

2010, August 17  

I recently came across a blog post on “Education Next.” The piece was written by 

Mark Bauerlein who worked on arts education policy at the National Endowment for the 

Arts under Dana Gioia. The post, “Arts Education Goes Activist,” focuses on Bauerlein's 

concern that the National Art Education Association had adopted a theme of social justice 

for their 2010 convention. Bauerlein seems to be wholly dissatisfied with any arts 

education outcomes that are not arts-discipline based. 

Maxine Greene's name was cited given her writing on aesthetics and social 

justice. I don't know how closely Bauerlein has read Greene's works, but any reckoning 

of “outcomes” in her writings on aesthetics is not solely clad in social justice chain mail. 

Her promotion of students engaged in encountering works of art is linked to imagination 

and inquiry and the desire to learn more, know more.  

Imagination, inquiry, desire may all be traits of social justice, but they are also 

traits of critical thinking and creativity. I realize that there is value in advocating for the 

http://educationnext.org/arts-education-goes-activist/
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arts on the basis of skill development in art production, but why stop so short? Why not 

highlight traits that are shared across disciplines? Why not integrate multiple entry points 

in a learning situation to reach as many students as possible? Why not focus on how the 

arts pervade our lives beyond the canvasses on museum walls? 

Value can be defined in myriad ways. I think it's our job in the business of the 

arts/education/curiosity to help others explore the multiplicity of value when it comes to 

the arts.  

Labels: inquiry, Maxine Greene, Releasing the Imagination, social justice, value 

Narrative  

2010, August 23 

This morning I came across an article in InsideHigherEd that discussed the 

creation and use of a graphic novel in an intro to business course. The novel, Atlas Black: 

Managing to Succeed, follows a slacker type who goes into business for himself. The 

reported advantage to this character-driven approach to business basics is that students 

can identify real-world applications with the concepts they're studying. And given our 

21st-century, visual-based culture, the graphic nature of the novel appeals to millennials. 

One of the challenges reported in the article to using a novel as a textbook is the 

narrative arc. The arc evidently makes it difficult for instructors to “skip around”; it 

“confines the professor to framing a course entirely around the book.” Using a novel 

essentially forces an instructor to create a narrative arc in structuring their course. But I 

will bet that students retain and more readily apply concepts as a result of using narrative, 

or story, in the teaching process. 
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I was talking with a committee member last week. We were looking at the terms 

that I would need to define in my dissertation, like existentialism, phenomenology, 

pragmatism, In my prospectus I suggested going to Sartre for existentialism, Merleau-

Ponty for phenomenology, etc. He suggested to me that when Maxine Greene defines 

these terms in her writing, she's more likely to use Camus than Sartre. While I don't know 

if that indeed is the case (Sartre figures predominantly in her writing as does The Plague), 

it raised a question/opportunity for this dissertation. What if I were to follow Greene's 

model and use literature to define my terms in this dissertation? 

Yowza! 

I love this idea. Really using Greene as a model, really using an aesthetic 

approach to writing/thinking about the dissertation process, really employing an arts-

based educational research practice to this work. But ohhh...the reading...yikes. 

I am nowhere close to being as well-read as Maxine Greene. Her 

love/experience/attachment to literature is glorious and phenomenal. Studying with 

Maxine afforded the opportunity to widen and deepen my own literature experience. How 

joyful it was in graduate school to engage in Morrison and Allende and Melville while 

also having to tackle the Harvard Business Review and fair use court decisions. I have 

often chided myself for not also using literature in the courses I teach--both the critical 

and creative thinking courses are prime opportunities for this, as is the critical 

perspectives course in arts advocacy.  

Maybe using literature in the dissertation will help bridge me to using literature in 

my teaching--which is part of my rationale. I should, I really should. 
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This will be a literature review to end all literature reviews...  

Labels: arc, literature, Maxine Greene, narrative, rationale, real-world 

Seeking Permission  

2010, August 28  

Yesterday during lunch I caught the end of an episode of “Masterclass,” a series 

of HBO documentaries that follow emerging artists in masterclass environments. The 

mentor under study during lunch yesterday was playwright Edward Albee. (This may 

have been synchronistic as I had spent the previous day scouring the Web for video of 

Marian Seldes'--a master Albee interpreter---2010 Tony Award speech during which she 

said nothing. I wanted to show it to my speech students but couldn't find any video. 

Sigh.) 

During the Albee segment, a protege asked about having permission to veer away 

from the writing adage, “write what you know.” The young writer had been expressing 

interest in issues of human rights and abuses of those rights in other cultures. She was 

clearly hesitant about creating a life world that was not her own. Albee encouraged her 

and her peers to not be constrained by their own experience. It was crucial for writers to 

follow their own impulses and ultimately, the impulses and direction of the characters. 

And those impulses are sometimes outside of our own life experience. 

I was struck by the polarity of the Albee protege's concerns to that of my own. 

While the protege was seeking permission to step outside of her life world and emotional 

background, I have been seeking permission to step back in.  
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In my conversations with committee members,  I have discovered an “aha” 

moment that occurred during my studies with Maxine Greene. The moment was when 

Greene encouraged us students to write from our own experience, to use “I” in our 

narrative assignments for her. This was the first time I had been given “permission” to 

use “I” in my academic writing and essentially, “I” in my creative process. It was scary. 

It was hard. It was Maxine. 

I am adopting this practice in my dissertation work and in my methodology, or 

practice. My interpretation will be formed through my own reading and lens, perhaps 

without consideration of other writers' views on Greene's work. This may be truly 

hermeneutic work. There is tremendous responsibility involved in such a practice; it 

touches on issues of morality and ethics both in the process and in the interpretation. It's 

scary. It's hard. It's Maxine.  

Labels: aha, Edward Albee, life world, Maxine Greene, mentor, methodology, 

permission 

Labels  

2010, October 10 

About a month ago, Gia Kourlas wrote in the New York Times about the blurring 

of words used to describe dance that is not classical. This is dance that at one time might 

be have been referred to as “modern.” Some of the pioneers of “modern” could include 

the likes of Ted Shawn, Ruth St. Denis, Martha Graham, Dorothy Humphrey and others.  

And then in post-modern times (I'm not sure exactly when that transition 

happened--just like the confusion of when we had officially entered the 21st century: 
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January 1, 2000 or January 1, 2001?), the label of “contemporary” was picked up. As 

Kourlas wrote, “the word contemporary was a sterile if functional way to describe work 

that wasn't traditional modern dance or ballet” (para. 4). From this we can infer that our 

post-modern sensibility had rendered “modern” dance as “traditional.” In fact, modern 

dance had become as traditional as classical dance. I'm shaking my head with my cheeks 

slapping back and forth like Curly Howard after being bonked on the noggin' by a brick 

from overhead. 

Kourlas goes on to bemoan how the term “contemporary” has now come to no 

longer refer to an “artistic movement but a way of dancing that generally includes unison 

formations, swift kicks, rolls to the floor and cheap sentimentality” (para. 5). It's the stuff 

that is now seen on reality television series devoted to dance.  

Shoot. I was just getting the hang of the modern/contemporary divide. 

The solution to this dilemma of how to approach what is contemporary, what is 

modern and maybe most importantly, what is good, rests in the idea and sensibility of 

“choreography.” It is an ontological reduction. Kourlas claims choreography as “the only 

word that really holds it all in: the questions, the craft, the imagination, the design, the 

multimedia and, finally, the showbiz.” 

I bring this up because I am still struggling with how to approach my 

“methodology” for researching Maxine Greene's work. It is an interpretive inquiry. It is 

heuristic. It is arts-based. One of my solutions is to call my research methods “practice” 

instead of methodology. For me, “practice” is more closely related to the artistic process 

and the mode of aesthetic inquiry.  
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But I'm not sure how to refer to the style of practice I will be using. Part of the 

dilemma is that it is an ongoing process. I don't know for certain what it will look like in 

the end or the scope of elements it will use in its progression. What term could possibly 

capture the “showbiz” of what I am attempting? 

I tell my students each day that this is the risk involved in the creative process: 

this ambiguity of form and structure and end results. I tell them it takes courage to engage 

in such an open environment where boundaries aren't certain.  

With my own earnest advice, I shall simply do and see where it takes me. The 

labels will emerge in practice.  

Labels: aesthetic inquiry, ambiguity, contemporary, creative process, label, 

methodology, modern, process 

Social Justice  

2010, October 17 

I am in the midst of a deep reading of Teacher as Stranger Maxine Greene's 1973 

volume of educational philosophy for the “contemporary age.” In reading it one can't 

help but to imagine the world of 1973 when issues of social justice were raw and writ 

large in protests and rallies and riots. In the 2001 bio-documentary Exclusions & 

Awakenings Greene speaks directly to the excitement that the 1960s brought to higher 

education. She applauds the protests happening in the hallways of Teachers College at the 

time (lots of guitar playing) and across 120th Street on the Columbia campus. She wishes 

she was younger and could join the students. 
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Reading Teacher as Stranger in 2010 has a certain surreal aspect to it. It is surreal 

in that I both remember very fervently the times in which it was written (though I was 

quite young, but as a middle-class, suburban family we sometimes ventured to the 

University District in Seattle to “see the hippies”) and I can approach the time from a 

vantage point of forty years in the future. This propels me to ask what has changed in the 

intervening years? What have we learned? What does social justice mean to us today? 

In many circles there is a discomfort associated with the term, “social justice.” 

There are dozens of websites that disdain the practice and more specifically, the 

practitioners. William Ayers is a common target. Ayers is the former Weatherman who is 

now a retired education professor from the University of Illinois. Because he and Barack 

Obama served on a couple of nonprofit boards together in Chicago, his name exploded in 

the press during the 2008 presidential election. And because he studied with Maxine 

Greene and has edited a book of essays about her, Greene is commonly targeted as well 

for her progressive, liberal, social justice-laden work. 

And yet, the “philosophy” behind No Child Left Behind can be interpreted as an 

action for social justice. The accountability measures are in place, supposedly, to ensure 

that no child is denied an adequate education due to socio-economic and developmental 

issues. To me, these efforts speak loudly to the definition of social justice. But I don't 

think this is the spin or branding that was sought after by the policy makers. I imagine 

that policy makers would want to distance themselves from such a liberal ideal. 

Another thought entered my mind while reading and that is the idea of progress. 

To consider the progress that our society has made towards social justice in the past 40 
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years. The election of President Barack Obama is certainly an aspect of progress. But 

then there are questions regarding his birth, his faith, and other conspiracies. I am 

heartened and amazed by the greater acceptance that homosexuals experience in the 

public sphere but then I read about the horrible murders in the Bronx a week ago. Trend 

spotters report that women will soon become the primary earners in their households but 

the pay gap between the genders still persists. 

Yes, there is progress in evidence but the action of vanquish is still a long ways 

off. I sometimes fear that our fear of terms, like “social justice,” “progressive,” “liberal,” 

can make the work more difficult. Too much effort is devoted to cloaking the task at 

hand. So much energy is spent on spin. Call it what it is and get on with the work.  

Labels: brand, Maxine Greene, progressive, social justice, spin, Teacher as 

Stranger, William Ayers 

On Being an Impostor and Becoming  

2010, November 15 

I have been reading William Ayers' collection of essays on Maxine Greene, A 

Light in Dark Times (1998). In one of the early essays, Wendy Kohli of Fairfield 

University writes about Maxine's association with the impostor syndrome. When Maxine 

first earned her doctorate, there was a great deal of disdain/disregard/noses upturned in 

the field of philosophy about educational philosophy being inferior to “real” philosophy. 

Maxine never bought the doctoral regalia she earned because she never 

considered herself to be a real professor. 
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Yet Maxine is also fully conscious in her writing about her status of “becoming.” 

She writes of a constant state of invention and revision, of digging deeper and reaching 

wider. The line often ascribed to her is “I am not yet.”  

I'm wondering if there is a connection between the external forces that place many 

of us under the fear of being an impostor, of not knowing enough, not being good enough 

and our internal aesthetic process of constant reconsidering. Because we haven't reached 

a state of conclusion about our ideas and our own self, we take the risk of feeling inferior. 

It's the difference between aligning with the categorical and working to understand/up-

end/re-imagine it. It's imagination as a constant. 

Imagination as impostor...  

Labels: aesthetic inquiry, becoming, imagination, imposior, impostor, real, 

reconsider 

How Do I Summarize?  

2010, December 1 

I have an opportunity in the next week to teach a session of undergrad students 

enrolled in a historical and philosophical perspective of education course. It will serve as 

a demonstration of my teaching abilities for a search committee looking to hire a new 

faculty member. I will, of course, devote the session to Maxine Greene. 

In doing my prep I found myself running in circles. Not twisting in productive 

spirals, but re-meeting myself every 360 degrees in repetitive loops. Why? WHY?? The 

“why” is waged in a quandary with “how do I summarize Maxine Greene's philosophy?” 
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Well, there is the “doing philosophy” which I find to be incredibly helpful, 

especially for newbies encountering philo-speak for the first time. 

There's Maxine's particular take on aesthetics and how it differs from the more 

pragmatic approach of Dewey. 

There's the sheer difficulty of life with its exclusionary impulses that shapes her 

approach to phenomenology and the ideals of social justice. 

There's the “without answers” quality of the arts which provide timeless questions 

for both students and teachers to ponder. 

There's the wonder of a 93-year old, female Jewish intellectual living across East 

89th Street from the Guggenheim Museum who has stated that “Consciousness doesn't 

come automatically; it comes through being alive, awake, curious, and often furious.” 

And there's the value and richness of the lived life. 

It comes down to doing and being. Not an easy conceit for most college juniors 

especially within a 45-minute span. But the doing part is incredibly important and 

accessible. The being aspect can be a prompt or challenge at the conclusion to take a later 

moment to reflect. 

Be present. Engage. Find questions.  

Labels: aesthetic inquiry, being, doing, engage, loops, presence, question, self-

reflection, spiraling 
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Embodiment  

2010, December 22 

I'm reading, reading, reading. Hoping that the reading, reading, reading is going to 

elicit a literature review. A literature review of what? I'm still not sure. I have written 

about using the review as an opportunity to investigate the writers who have impacted 

Maxine Greene as a means towards defining key concepts/words/ideas. I liked that idea 

but somehow it seemed overwhelming to me. Readers and students often respond to 

Greene as being extraordinarily well-read, extremely literate. And as readers and students 

we often feel incapable of matching such an well-read, literate mind. 

Another idea is to review what others have written about Greene in an effort to 

get a glimpse from elsewhere as the origins and meanings behind my search of the lived 

life in Greene's works. Naturally, I am having difficulty finding anything that touches on 

the phrase either within Greene's canon and elsewhere in philosophy, literature, 

education. 

But I did come across some essays that explore Merleau-Ponty's le corps vecu in 

Baldacchino's Education Beyond Education (2009). The lived body or “embodiment” was 

the existentialist reconciliation of the mind/body split. It promotes an active stance 

towards philosophy and knowledge and helps us to understand Greene's promotion of 

doing philosophy.  

In thinking about this, I was reminded of my own corps vecu training in acting. 

Training at the Experimental Theatre Wing at NYU, I encountered a number of physical 
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approaches to creating and doing theatre. Jerzy Grotowski was a god on the 2nd floor of 

721 Broadway. Grotowski wrote: 

The rhythm of life in modern civilization is characterized by pace, tension, 

a feeling of doom, the wish to hide our personal motives and the assumption of a 

variety of roles and masks in life (different ones with our family, at work, 

amongst friends or in community life, etc.-). We like to be 'scientific', by which 

we mean discursive and cerebral, since this attitude is dictated by the course of 

civilization. But we also want to pay tribute to our biological selves, to what we 

might call physiological pleasures. We do not want to be restricted in this sphere. 

Therefore we play a double game of intellect and instinct, thought and emotion; 

we try to divide ourselves artificially into body and soul. When we try to liberate 

ourselves from it all we start to shout and stamp, we convulse to the rhythm of 

music. In our search for liberation we reach biological chaos. We suffer most 

from a lack of totality, throwing ourselves away, squandering ourselves (p. 255). 

There was a great deal of shouting and stamping in those ETW studios. As actors 

we were embodying the text, the action, the story. Nancy Lesko in “Feeling the Teacher” 

writes about her own embodiment of Greene's teachings as a result of her sabbatical 

sojourn to Teachers College in 1996. As a yoga devotee, Lesko felt a lightness in her step 

and a realignment of her body every Monday evening as she exited the lecture space in 

Main Hall to return to her student family housing in Morningside Heights. 
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The lived life versus the lived body? I'm sure where this may be taking me but le 

corps vecu is very attractive to me as an Odin Theatre/Grotowski trained/Bogart 

influenced actor.  

The journey continues...  

Labels: actor, body, embodiment, Grotowski, le corps vecu, Maxine Greene, 

Merleau-Ponty, shouting, stamping, text 

The Lived-Through Versus the Lived Life  

2010, December 28 

I am scouring Merleau-Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception (1945) in an 

attempt to understand Maxine Greene's development of the lived life. Though I haven't 

come across the “l-l” paradigm, I have used the occasion to try to find the origins of le 

corps vecu or, “the lived body,” as mentioned in Baldacchino (2009). After running 

around in circles, I have come across discussions in papers posted on the Internet about 

Merleau-Ponty and Husserl and their views on “le corps vecu” or in the case of Husserl, 

“Leib.” I will now take a look at Husserl to try to come to terms with “Leib.” (Thank 

goodness for holiday gift cards redeemable at book retailers.) 

In my quest for “le corps vecu” in Merleau-Ponty, I came across instances of the 

“lived-through.” In closing the mind/body split, Merleau-Ponty proposes that it is a 

synthesized and unified body that grasps meaning and that the body is a “grouping of 

lived-through meanings.”  

Later in the book, the “lived-through” takes on qualifiers such as “purely” and 

“merely.” Merleau-Ponty makes it clear that the lived-through in and of itself is not an 
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experience without the possibility of expression: “Moreover, there is no experience 

without speech as the purely lived-through has no part in the discursive life of man.” 

So now I ask, is the lived life in Maxine Greene a more fully realized concept of 

experience than the merely “lived-through”? Is the lived life a fuller embodiment that 

takes into account expression? Time will tell...  

Labels: le corps vecu, Leib, lived life, lived-through, Maxine Greene, Merleau-

Ponty 

Mouth Feel  

2010, December 30 

The other morning as I waited for the espresso to make its gravity-defying 

journey into the upper chamber, I paced the kitchen in despair. My literature review was 

allowing me to delve into many pockets of insight regarding Maxine's work but not one 

bit of the reading mentioned the lived life. I've been making my own connections with 

terms like “life world” and “situatedness” but the “l-l” grail was out of reach.  

In a recent comment to Allan DiBiase, I noted that I have found myself “linking 

arms” with the word “embodiment.” Likewise with “situatedness.” As with the lived life, 

these are words/terms that prick up my ears (to borrow from John Lahr and Joe Orton).  

This past summer I had a theatre artist in a graduate arts education course that I 

teach. In my teaching--which utilizes an approach developed by the Lincoln Center 

Institute based on Maxine Greene's philosophy--there is lots of reflection and sharing. 

When words or phrases emerge that prick up my ears, I write them down on the 

whiteboard, or chart paper. It's not unusual for the walls to be covered in words and 
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phrases by the week's end. My student was excited by the word tent we were living in. 

“It's because I'm a theatre person,” she explained. “I LOVE words.” 

As my roommate in Queens (and now a philosophy professor in the Midwest) 

used to say, “mmm, texty!” 

Lived life, “embodiment” and “situatedness” are mmm, texty. They have mouth 

feel for me. It may indeed be a theatre thing, but they represent a sensibility that can be 

physicalized in my mind/body. While “embodiment” is low in my anatomy, around the 

hips and my center of gravity, “situatedness” is all about the mouth and its articulators--

the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue. 

I have decided to use “embodiment” and “situatedness” as part a framework for 

how I will present my review of the literature. And because odd numbers are more 

interesting than even ones, I have added “aesthetic.” This third term is important given 

the uniqueness with which Maxine approaches the term.  

And while imagination is a theme that comes up over and over again in the 

writings of others on Maxine's work, I want to make sure that my work on Maxine 

Greene is aligned with “aesthetics.” There has been a tendency to equate “imagination” 

with “aesthetic” and it is simply wrong. 

Besides, “aesthetic” has a far more interesting mouth feel than “imagination.”  

Labels: aesthetic inquiry, body, embodiment, imagination, Maxine Greene, prick 

up your ears, situatedness 
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Mouth Feel, Pt. II  

2011, January 6 

I have been using speech recognition software to transcribe the oodles of citations 

that I have highlighted in various texts regarding Maxine Greene, existentialism and 

phenomenology. I'm presently attempting to organize the pages of citations into data 

fields using a framework that assigns to them subject areas of situatedness, embodiment 

and aesthetics. 

Not surprisingly, the speech recognition isn't perfect in transcribing what I think 

I'm reading aloud into accurate text documents. This is due to a number of factors: my 

misreading of the text (some of which includes Greek and French references); my 

increasingly twangy speech patterns (the western twang I was born into is intensifying 

with age); and the unreadability of the text itself. 

This “unreadability” is embedded in the fact that some of these texts were not 

written to be spoken aloud. You may think that this then makes the texts “unspeakable.” 

But I think it ultimately makes them unreadable as well. Shouldn't all writing take into 

account readability and speak-ability? Shouldn't writing have an awareness of where the 

breath should occur? Shouldn't writing take into account the “mouth feel” of the 

language? Shouldn't writing be a soliloquy? 

Interestingly, the speech recognition software accurately transcribed all of the 

Greene references within the citations I dictated. Greene's writing can be spoken. This 

comes as no surprise as I had recently unearthed from the cellar my notes from the 

graduate courses I had taken with Maxine. Reading those notes from 1994-96 was like 
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reading a draft of Releasing the Imagination (1995), which was published at the same 

time. Her lectures are readable and her writing is worthy of a soliloquy. 

In my prospectus for my dissertation I wrote that I wanted my work to be 

readable. That determination has not waned!  

Labels: breath, Maxine Greene, readability, Releasing the Imagination, soliloquy, 

speakable 

Reconciliation and Disembodiment  

2011, March 17 

I'm trying to reconcile some of what I teach with some of what I have written. 

The other day I showed my students a favorite TED talk. It is with the writer 

Elizabeth Gilbert who speaks with eloquence, ease, humor, and self-deprecation about 

our post-Renaissance ideas regarding genius. Remarking on the recent--as in post-

Renaissance--history of artists who are considered geniuses and their tendency to die at 

their own hands (or bottles), Gilbert advocates for thinking of genius, and creativity, as 

something that is sourced outside of our beings. It is the ancient Greek and ancient 

Roman framework of having genius, a person who is visited upon with genius, as 

opposed to being a genius. She sees this framework as addressing the need to provide 

distance between the work and the artist in the interest of preservation. 

Gilbert (2009) uses a wonderful example of this visiting genius in her description 

of an: 

Encounter recently where I met the extraordinary American poet Ruth 

Stone, who's now in her 90s, but she's been a poet her entire life and she told me 
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that when she was growing up in rural Virginia, she would be out working in the 

fields, and she said she would feel and hear a poem coming at her from over the 

landscape. And she said it was like a thunderous train of air. And it would come 

barreling down at her over the landscape. And she felt it coming, because it would 

shake the earth under her feet. She knew that she had only one thing to do at that 

point, and that was to, in her words, “run like hell.” And she would run like hell to 

the house and she would be getting chased by this poem, and the whole deal was 

that she had to get to a piece of paper and a pencil fast enough so that when it 

thundered through her, she could collect it and grab it on the page. And other 

times she wouldn't be fast enough, so she'd be running and running and running, 

and she wouldn't get to the house and the poem would barrel through her and she 

would miss it and she said it would continue on across the landscape, looking, as 

she put it “for another poet.” And then there were these times -- this is the piece I 

never forgot -- she said that there were moments where she would almost miss it, 

right? So, she's running to the house and she's looking for the paper and the poem 

passes through her, and she grabs a pencil just as it's going through her, and then 

she said, it was like she would reach out with her other hand and she would catch 

it. She would catch the poem by its tail, and she would pull it backwards into her 

body as she was transcribing on the page. And in these instances, the poem would 

come up on the page perfect and intact but backwards, from the last word to the 

first. It is a marvelous image of inspiration as a “thunderous train of air” barreling 

down the landscape (para. 14). 
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My students and I have been looking at the definitions of creativity and 

transformation over the last few weeks. Gilbert's talk about the source of creativity and 

the need to disembody oneself from it follows a similar framework used in the 

communication and self-help fields (Eckhardt Tolle and the other PBS-pledge-drive ilk). 

It is a framework that differentiates between being and having. For instance, effective 

communication can happen when the parties move the sense of being angry to a sense of 

having anger.  

I understand this perceived need for preservation and the drive to create distance 

between the inspiration and the self. I did it myself when I left acting. But at that moment 

of inspiration, the genius is embodied. Stone is possessed by it when she races to a paper 

and pencil. It is the creative act as aesthetic experience. While artists may be made 

vulnerable in their inability to distance their selves from their work, I think that for others 

another vulnerability may take hold in the form of Dewey's anaesthetic. In the form of the 

unlived life. 

Of course, the sense of being a genius as opposed to a sense of having genius is a 

linguistic trick as well. We are how we express our ideas in language. We can preserve 

our creative livelihood through language while denying ourselves the unlived life.  

Labels: aesthetic experience, anaesthetic, Dewey, elizabeth Gilbert, language, 

lived life 

Imaginative Literature  

2011, March 27 
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One of the themes of Maxine Greene's teaching involves the primacy of 

questions. She states often that she prefers questions over answers and this is why she 

uses imaginative literature in her teaching. Literature gives us the questions; for the 

answers we can go to psychology. 

A dissertation committee member chafed at the term “imaginative” literature. He 

rightly asserted that the imaginative quality of literature is in the encounter. It is the 

reader who is the trigger for the imaginative. Nevetheless, I continue to use the term 

because Greene and others do. It seems to be accepted in the field of “Greene studies.” 

Perhaps the term “imaginative literature” is a description of that encounter 

between reader and text whereas “literature” is merely the text?  

Nevertheless, one of the perks of using imaginative literature in teaching is in the 

glory of that encounter with fiction, with poetic narrative. I am using Toni Morrison's 

Sula (1973) for a philosophy and ethics course I'm teaching. As compelling as Dewey 

and Greene may be in their writing, the experience of opening the first page of Sula and 

engage in the description of a place known as the Bottom is exhilarating: 

The beeches are gone now, and so are the pear trees white children sat and yelled 

down through the blossoms to passersby. Generous funds have been allotted to 

level the stripped and faded buildings that clutter the road from Medallion up to 

the golf course. They are going to raze the Time and Half Pool Hall, where feet in 

long tan shoes once pointed down from chair rungs. A steel ball will knock to dust 

Irene's Palace of Cosemetology, where women used to lean their heads back on 

sink trays and doze while Irene lathered Nu Nile into their hair. Men in khaki 
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work clothes will pry loose the slats of Reba's Grill, where the owner cooked in 

her hat because she couldn't remember the ingredients without it (p. 3). 

This rich description is such a blessed break from the typical academic reading 

that students and their professors must engage in. This writing compels the reader to enter 

the world of the Bottom, to turn the page, to learn more. This is what my dissertation 

writing needs to achieve. 

One of the proposed rationales for my dissertation concerns my own teaching 

practice. The hope is that through my inquiry into Greene's writings that my approach to 

teaching will transform. The aesthetics of both the inquiry and of teaching will move into 

a new realm that might create an aesthetic of learning--for both student and teacher.  

Labels: aesthetic experience, aesthic of learning, inquiry, learning, literature, 

Maxine Greene, teaching, Toni Morrison 

The Situatedness of Dewey  

2011, April 20 

In reviewing the literature for my dissertation I took a look at writers writing 

about Maxine Greene and writers who Maxine Greene looks at. I zeroed in a few themes 

to try to create a framework for thinking about Greene and the lived life. The themes that 

emerged were embodiment, aesthetics and situatedness. As my committee reviewed my 

review, one member expressed a kind of distaste for “situatedness” as a  “reified nouny 

sort of reference.” I completely heard this distaste. This is one of the features of 

academic writing that make collective eyes roll. It's partly why I am using first-person in 
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my writing. It's also why I am madly attempting to not use a subtitle in the dissertation 

title. Get to the point with the title. It's enough. 

But as for “situatedness” this is the reference used in the literature about Greene 

and is used by Greene by herself.  It might come from my theatre background where I did 

a lot of work adapting non-dramatic texts for the stage (black box recordings, Watergate 

hearings, HUAC testimony, “Price Is Right” dialogue, etc.) but these nouny words 

provide me a tactile experience that moves me to use them. It's the mouth feel of the 

word that moves me to use it. This is what my roommate (now a tenured philosophy prof 

in the Midwest) meant by “mmm, texty…” 

I came across situatedness again as I'm re-reading Dewey's Experience and 

Education (1938). Dewey writes how people live in the world, in situations. And the 

word “in” reflects an interaction happening between “people and objects and other 

people” (p. 43). Dewey acknowledges that situation and interaction are inseparable. This 

is the stuff of experience.  

Dewey goes on to say that a “fully integrated personality, on the other hand, exists 

only when successive experiences are integrated with one another” (1938, p. 44). Could 

this be a foundation for Greene's lived life? The integration of successive experiences that 

are situated/integrated? The same committee member who disliked the nouny thing 

happening with “situatedness” also recommended that I tip my hat to Dewey in the 

literature review (at that point I was only looking at continental and mostly French 

philosophers--perhaps I'm a Gallophile at heart) (the things you learn about yourself in 
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this dissertation process are fascinating). I did tip my hat, but I may need to bow more 

deeply with this discovery.  

Labels: Dewey, Maxine Greene, mouth feel, nouny, reified, situatedness 

Knocking on the Text  

2011, May 1 

I have been trying to get my head around the methodology I will be using in my 

dissertation. I have been reading and researching for months now. I've been through 

books and too many articles on arts-based educational research; I had a foray into 

ethnography; I spent a lot of time contemplating reflexive methodologies (how reflexive 

of me!); and now, hermeneutics. At some point, this research has got to conclude. It must 

come to an end. 

I think I know where I'm headed. I believe that what I'm doing with Greene's texts 

is, at the first level, a curatorial process that Graeme Sullivan mentions in Art Practice as 

Research (2010). Like a curator, I'm attempting a new perspective on her works of 

art/texts. The curatorial practice should start from a place of resonance and wonder 

(Stephen Greenblatt in Exhibiting Cultures, 1991) for the curator/dissertation writer in 

regarding these works that hopefully inspires the same in the viewer/reader. Within the 

hermeneutic tradition promoted by Alvesson and Sköldberg in Reflexive Methodology 

(2000), this resonance and wonder represents what they call “primary interpretation” (p. 

261). This is a recognition that “interpretation precedes data in all research” (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2000, p. 261). My choice of pursuing the idea of the lived life in Greene's 
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writings is my primary interpretation. The lived life presents a sense of resonance for me 

and wonder that triggers my inquiry. 

Alvesson and Sköldberg (2000) recommend a thorough practice of reflexive 

methodology where the inquiry undergoes four levels of interpretation. This is to ensure 

validity of the research product  and, I think, validity of the practice within the research 

field. There is not enough time for me to enter into these four levels: interaction with 

empirical material; interpretation; critical interpretation; and reflection on text production 

and language use. I think I will only get as far interpretation, or second-level reflexivity. 

The secondary interpretation I have been envisioning is a discursive inquiry into the text 

that resembles a “horizontal fusion between researcher and text” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2000, p. 264). This fusion is how the authors view the existential hermeneutics of 

Heidegger and Gadamer. 

Yet what precedes all of this is a discussion of the postmodern, poststructural 

viewpoint of the relationship between subject and object. It's an understanding that reality 

is always subjective and by extension, there is no such thing as pure objectivity. This is 

why I view it to be disingenuous to limit the narrative voice in research to a distant third-

person viewpoint. The researcher is always present. 

Another facet of this reflexive practice is the use of writing as inquiry. Writing as 

a way of coming to know and a way of becoming, as in this blog. This is what Laurel 

Richardson refers to as “creative analytical processes” (Richardson & St. Pierre in 

Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 962) or CAP. 
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In the end, my dissertation is only a slight digging below the hermeneutical 

surface of the lived life in Greene's texts. To achieve the exhaustive four levels of 

interpretation of Alvesson and Sköldberg is to enter the domain of post-doctoral work. 

Nevertheless, I am excited about this fusion of practices. What has become very apparent 

to me in this arduous journey is how the lived life is playing through the methodology. 

These reflexive methods all take the situatedness of the researcher into consideration 

through honoring the researcher's lived life in its impact on the research.  

Labels: curatorial, first-person, hermeneutics, interpretation, lived life, Maxine 

Greene, resonance 

Curating a Dissertation  

2011, May 8 

Graeme Sullivan's (2010) framing of a meta-analytic reflexive methodology 

approach as a curatorial practice has become a metaphor/anthem for my continuing 

dissertation work. Though I have never curated a visual art exhibition, I have had 

experience in curating performance series. When I selected seasons of youth 

performances for a performing arts center, it was always my dream to be able to 

consciously curate the season: develop a theme or in the vocabulary of education, an 

essential understanding that each show would somehow address. But the selection 

process had too many moving parts, too many stakeholders, to be able to curate from the 

front end. Instead, I “backed into” a curatorial process. After all of the shows were 

booked, I would take a look at the shows, try to find some common themes, and then use 
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those themes in our marketing and resource materials, and in our fundraising activities. It 

was pseudo-curating. 

I have the opportunity now to curate from the front end with my dissertation. 

Through my literature review I have established three lenses of interpretation through 

which to approach the lived life in Maxine Greene's texts: situatedness, embodiment, and 

aesthetics. These lenses also shaped my methodology helping me to arrive at a practice 

that is curatorial in nature and uses reflexive writing in an existential hermeneutic 

tradition.  

When thinking about curating a dissertation, I am reminded of a wonderful 

exhibition I attended at the Walker Art Center nearly 30 years ago. It was “Hockney 

Paints the Stage.” This was in the early 1980s and I was just then coming into contact 

with the avant-garde and performance art as an undergrad at NYU. The wonder of the 

Hockney exhibition was that it was multi-dimensional. The galleries embodied the sets 

designed by David Hockney. The sensation was to walk into an environment that was 

wholly distinct from the one you just exited. There were backdrops and set pieces, there 

was lighting and music; it was fully sensual. The viewer entered Hockney's world. 

I want to be able to achieve something similar in my dissertation, but with the 

limitations of two dimensions. And the primary means of expression is language/text. I 

am not sure what this will look like. But it is important for the reader/viewer to be able to 

enter the world of Greene's texts through the interpretation of Shawn's lived life. 

A side note. I once traveled to Paris on my own following my cousin's wedding in 

Zurich. I took the train up to France and spent about four or five days on my own. I met 
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up with friends from time to time, but was on my own for most of the trip. I made sure to 

visit many of the museums that Paris has to offer, though I avoided the Louvre as it was 

too big to try attempt in a single day or trip (and I had visited it earlier in my life). In the 

end, I suffered from a bout of Stendahl's syndrome. I became overwhelmed by the 

amount of art I was encountering. The bout of Stendahl's syndrome was exacerbated by 

the fact that I had no one nearby to share in these encounters, a means of processing the 

aesthetic.  

On my final day in Paris I was visiting the Pompidou Centre, one of my favorite 

institutions in Paris. As I was feeling anxious among the two-dimensional canvases on an 

upper floor, I remembered the Walker exhibition from ten years earlier. I descended onto 

another floor that was comprised of sculpture and installations. The works were three-

dimensional and I could move around them and through them. The anxiety passed. I 

found my breath again.  

I need many dimensions in my dissertation. I want my readers to be able to move 

through and around the text.  

Labels: curatorial, David Hockney, Maxine Greene, methodology, reflexivity, 

Stendahl 

Text? as Exhibition  

2011, June 5 

In today's New York Times Holland Cotter had a featured article “Modern Is 

Modern Is...” concerning two current museum exhibitions taking place in San Francisco. 

Each focuses on Gertrude Stein as their subject of inquiry. “Fantastic!” I thought to 
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myself as I settled in with a big bowl of cafe au lait hoping to discover how one might go 

about creating an exhibition based on a writer.  

I was interested because I am attempting to present a “curatorial” practice in my 

dissertation work about Maxine Greene. Right now the curatorial idea is serving as a 

hook of a metaphor as I go about the data collection and analysis. I don't know how the 

final product will be impacted by a curatorial sensibility. I don't know that this hook will 

even be apparent to the reader/viewer.  

Maybe this way of working is more akin to all of the background research and 

source material gathering that would happen in our theatre productions back at Tiny 

Mythic Theatre Company. We would gather images and literature and read, read, read. 

When I was creating the character of Kirilov for our production of Dostoevsky's The 

Possessed, I was reading Nietzsche, Notes from the Underground, the gnostic gospels, 

and The Book of Revelations.  

It was intense stuff and who knows if anyone could “read” my reading in my 

performance. But it didn't matter as this was the stuff of character building. I was 

attempting to embody the intellectual curiosity of Kirilov.  

And I wonder, worry even, that this curatorial practice I want to invoke may not 

be seen by the reader/viewer of this dissertation/exhibition. Maybe I need to use this hook 

as I did with the source material of theatre. Mostly, I probably shouldn't even think about 

it. Just see what happens. 

Those exhibitions in San Francisco that Cotter discussed didn't provide me with 

any new insight as to how a curator might present a writer. It seems the shows relied on 
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lots of visual imagery to re-assemble our sensibilities of Stein. There were photographs of 

her, some of the paintings from her collections. The lens employed seemed to be 

biographical in nature--though the biography was a new interpretation. The visual 

elements seemed to support the biography.    

I still don't know what this exhibition/dissertation will look like in the end. I'm 

okay with that. I just hope that my committee can support my not knowing how this will 

all play out.  

Labels: biography, curatorial, Maxine Greene, metaphor, methodology 

Hamlet Was Not Written About Your Mother  

2011, June 25 

The title of this blog post is the subtitle for my dissertation rationale. “Hamlet was 

not written about your mother” refers to a adage that I remember from my days as an 

acting student at the Stella Adler Conservatory.  

My interpretation of this adage was the Adler idea that the actor should not bring 

their own emotional background into the creative process of developing a character. A 

character was to be created solely from the circumstances provided by the playwright. No 

matter how much my adolescent sensibility might ascribe Gertrude-like qualities to my 

own mother, the fact was simple: Shakespeare did not write Hamlet about Maureen 

Dotsch Powers. 

I recently presented this rationale to my dissertation committee during my 

proposal defense. They accepted it. They also suggested that I spend more time looking at 
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artists and philosophers who share in the Adler focus of creativity that is divorced from 

the artist's background, emotions, experience--their lived life. 

I spent time yesterday scanning Greene's Teacher as Stranger (1973) for instances 

of lived life and other possible variations on its theme. I came across her chapter, “Truth 

and Belief” where Greene uses Hamlet to differentiate between the perspectives of the 

pragmatist and the phenomenologist. She begins this discussion by identifying the 

situatedness of Hamlet: 

He nevertheless perceives the court from a distinctive point of view. After all, he 

is the son of the dead king; he was in line to inherit the throne. His peculiar biography is 

bound to make his interpretations somewhat different from Horatio's, say, or Laertes', or 

even Claudius's. These men all belong to the same cultural matrix; they participate, 

without much thought, in the same ceremonies. But having had different subjective 

experiences, each of them is in a distinctive situation and bound to interpret novel events 

in his particular fashion. What each one comes to “know,” therefore, will have much to 

do with the way he locates himself and with the relevance of what is happening to his 

own concerns (1973, p. 133). 

With this focus on situatedness we can assume that Hamlet's sense of “mother” is 

likely to be different than Laertes', and Laerties' is likely to be different from his sister's 

Ophelia's. Greene makes her case that the phenomenologist never takes a passive 

approach to making sense of their world; nothing is taken for granted. For the 

phenomenologist, Not only is the observer's subjectivity involved; so are the 

subjectivities of his contemporaries, and the intersubjective reality they mutually 
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create...intersections, zones, and horizons are significant in the knowing process (1973, p. 

134). 

Greene's use of “observer” here immediately brings to my mind “audience” with 

her use of a theatrical artwork as her reference. Replacing “observer” with “audience” 

and I think about the viewer's experience of a production of Hamlet. The audience is 

likely to bring with them their own situatedness in attending to the performance. They are 

likely to forge “intersections, zones and horizons” between their prior experience and the 

production they are viewing. And here I come across an interesting question: did Stella 

Adler expect the audience to bring their own subjectivities, their own situatedness, in 

coming to know and understand Hamlet? Or was their understanding only begotten by 

what the actors provided? 

Because I have been studying and practicing Greene's approach to aesthetic 

education and inquiry for so long, I have to work hard to de-couple myself from her 

sensibility. As such, my immediate response to this question is that Adler would have had 

to expect the audience to come to the theatre with their own subjectivities. Yet, if I pause, 

I can also understand how Adler might have chafed at an audience that allowed their 

subjectivities to influence their understanding. Just as she urged actors to “be in the 

moment” I can imagine that she would have advocated the same of an audience. That 

moment is comprised of the world of the play, not the traffic encountered on the way to 

the theatre or the long line outside the women's restroom in the lobby. 

But can we really expect such isolation of experience? Again, I am hugely 

influenced by my own background and horizons that understand experience to be part of 
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a continuum. As a member of that group of believers, I cannot fathom experience not 

colored by subjectivity.  

Or for that matter, research that is purely objective.  

Labels: actor, aesthetic practice, lived life, phenomenology, pragmatism, 

situatedness, Stella Adler, Teacher as Stranger 

A Conversation with the Text  

2011, June 25 

In my earlier post today I mentioned that I scanned Maxine Greene's Teacher as 

Stranger (1973) to locate instances of lived life in the text. There were none. 

This was a hunch that I had prior to the data collection and knowing that, I made 

sure to also scan for what I might interpret as variations on lived life. And sure enough I 

was able to locate life-world which originated with Edmund Husserl. I also have a hunch 

that life-world becomes less frequent in Greene's later writings when lived life starts to 

make a presence. This may be a situation of coincidence, but it is possible that Greene 

abandoned Husserl's “Umwelt” for lived life. 

With the scanning, I found myself talking to the text. Because lived life wasn't 

presenting itself, I started to take notice of other qualified “lifes” in Greene's writing: 

social life, family life, instinctual life, to name a few. I asked aloud if I would find these 

“lifes” in her later books. If I was to find that they're not present in her later books, would 

it be a fair deduction for me to think of these other “lifes” as being subsumed by lived 

life? Could lived life be a repository for the social, family, and instinctual aspects of life? 

If lived life is such a repository, could this mean that what once might have stood as a 
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clear distinction among these other qualified “lifes” becomes blurred in Greene's later 

writing and thinking? Are these qualified “lifes” too intersubjectve/interconnected to be 

distinguished from one another? 

I might be in line for a hermeneutic hat trick here...  

Labels: family, hermeneutics, Husserl, instinctual, knocking, life-world, lived life, 

Maxine Greene, qualified life, question, social justice, Teacher as Stranger, Umwelt 

On Being Within and Without  

2011, July 3 

I've been reviewing Maxine Greene's Landscapes of Learning (1978). I was 

surprised to not see more instances of lived life/lives within the text, yet the term is 

present. What I think may be its variant, lived worlds, is especially prominent as it 

assumes the title of the final chapter of the book.  

I am recognizing that within Landscapes (1978), lived life is almost always 

connected to discussion regarding emancipation. This is an area that one of my 

committee members recommended I pay attention to when thinking about the lived life. 

And sure enough, there is a connection. Greene uses lived life within her discussion of 

emancipatory education, which signals the need for teachers to educate based on the lived 

lives of their students. This is supported through her sustained argument for the primacy 

of the students' lived lives over the benchmarks of empiricism and scientism, and our 

reliance on technique (a very interesting contrast perhaps to Stella Adler's adherence to 

technique?). 
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But the term, or its variant lived worlds, is also foundational to her discussion of 

the emancipation of women, especially women who teach. So the theme of emancipatory 

education is more than a focus on the students, but also on the teachers. Her discussion of 

the importance of recognizing the lived worlds of women is a charge for women to assert 

their own lived worlds, their own perceptual reality instead of donning a mask to assume 

another's sense of reality, another's sense of what everyday life is or should be. The 

power in asserting these lived worlds and lives is partly embedded in the power of giving 

symbol to these entities. Whether it be language or another form of expression (cue the 

arts here), giving a name to the perceived reality, to the lived life, is to give it form and to 

recognize it as substantial. It also provides the opportunity to then consider alternatives to 

a reality that may be full of lacks and deficiencies. 

But how is the lived life achieved or assumed? To have a lived life one needs to 

be reflective Greene says. It is an act of consciousness. 

In a sense, transcendences and interrogations provide a leitmotif in human 

experience as persons become increasingly able to thematlze, to problematize, to interpret 

their own lived worlds. Merleau-Ponty (1945) says that what defines the human being “is 

not the capacity to create a second nature--economic, social, or cultural--beyond 

biological nature; it is rather the capacity to go beyond created structures in order to 

create others.” To me, this has enormous relevance for teaching--the kind of teaching that 

moves persons to reflection and to going beyond. Only, however, if educators can remain 

in touch with their own histories, their own background consciousnesses, can they engage 

with others who are making their own efforts to transcend (1978, p. 103).  
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So the lived life is an act of consciousness evoked by the individual. Right now 

I'm working with the idea that the lived life might also need to include the act of 

recognition by another for it to culminate. That the power of the lived life can only be 

achieved when one recognizes the value of another. It rests in the ability to of one to 

reflect/understand and the other to recognize. 

On a side note: last night we saw a production of Smudge, a play by Rachel Axler. 

The story centers on a couple who give birth to a severely underdeveloped child; the baby 

is just a stub with a single eye, no limbs, no form of expression. The father works for the 

U.S. Census and starts reading philosophical treatises on being-ness and consciousness 

while at work. His ponderings about the mass of grey that seems to now pervade his once 

black-and-white/binary/census-tract world erupts in a hysterical showdown between him 

and his brother/co-worker. I was laughing so hard the tears were streaming down my 

face. It was the perfect comic interlude for someone questioning “objectivity” in research.  

Labels: emancipation, empiricism, Landscapes of Learning, lived life, lived 

world, Maxine Greene, objectivity, other, recognition, self-reflection, women 

The “Lived” as Active  

2011, July 9 

I am looking at Maxine Greene's The Dialectic of Freedom (1988). I remember 

the first time I read it was on the Amtrak platform in Hartford, CT waiting for the train 

back to Grand Central. I had misread the train schedule and found myself with a couple 

of hours to kill before boarding. So I opened up Dialectic (1988). I was in grad school, 

studying with Greene, and thought it a good idea to read some of her works. I picked up 
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an idea or two from the book but for the most part, I couldn't make a connection. I just 

wasn't “there” yet; “there” being situated for discussion about how freedom and new 

possibilities are created through consciousness and reflection. 

I think I'm approaching “there” now. 

In looking at Dialectic (1988), I am finding a clearer sensibility, for myself, about 

what goes into creating a lived life, a lived world, a lived situation, a lived experience. It 

is an active, reflective process that is foundational to consciousness. I had come to this 

understanding the connection of reflection with consciousness in my reading of Merleau-

Ponty and Sartre and certainly Dewey, who distinguishes consciousness as “the 

continuous readjustment of self and the world in experience” (Art as Experience, 1934, p. 

270). Greene notes in Dialectic, 

There is a difference between those who unquestioningly accede to the 

given and those who find refuge in that way. In both cases, however, there is an 

incapacity to look at actualities as if they could be otherwise, as there is an 

unwillingness to try to transcend determinacy or surpass facticity. Consciousness, 

it so happens, involves the capacity to pose questions to the world, to reflect on 

what is presented in experience. It is not to be understood as an interiority. 

Embodied, thrusting into the lived and perceived, it opens out to the common. 

Human consciousness, moreover, is always situated; and the situated person, 

inevitably engaged with others, reaches out and grasps the phenomena 

surrounding him/her from a particular vantage point and against a particular 

background consciousness (1988, p. 20). 
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From this I take “lived” as a qualifier that is only achieved through the act of 

consciousness. What's more, Greene makes it clear that consciousness is not an internal 

mechanism, but an outward one. This presents for me an interesting contrast to Stella 

Adler and “Hamlet was not written about your mother.” The lived life, though it 

necessitates an inward process of reflection, it is only achieved through the active pursuit 

of engaging with the “common” or the world in which we're situated. Where Adler may 

have rightfully been concerned about an actor turning inward in their craft making 

engagement with the audience difficult, the reflected life requires the actor to turn 

outward, to consider their experiences in contrast to others.  

Labels: actor, consciousness, Dewey, embodiment, lived life, lived world, Maxine 

Greene, Merleau-Ponty, qualified life, self-reflection, situatedness 

Greene-Asserted and Greene-Realized  

2011. July 10 

My scanning thus far has actually only accounted for maybe a dozen, at most, 

instances of lived life/lives in Maxine Greene's writings. One of my earliest hunches in 

this inquiry was that the term only begins to become part of the Greene vernacular in her 

later writings. So far, this hunch is playing itself out. 

I'm conceiving a series of turning points that each book seems to represent. My 

focus on Teacher as Stranger (1973), Landscapes of Learning (1978), The Dialectic of 

Freedom (1988), Releasing the Imagination (1995), and Variations on a Blue Guitar 

(2001) for this inquiry was borne out of an early notion that these books represent 

Greene's own voice. Her earlier works, Existential Encounters for Teachers (1965) and 
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The Public School and the Private Vision (1968), struck me as primarily commentaries 

on other thinkers and writers. While Greene continues to cite and reference other writers 

and artists in the canon that starts in 1973, her own voice is pronounced in these later 

works. Perhaps one could perceive of this voice as a recitative; in effect, forwarding the 

ideas of these other writers and thinkers in a solo voice. 

But the voice becomes stronger with subsequent works. Teacher as Stranger and 

Landscapes of Learning may indeed be a recitative of the works of Camus, Dewey, Kant, 

Kierkegaard, Melville, Merleau-Ponty, Sartre and others. But in her final section of 

Landscapes titled “Predicaments of Women,” I sense a turning point in this coda to the 

book. Her chapter “Lived Worlds” is focused on the need for women to assert their own 

interpreted reality in a world that is largely reliant on a male perspective of reality.  

My concern is for the release of individual capacities now suppressed, for the 

development of free and autonomous personalities. It seems to me that these require an 

intensified critical awareness of our relation to ourselves and to our culture, a clarified 

sense of our own realities (1978, p. 213). It is a call to self-hood. As I conjectured in my 

7/9 post, this “clarified sense of our own realities” is consciousness. This is a call to 

consciousness. The lived aspect of the lived world is consciousness. This final section of 

Landscapes represents, to me, a thrusting outward of Greene's push for social justice. It is 

Greene-assertive. It is the opening thrust of her voice.  

Later, in Dialectic (1988), the recitative is pianissimo. Greene comes back to the 

predicaments of women, calling  upon the unique, social, intertwined and situated 

realities of women as a just and valid point of view and source of knowledge: 
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A free act, after all, is a particularized one. It is undertaken from the standpoint of 

a particular, situated person trying to bring into existence something contingent on his/her 

hopes, expectations, and capacities. The world in which the person creates and works 

through a future project cannot but be a social world; and the nature of the project cannot 

but be affected by shared meanings and interpretations of existing social realities. John 

Dewey wrote, for example, that “while singular beings in their singularity think, want, 

and decide, what they think and strive for, the content of their beliefs and intentions is a 

subject matter provided by association” (2008, p. 251).  If that association is conceived of 

as one among autonomous, rational beings who are convinced that reliable knowledge 

(being largely formal and rule-governed) does not vary among them, the very notion of 

singularity summons up a troubling relativism that makes suspect situated knowledge 

claims. This may partly explain, not only the lack of respect for women's thought 

processes on the part of men, but the efforts of certain women to suppress their own lived 

experiences in order to claim an equality in the domain of formal reason identified with 

the public sphere. Dialectic represents a turning point, for me, of Greene-realized. My 

interpretation is finding the use of the qualifier lived in Greene's writing to be in direct 

correlation to an assertion of a distinct, political voice. In Markie Hancock's 

documentary, Exclusions and Awakenings (2001), Greene talks about the perils of of a 

Jewish woman finding a teaching job in higher education. She was told she was “too 

literary” which for her was code for “female.” In Dialectic (1988) she writes about the 

struggle she experienced in how she pursued understanding: 
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From the beginning of my career, trying with some difficulty to be accepted as a 

philosopher of education, I found myself moving back and forth between imaginative 

literature and philosophy. Troubled by the kinds of positivism that identified existential 

questions (about birth and death and commitment and anxiety and freedom) with 

“pseudo-questions,” with a domain of meaninglessness, I kept on stubbornly seeking out 

those questions in fictive and poetic worlds, in personal narratives. Troubled by 

impersonality, by abstract vantage points, I wanted people to name themselves and tell 

their stories when they made their statements. I came to believe (or I was taught) that 

“reality” referred, after all, to interpreted experience (1988, pp. xi-xii).  There might be a 

linkage between this practice of interpreted experience and the 

particularization/situatedness of women. It might be that the qualifier of lived is particular 

to the female experience. I'm not ready to affirm this as Dewey's influence in his 

accounting for experience is reflected in Greene's reading and writing. Yet experience, 

for Greene, takes into account the gaps/lacks/deficiencies that can only be recognized 

through reflection. The reflected life isn't always optimistic, and neither is Greene 

(Hancock, 2001). Wendy Kohli and others see this as a distinction between Greene and 

Dewey (Hancock, 2001). Greene's pessimism is situated to her own lived life as a woman 

in a man's world.  

Labels: consciousness, female, inquiry, Kant, Kierkegaard, Landscapes of 

Learning, Maxine Greene, Merleau-Ponty, Sartre, self-reflection, Teacher as Stranger, 

The Dialectic of Freedom, women 
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The Sediment of Embodiment  

2011, July 24 

In using this blog I have come to realize that there are stirrings and strains within 

my thinking that keep on re-emerging time and time again. When I review past postings, 

I see my hunches and notions playing out at different periods during this process, often 

without memory of their previous existence. For instance, claiming the use of my first-

person voice as a creative act. When I wrote about that notion within my methodology 

chapter, I hadn't realized I had considered it months earlier in Living [Maxine] Greene. 

This past week I discovered that my interest in embodiment as a function of 

learning, as a function of coming to know, as a function of consciousness, has been 

stirring within for some time. During the week I was teaching a one-week intensive in 

arts education for masters-level students. One of our sessions included a visit from a 

teaching artist who presented work she had done in a residency at a school of one of my 

former students. 

The impetus for the residency arose out of my student's frustration as a math 

interventionist. The interventions she was assigned to use consisted of worksheets: paper 

and pencil.  But the students she was assisting did not excel in paper and pencil 

approaches. We tossed around ideas about arts integration strategies that she might 

attempt in the seated-at-desks setting that she and her students occupied. But what 

became apparent was the kinesthetic tendencies these students had towards their learning. 

“Get thee to a movement specialist,” I advised her, “and let the embodiment of math 

begin!” 
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The residency came together and the movement specialist took my recent class 

through some of the work she did with the students. But the discussions and ruminations I 

had with the math interventionist occurred long before my literature review where 

embodiment presented itself to me as a foundation for coming to know the lived life. 

Clearly, embodiment was been part of the “sediment” I bring to my inquiry. This 

sediment is not fixed according to Greene: 

And we need, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty has put it, to form the events we uncover 

in the past into an “intelligible series,” the events that sediment meanings in us, “not just 

as survivals or residues, but as the invitation to a series, the necessity of a future” (in 

Greene, 1978, p. 119).Sediment indicates a layering and accumulation of meaning which 

allows for change over time. The fossils infused in the first strata, while foundational in 

character, don't prescribe a sameness within the subsequent accumulating layers.  

In writing this post I am also connecting back to my own training as an artist 

which, at one point, was rigorously physical in its approach. My work with Anne Bogart, 

Kevin Kuhlke, Nina Martin, Wendall Beavers, Mary Overlie, Paul Langland, Torben 

Bjelke, Maria Consagra and others focused on the idea of physical improvisation to find 

and sustain character development. Though I did note this in my dissertation, somewhere, 

I tend to forget this most obvious element in my focus on embodiment. It's what a former 

roommate would call a “no duh” moment (he's now a full professor of philosophy in the 

Midwest so I embrace his neologisms with hope). 

And so this sediment of embodiment is present within me. It is foundational in 

how I have come to engage in the arts and in the world. It aligns with the sense of 
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accumulation, where meaning and interpretation can change over time. It is most 

certainly Merleau-Ponty's “invitation to a series, the necessity of a future” (1970, pp. 40-

41). It is also the basis of the aesthetic experience of learning. These connections give me 

pause, compel me to reflect, find me forgetting to breathe and often on the edge of my 

seat.  

Labels: accumulation, aesthetic experience, embodiment, engage, first-person, 

interpretation, layering, lived life, Maxine Greene, Merleau-Ponty, sediment, self-

reflection 

From Transaction to Transformation  

2011, August 6 

One of my committee members recently commented on my embodiment post. In 

my response I started to focus on the idea of transaction. The focus arose out of a desire 

to promote and enhance the concept of the quality of transaction in Greene's writing. It 

occurred to me that the way in which we interact with the world deepens this sense of 

embodiment and differentiates Greene from other thinkers and writers who have 

commented on embodiment. 

I noted that embodiment is about the constant reflection of how we view 

ourselves within the context of our perceived world. It is my sensibility that we are 

witness to transactions with the world that continue to operate within the realm of a 

mind/body split. I am thinking in terms of educational practice and in how we define 

success. We continue to assess the success of our students (and our practice) through a 
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predominately retention/regurgitation framework. And though I'm critiquing policy with 

this example, policy is a means of how we transact with the world.  

Of course, this can all be viewed as a transactional dilemma: our misguided 

practices are fundamentally poorly conceived transactions with the world.  

However, does how we transact connect directly to something more profound than 

mere practice options? Is this why we struggle with social justice? Is this why social 

justice isn't just the soil (per Dewey's discussion of embodiment in Nature and 

Experience) but points to a more profound split? How do the bottom-line-must-dominate 

CEOs and the just-say-no legislative representatives and their practices sleep at night? I 

conceive of these practices as poor transactions. I conceive of these transactions as a 

fundamental split between mind and body. With that split, the transactional can never 

become transformational. 

With Greene, I can start to chart a process by which the transactional becomes 

transformational. In transacting with the world, we become situated in our 

understandings, our processes, our angle of repose. Through reflection this situatedness 

becomes embodied. Our understanding signifies that union of mind and body, even re-

linking what once may have been split. This is what represents the lived life: the 

embodied situatedness of our being. It is the lived life that primes us to encounter the 

world through an aesthetic experience. The aesthetic represents the embodied encounter, 

an encounter that has the ability to be transformative because of the reflective practice 

that enables us to notice the new. It is the act of “writing and rewriting our lived world” 

(1995, p. 147).  
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Labels: aesthetic experience, Dewey, embodiment, lived life, lived world, Maxine 

Greene, Releasing the Imagination, situatedness, social justice, transaction, 

transformational 

Textual Imagery  

2011, August 17 

In contemplating how this dissertation that contemplates the use of lived life in 

Maxine Greene's writings could be visualized. I did some Wordle work with her texts. 

I was interested in the visual because of my intention of using arts-based research 

in my work. I have thought of this dissertation as an exhibition of Greene's works, her art. 

And I felt it necessary to “see” the works in another medium. 

But I love text. Yet, how can a textual-based exhibition be visual to the 

reader/attender? I go back to Barbara Kruger's work and Jenny Holzer's. Their pieces, so 

iconic for me of 1980s New York City, provide a kind of imprimatur of how text can be 

visual. What's more, the text itself can embody in an explicit way instead of a covert way, 

how images impact our own perspectives. I am reminded of this in reviewing Landscapes 

of Learning recently and thinking how Marshall McLuhan may have been a factor in 

Greene's discussion of Ellul's “encirclement”. The idea that “people are experiencing 

themselves being worked on by forces as invisible as they are impersonal” (1978, p. 9). 

And so I “Wordled” Greene's text. It's interesting to see the words that dominate. 

As I suspected, the “lived” in lived life is mostly prevalent in her later works (though it 

does reveal itself in Landscapes but not in the later Dialectic). Whether I use these 
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images in my own textual copy is still unknown. But it was a diversion, it provided 

another angle of repose in this crystallization of a reflexive practice.  

 

 

Figure 1. Wordle of Teacher As Stranger (Greene, 1973). In this word cloud, the 

term lived does not appear. 
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Figure 2. Wordle of Landscapes of Learning (Greene, 1978). In this word cloud, 

the term lived is highlighted in a box in the upper left corner near the word “way.” 

Because of the limitations of the “Wordle” program, it was not possible to isolate the 

term lived life. However, the term lived provides some visual evidence of its frequency of 

use as a qualifier and as part of lived life in Greene’s book.  
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Figure 3. Wordle of Dialectic of Freedom (Greene, 1988). In this word cloud the 

term lived is highlighted in a box to the left of the word “may.”  
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Figure 4. Wordle of Releasing the Imagination (Greene, 1995). In this word cloud 

the term lived is highlighted in a box in the upper right hand corner just above the f the 

word “people.”  
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Figure 5. Wordle of Variations on a Blue Guitar (Greene & Lincoln Center 

Institute, 2001). In this word cloud the term lived is highlighted in a box in the upper left 

directly above the “s” in the word “works.”  

Labels: crystallization, Landscapes of Learning, lived life, reflexivity, text, The 

Dialectic of Freedom, visual 

Choice in Lived Life  

2011. August 21 

This weekend has been devoted to some final notes on Maxine Greene's use of 

lived life in Variations on a Blue Guitar. The book is a series of lectures that Greene has 

given over the years at the Lincoln Center Institute where she is philosopher-in-residence. 

It is fitting that the writings/lectures are focused on aesthetics and teaching as the Institute 

is devoted to a particular kind of arts education developed under her guidance and the 

target population is K-12 teachers.  
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I think I may be finding a different sensibility regarding the lived life in these 

lectures/writing but more on that in a later post. 

In reviewing this anthology, I was reminded this weekend of the tenet I held as an 

actor living and working in New York City in the 1980s and '90s. The tenet--or perhaps, 

justification--was the importance I placed in having a job outside of acting. It was 

necessary to be working in any capacity in order to pay the rent but it was also necessary 

to be working consistently in an institution so that I could get health insurance. I also held 

that it was important to work outside of acting in order to have experiences with the “real 

world” and with “real people” from which to draw inspiration for my acting. But then 

again, maybe it was just a ruse to excuse myself from not working harder at becoming a 

commercially successful actor. 

No matter the reasons, I worked. And I worked for about eleven years as the 

supervisor of the TKTS booths in New York where you could buy a discounted ticket to a 

Broadway or off-Broadway show on the day of the performance. 

It was spring of 1987. I was rehearsing a production of Strindberg's The Ghost 

Sonata, directed by Travis Preston (now of CalArts). It was a huge, wild production. I 

played the Fiancee, a mute part that was on stage for more than half of the play. The 

Fiancee is essentially waiting, for decades, for her betrothed to marry her. She is only 

seen and never heard. 

With this, the physicality is paramount and I was working on developing a 

movement life for the Fiancee. Early one matinee Wednesday morning as I was readying 

Duffy Square for the matinee onslaught of Long Island/New Jersey/Connecticut/Upstate 
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ladies who lunch, I couldn't help but to stare at a woman--who many years later I have 

determined was a transvestite--making her way down 7th Ave. 

She was tall, gaunt, with a full face of makeup that looked like it was left over 

from the night before. She wore a lime-green polyester pant suit and high-heeled strappy 

sandals. She was smoking a cigarette in slow motion. She moved down the street without 

looking at where she was stepping. She was slightly unsteady, the look of a drunk trying 

not to look drunk. She was trying to avoid the piles of horse manure that littered the street 

(NYPD often used mounted police in that area) and was mostly successful but would 

occasionally catch the edge of a clump in her strappy sandals resulting in a near stumble. 

It was the Fiancee. I had found my muse. 

Though my body type was quite different from this lime-green vision, her walk 

and carriage became the body for the Fiancee. Her slow motion smoking became my 

focus of an act-long party scene that was seated around a six-foot slab of ice that slowly 

melted under the stage lights.  

I come back to all of this because my assumption in thinking about the lived life 

within the aesthetic experience led me to conceive of my lime-green muse as part of my 

lived life as an actor. Those movements and people who serve as inspiration are the lived 

life I am exploring in Greene's work.  

But after reviewing Variations, I'm shifting. I think it is the act of choosing I took 

in focusing on that woman making her way down 7th Ave. in spring 1987 that is the lived 

life. The lived life is how I go about making those choices, not the actual choice itself. 

What isn't clear to me, yet, is whether the recognition of those choices is considered part 
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of the lived life or if lived life is the platform on which recognition and reflection can 

occur but only through follow-through; that reflection may not be a guaranteed element 

of lived life. In Variations, lived life is always presented as the “background” against 

which viewers/attenders/teachers/students can encounter a work of art. It is through these 

encounters with works of art that alternate realities can be considered and ultimately, 

lived lives can be transformed.  

Lived life is certainly nuanced.  

Labels: aesthetic experience, choice, choosing, lived life, Maxine Greene, real, 

Variations on a Blue Guitar 

Depredations of Technique  

2011, August 27 

While waiting in doctors' offices and customer lounges at the local speedy lube 

joint, I have been perusing Stella Adler's Art of Acting (2000). The book is broken down 

into the individual elements that comprise the Adler technique. The text is Adler herself 

documenting what she and her teachers say, talk about, opine, and rail against in their 

technique classes.  

Reading it brings me back, instantly, to my undergraduate days at NYU where I 

was placed in the Stella Adler Conservatory. Admission into the undergraduate drama 

program was by application followed by an audition and interview. At the conclusion of 

my comedic and dramatic monologues, my adjudicator (the head of the Experimental 

Theatre Wing at the time) spoke at length at how schizophrenic I was in that I could forge 

a career in a variety of different directions: commercial, classical, musical theatre. He 
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was adamant that I should be placed in the Circle in the Square training program, which 

was the most commercial of the acting conservatories that provided training to NYU 

students. 

Imagine my surprise when my placement letter arrived in the mail and I found out 

that I would be going to the Stella Adler Conservatory. 

The Adler technique could be described as falling into the category of “classical” 

training. Classes were geared towards a life in the theatre where the good writing could 

be found. While I never studied with Stella herself (her classes were reserved to third-

year students and I transferred out in the middle of my second year), the language of Art 

as Acting is nearly verbatim of what I remember of my studies with her teachers Alice 

Winston, Mario Siletti and Jimmy Tripp.  

I'm reading Adler right now as her adage, or how I remember the adage as 

repeated by her teachers, was “Hamlet was not written about your mother.” The adage 

was in reference to the idea that an actor should never rely on their own emotional 

memory to create a character. Instead, a character should be created from the actor's 

imagination as guided by the circumstances provided by the playwright's words and 

ideas. And it was this adage that seemed to come into stark contrast with what I 

encountered ten years later and 60+ blocks further uptown in my studies with Maxine 

Greene (Adler's conservatory was located in Carnegie Hall while Greene's lecture hall 

was located in Morningside Heights). 

While in my mind Greene emphasizes the importance of the lived life in 

developing understanding and fostering multiple perspectives, Adler was adamant about 
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the importance of technique which ultimately, in my mind, distances an actor from their 

daily life. I do understand the focus on technique for a performing artist as it provides a 

grounding to return to performance after performance, city after city. It guarantees a 

similar quality of experience for the Wednesday matinee attendee as it does for the 

Saturday night viewer. This distance that technique demands from the actor's own 

emotional life as provides a bulwark against burning out.  

But it's interesting to read Adler in association with my close readings of Greene. 

In Landscapes of Learning Greene writes about the “depredations of technique” in 

relation to positivism and objectivity in cognition. She writes: 

It must become clear again that reflection is not only rooted in experience, its 

entire purpose is to inform and clarify experience—or the lived world. If we add to this a 

conceived possibility of remaining in touch with our perceptual backgrounds and thus 

remaining present to ourselves, we may be better able to ward off the depredations of 

technique (1978, p. 17). 

These “depredations of technique” were recently touched upon by Anthony 

Tommasini in his New York Times article “Virtuosos Becoming a Dime a Dozen” (2011). 

In the article Tommasini writes about the numerous musicians these days who possess 

impeccable technique that enable them to perform the most difficult of works. He likens 

it to sports where records are made to be broken. This represents a new paradigm in the 

classical music performance world where “the first several decades of the 20th century 

are considered a golden era by many piano buffs, a time when artistic imagination and 
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musical richness were valued more than technical perfection.” While Tommasini never 

denigrates technique, you can sense a yearning for imagination and richness. 

This new paradigm of the virtuosic might be rendering this quality to becoming 

commonplace. There is an audience demand for it. What is the impact on the art form? 

What is the impact on the experience of the viewer of the art form? Does the virtuosic 

leave space for the viewer/listener to enter into the work of art, as emphasized by 

Greene? Is the virtuosic an example of the depredation of technique?  

Labels: imagination, Landscapes of Learning, Maxine Greene, Stella Adler, 

virtuoso 

The Action of Art: Rosenberg & Greene  

2011, September 22 

I have been reading Harold Rosenberg's “The American Action Painters” (1952). 

This essay manifests a moment that I take for granted. It's a moment distinguished by a 

uniquely American contemporary foray into modernism. I have found a couple of gems 

from this essay that speak to me: 

“What was to go on the canvas was not a picture but an event” (1959, p. 25). 

Here Rosenberg might be providing an entry into the idea of the creative act. 

Notice that I use the word “act” here, a term/idea that is common in 2011 but may have 

its provenance with Rosenberg. (This startles me. Wow.) This brings to mind the active 

state that Greene and others ascribe to the doing of philosophy. It is dynamic, engaging, 

active, something fully realized. 
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“It is to be taken for granted that in the final effect, the image, whatever be or be 

not in it, will be a tension” (1959, p. 27). 

I'm drawn to this because of the use of tension. In my acting training at the 

Experimental Theatre Wing at New York City in the mid 1980s, I was mentored by 

wonderful teachers who applied a physical approach to acting. Many of them spoke of 

the wonder of tension and its usefulness to an actor. My prior training had been 

disparaging of tension. The training would focus on being relaxed so as to be open to 

what a scene partner may be imparting. But at ETW, they recognized the forcefulness, 

the theatricality, the heightened sensibility that tension afforded an actor. It is the filled 

stillness that I recounted in my dissertation  of Greene's Monday evening classes. Could 

this essay be where tension was finally lauded? 

“A painting that is an act is inseparable from the biography of the artist” (1959, p. 

27). 

Could this be the lived life? 

Greene notes this essay in Teacher as Stranger (1973). The reference occurs 

within a chapter that highlights the new art forms of abstractions and happenings in the 

1960s. Greene suggests that the spirit of these new art forms forced viewers to take on 

new perspectives of how they viewed art and the world around them and that the same 

spirit should be applied to education--students and teachers should also take on new 

perspectives.  

But the essay also provides the gems that I found above as well as a lot of writing 

about consciousness and the conscious action that the new art had embodied. I can't help 
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but to think that this essay was the tipping point of the break from the post-War/the man-

in-the-grey-flannel-suit/Levittown sensibility that had been emblematic of the era.  

It also sparks for me a sensation that I experienced in coming to understand these 

kinds of tipping points in the development of unique American art forms. It was years 

ago in Philadelphia at a booking conference for youth performances. The Lincoln Center 

Institute had been invited to facilitate the conferences' professional development on the 

day prior to the conference. I was put in a group that was assigned to study Paul Taylor's 

Aureole (1962).  

I had seen the dance performed a few months earlier at City Center's “Fall for 

Dance” series. My colleague and I weren't particularly taken by it. It seemed really 

balletic. Really traditional and usual and pastoral. We threw up our hands in a “meh” way 

on our walk down 6th Avenue after the performance. We were more excited by Les 

Grandes Ballets Canadiens as they had performed works by Ohad Naharin, whose 

unexpected jumps and cacophonies excited us. 

But with the Lincoln Center Institute and my colleagues I came to understand the 

significance of what Aureole (1962) was all about. What I passed off as balletic was 

actually ballet off-hinged. The dancers weren't traditionally turned out from the hips--

their legs were perpendicular to the floor and their hips. The pastoral nature was pure 

movement of joy--not the tempered balletic sensibility of Tudor and others.  

I came to understand that Aureole (1962) was a turning point in dance. What was 

“meh” in my uninformed viewing had been sensational in its debut. While I'm still not a 

fan of the dance, I truly admire what is happening within it.  
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These are tremendous moments. And these were occurring when Greene was, in 

my estimation, developing her philosophy, her voice.  

Labels: Harold Rosenberg, Maxine Greene, Paul Taylor, Teacher as Stranger 

Disappointment as Validity  

2011, October 8 

I have recently submitted a draft of my dissertation chapter devoted to “data 

collection and analysis.” This is the chapter where my research question is answered--

what does Maxine Greene mean when she uses lived life in her writing? And the answer 

was not what I had hoped for at the start of this process. 

It had been my hunch--maybe even my desire--at the start of this journey that 

lived life in Maxine Greene's writing would designate the time and place in which the 

individual is fully conscious in the existential sense of coming to be as a result of 

reflective practice. I had thought and wanted lived life to be the already reflected life that 

poised the individual to consider alternative realities. But my analysis kept on 

questioning at what point consciousness/the consideration of alternative realities emerges 

within lived life. The analysis was showing me that consciousness was occurring after 

lived life had been established. In the end, lived life was somewhat analogous to the pre-

reflective state of Husserl's life-world and Merleau-Ponty's primordial silence. Somewhat 

analogous. 

My interpretive work revealed to me that though lived life occupies the realm of 

the pre-reflective state, it is distinct from the other sensibilities that name the state life-

world or primordial silence. In the end, for me, lived life in Greene's writing is fully 
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connected to the idea of personhood and the essence of being as tied to action. The lived 

life is distinct to Greene's philosophy. 

I stumbled though with trying to comprehend just what the pre-reflective state is 

in an existential consciousness. I eventually was able to conceptualize physically through 

a gesture/physical state that is linked to the moment prior to going on stage, to singing a 

song, to applying paint to a canvas. For me, it is the body lifted out of its gravitational 

pull into the hips (for women). In this place, the body can go anywhere: forward, 

backward, upward or downward. It's the moment before the choice of movement or 

direction has been decided or communicated to the brain. 

It was interesting in talking about this process and discovery this week with a 

colleague at work. When I described to her my difficulty in comprehending the pre-

reflective, she stated easily and eagerly “Well, that's what most of life is and how we 

operate--in the pre-reflective.” It was then that I realized that I have been living in a 

hyper-activated state for a few years now. The dissertation has me thinking and reflecting 

at every moment of repose (my morning showers are especially reflective). My new job 

has me analyzing and assessing the best course of action with everything I do. Even 

house chores have me thinking about the most time-efficient way of feeding the cat while 

thawing the turkey sausages and gathering the recycling for pick up the next morning.  

I titled this post “Disappointment as Validity.” The idea of triangulation with 

hermeneutical work can be challenging. The researcher has to be cautious in regards to 

confirmation bias--not allowing the interpretation to play out as I would want it to. And 

so now that lived life isn't what I had thought and really, wanted it to be, I feel that I have 
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brought a valid viewpoint to bear on my answer. And so my disappointment is my 

validity.  

Labels: Husserl, life-world, lived life, Maxine Greene, Merleau-Ponty, pre-

reflective, primordial silence, reflective, triangulation, validity 

To Lend and Transform  

2011, October 28 

Maxine Greene often writes of the aesthetic encounter as “lending a work your 

life.” What does it mean to lend your life to a work of art, or for that matter, an 

experience? 

It speaks of a temporary status as a loan implies a repayment or a giving back at 

some point. It may speak to the loaner’s giving over and doing without during the period 

of the loan. Yet at the same time, ownership is never questioned, is never transferred.  

Can the act of loaning change the object that was loaned out? In some cases, the 

loan results in an expansion or increase in the object as when interest is paid. Greene 

seems to apply a sense of transformation--really, creativity--through the act when she 

writes:  

In some fashion, as one attends, one lends the work one's life. Or one brings it 

into the world through a sometimes mysterious interpretive act in a space between 

oneself and the stage or the wall or the text (2001, p. 128). 

So perhaps in lending a work of art your life, you are creating through the 

interpretive act another entity that isn't solely owned or connected to you and yourself or 

to the artist. It is an added dimension to the work of art and I would think, the loaned life 
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of the attender. It is earnings on the loan, but it's a yield that is specific to the loaner and 

the work of art.  

Just trying to work this through... 

Labels: aesthetic experience, Maxine Greene, Variations on a Blue Guitar 
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Appendix B: An Afterword on Validity 

In this appendix I address the four guiding questions posed by Richardson & St. 

Pierre (in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 964) through which to base a decision of validity.  

1. Substantive contribution. Does this piece contribute to our understanding of 

social life? Does the writer demonstrate a deeply grounded (if embedded) social scientific 

perspective? Does this piece seem “true” -a credible account of a cultural, social, 

individual, or communal sense of the “real”?  

This inquiry grew out of my own curiosity of Maxine Greene’s meaning in using 

lived life. There was the possibility that my curiosity might be singular to me; in fact, it 

might still be so. Yet I think that in finding lived life to be a phrase that is particular to 

Greene and that it could be a further developed sensibility of the phenomenological pre-

reflective state makes the inquiry substantive. Though this account is reflexive in nature 

and situated to me, my self is an inter-subjective self that shares a lived life with others. It 

is likely that my curiosity and findings are inter-subjective, as well. 

The grounding that I used and wove throughout my reflexive method is 

hermeneutic. Alvesson & Sköldberg (2000) recommend a thorough reflexive practice 

where the hermeneutic inquiry undergoes four levels of interpretation: interaction with 

empirical material; interpretation; critical interpretation; and reflection on text production 

and language use. I assert that I achieved the first level with the resonance I experienced 

in encountering the term lived life in Greene’s writings, and her lectures, starting from 

when I first studied with her in the 1990s through the present day in my own teaching.  
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My scanning of Greene’s books constituted a form of interpretation where I 

attempted to uncover patterns and trends among the situations of when lived life and its 

counterparts and antecedents (lived experience, lived event, lifeworld, etc.) appeared. My 

critical interpretation was accomplished through seeking and finding multiple horizons 

(Gadamer, 1982) and patterns. I assembled one of these horizons by using a series of 

interpretive lenses—aesthetic, embodiment and situatedness—to provide an opening for 

additional patterns to emerge. Other patterns, such as my focus on lifeworld as a possible 

antecedent to lived life, were found through knocking on the text that elicited new 

questions and understanding (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000). This conversation with the 

text is demonstrated through my reflexive writing as blog posts. 

The fourth and final level of reflexivity was achieved through my exhibition of 

possibilities. The reflection on text production and language use was one of the horizons I 

presented in my findings and inspired numerous blog posts about my coming to 

understand lived life in Greene’s writings. 

As to whether this inquiry can be considered “true,” what Richardson and St. 

Pierre define as “a credible account of a cultural, social, individual, or communal sense of 

the ‘real’,” (in Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. xxx), I am drawn to Elliot Eisner’s own 

questioning of reality. In The Enlightened Eye (1991) Eisner asks “How can we ever 

know if our views of reality match or correspond to it?” (p. 45). Eisner speaks of the 

experience of an observer as a “signature” (1991, p. 34) that we use in seeing, responding 

to, and interpreting what we encounter in the world. He assures us that “this unique 
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signature is not a liability but a way of providing individual insight into a situation” 

(1991, p. 34). The uniqueness of my own insight into the meaning of lived life might not 

be available for replication by other viewers and observers. But it is my hope that the 

transparency with which I presented my exhibition of possibility makes this work “true” 

to me as an individual. And because this inquiry was not assembled in isolation but was 

developed under the guidance and observation of my dissertation committee and blog 

followers, I would like to think that I have created a credible account. 

2. Aesthetic merit. Rather than reducing standards, another standard is added. Does 

this piece succeed aesthetically? Does the use of creative analytical practices open up the 

text and invite interpretive responses? Is the text artistically shaped, satisfying, complex, 

and not boring? 

It was my intention to create a woven text (Richardson & St. Pierre in Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005) using my blog posts and biography to curate an exhibition of the written 

word. In one of my posts (2011, August 17) I pondered 

…how can a textual-based exhibition be visual to the reader/attender? I go 

back to Barbara Kruger's work and Jenny Holzer's. Their pieces, so iconic for me 

of 1980s New York City, provide a kind of imprimatur of how text can be visual. 

What's more, the text itself can embody in an explicit way instead of a covert 

way, how images impact our own perspectives. I am reminded of this in 

reviewing Landscapes of Learning (1978) recently and thinking how Marshall 

McLuhan may have been a factor in Greene's discussion of Ellul's “encirclement.” 
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The idea that “people are experiencing themselves being worked on by forces as 

invisible as they are impersonal” (Greene, 1978, p. 9). 

My woven text of blog posts and autobiography was a reflexive attempt to avoid 

Ellul's “encirclement” (in Greene, 1978, p. 9). My use of my first-person voice came 

from a desire to have the exhibition be an engaging read that contrasted with what Eisner 

described as the “cool, calculating, and, for some, rational character of scientific 

investigation” (2006, p. 9). I like to think that my choice of metaphors--rhizomes and 

crystals, squiggles and grass, the curatorial process and lighting from within—not only 

succeeded in sparking my imagination in my inquiry, but provided an aesthetic sensibility 

for reader. 

I believe that these techniques contributed to what might be a work of aesthetic 

merit. Yet in considering if this exhibition of possibility has the capacity of providing an 

aesthetic encounter for the reader, it is incumbent on the reader to engage their own lived 

life for the encounter to occur. It is what Greene defined as  the “transactions that take 

place between a human consciousness and what is presented as a work of art” (2007, p. 

1). 

3. Reflexivity. How has the author's subjectivity been both a producer and a 

product of this text? Is there adequate self-awareness and self-exposure for the reader to 

make judgments about the point of view? Does the author hold himself or herself 

accountable to the standards of knowing and telling of the people he or she has studied? 
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Throughout this exhibition I have been explicit about the lenses, biases, and 

sensibilities that I brought into my inquiry and analysis of lived life. One of the lenses 

used in analyzing Greene’s books was situatedness. Though the original intention was to 

cast the lens on Greene, I found it necessary to peer through it on my own self to be 

transparent to the reader. I even referred to this inquiry as an exhibition of possibility as 

opposed to a declaration of a definitive or absolute answer, noting that my analysis is 

situated to me at a particular time and place in history. 

4. Impact. Does this piece affect me emotionally or intellectually? Does it 

generate new questions or move me to write? Does it move me to try new research 

practices or move me to action?  

I cannot speak directly to the experience of others in their encounter with this 

exhibition of possibility. Yet throughout this process I have encountered evidence of 

individuals being affected intellectually by my inquiry. My blog featured rigorous 

intellectual commentary from followers and there were emails shared between other 

followers and me that came about as result of a post. This process found its way into 

casual conversations with my colleagues who paused in taking in my discoveries and 

then expanded the dialogue with their own perspectives; the solar plexus became a 

talisman for a mutual understanding of what engaging the lived life could be. My 

committee posed questions throughout the process that were never didactic in form but 

instead moved us toward a shared breakthrough of understanding.  

This process has made clear to me the potency of writing in my coming to 

understand. This is prescient as I embark on teaching a fully online course in educational 
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philosophy. In such an environment the use of discussion forums is the default choice for 

instructional delivery. With my experience in this reflexive hermeneutic process I know 

that such practice can be powerful. But I also know that I need to appeal to a variety of 

learners in an online environment and am working towards finding other forms of 

expression that can be equally effective.  

I have found in Greene’s philosophy that the ability to move others to action is one 

of the outcomes of engaging the lived life. But there needs to be a willingness among 

readers of this dissertation and of Greene’s philosophy to engage their lived lives to rise 

to new research practices or to any action. I am hoping that this dissertation/exhibition 

can serve as a means towards a literacy of possibility for such action to transform 

practice. 
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Appendix C: Citations of Greene’s Writings Used in Dissertation 

 

Table C.1. 

 

Citations of Greene’s Writings Used in Dissertation 

Passage in dissertation in which 

citation of Greene’s writing  occurs 

 

Dissertation 

page 

number Origin of citation 

Origin of 

citation 

page 

number(s) 

 

It follows Greene’s urging that we “do 

away with habitual separations of the 

subjective from the objective, the 

inside from the outside,” 

 

 

4 

 

Releasing 

 

140 

In a 2007 white paper Greene defines 

philosophical aesthetics as being 

concerned “with the questions evoked 

by various encounters with works or 

performances believed to be works of 

art. The grounds of such beliefs, the 

changes in them over the years, the 

impact of social and cultural changes 

upon them all may become subject 

matter for aesthetic inquiry. But the 

point of such inquiry is not to explain 

what occurs in the artist's study or 

studio; it is to discover the meaning of 

those occurrences, as it is to discover 

the meanings of aesthetic experiences--

or the transactions that take place 

between a human consciousness and 

what is presented as a work of art.”  

 

4-5 “Aesthetics as 

research” 

1 

Greene asserts an activist stance 

towards combating the “invisibility” of 

students. 

 

8 Releasing 15 

“Is there such a position as neutrality?”  

 

13, 30 Class notes, “Arts 

and American 

Education,” 

Teachers College 

 

1 
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For Greene, aesthetics is a mode of 

inquiry that is not aimed “to explain 

what occurs in the artist's study or 

studio; it is to discover the meaning of 

those occurrences as it is to discover 

the meanings of aesthetic experiences--

or the transactions that take place 

between a human consciousness and 

what is presented as a work of art.” 

 

14 “Aesthetics as 

research” 

1 

Greene openly acknowledges the 

influence of Dewey noting in “An 

Autobiographical Remembrance” that 

“as is obvious, I have been influenced 

by Dewey’s Art as Experience.” 

 

20 In The Passionate 

Mind of Maxine 

Greene 

11 

In “An Autobiographical 

Remembrance,” Greene notes that: 

 

There is an even greater 

fulfillment when a student who 

remembers a class with me in time 

past will stop me and tell me that I 

made a difference. (Sometimes I’m 

lucky enough to have someone say 

I changed his/her life; and I hope 

against hope that means he/she 

awakened a bit more, chose 

himself/herself with more passion 

and insight, developed more 

courage to be. And I also hope 

he/she sees more movies than 

before, takes the risks of new 

theatre and painting and music, 

returns to what he/she has learned 

to love. 

 

25 In The Passionate 

Mind of Maxine 

Greene 

12 

Greene refers to this as the creation of 

“emergent” possibilities that “cannot 

be preplanned or predicted, no matter 

how carefully wrought are the 

occasions created, no matter how much 

we take into account.”  

 

40 Variations 28 
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In Landscapes (1978) Greene first uses 

the term early in the book’s preface to 

help define the metaphor used in the 

book’s title: 

 

“My primary interest has been to 

draw attention to the multiple realities 

of our culture in such a way as to 

arouse readers to pose critical 

questions of their own. Throughout, 

there is talk of emancipation and 

“wide-awakeness,” of the need to 

transcend passivity. Transcendence has 

to be chosen; it can be neither given 

nor imposed. It is my view that persons 

are more likely to ask their own 

questions and seek their own 

transcendence when they feel 

themselves to be grounded in their 

personal histories, their lived lives. 

That is what I mean by ‘landscapes.’” 

 

53 Landscapes 1-2 

Greene proposes that the teacher 

“challenges customary ways of 

seeing.”  

 

59 Teacher 207 

In her appeal to teachers to take on 

new perspectives she finds a parallel in 

the discoveries of new ways of seeing 

being made by the contemporary artists 

of the late 1960s and early ‘70s in its 

experimentation through “ready-

mades, happenings, optical tricks, 

comic strips, banal objects, styrofoam 

squares, as well as cool (inhumanist) 

representative paintings and 

abstractions and ‘minimal’ design.” 

 

 

59 Teacher 208 

Greene writes how an encounter with 

an art work can “bracket out ·the 

stereotypical and the ordinary” which 

returns the viewer to “his original self, 

to the primordial silences, to his life-

59 Teacher 208 
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world.”  

 

In the chapter titled “Choosing a Past” 

Greene writes of Nietzsche’s “need for 

lives of risk and intensity” (p. 34); 

Dostoevsky’s rage against the threat of 

men used as “‘piano keys’ manipulated 

from without” (p. 34); Kierkegaard’s 

opposition to the crowd; Buber’s link 

between the individual’s 

comprehension of the world and being; 

and Husserl’s life-world. 

 

61 Teacher 34 

She summarizes all of their work as 

“revolts, against systems and 

absolutes” (1973, p. 35) in preparation 

for the modern world. An element of 

this revolt in Greene’s writing is 

challenging the customary ways of 

seeing. 

 

61 Teacher 35 

“What were once perplexing shapes 

and fragments on the fringes of the 

perceptual field are thematized, 

transmuted into symbolic forms. 

Naming occurs; interpretations occur; 

meanings are built up; intersubjective 

relations entered into; gradually, the 

embodied consciousness constitutes a 

world.” 

 

62 Landscapes 103 

Similarly, the agency of naming and 

interpreting can be ignored or even 

unseen, which Greene frames as 

“unreflectiveness…the incapacity to 

interpret lived situations.” 

 

63 Dialectic 22 

This is where Greene stresses the 

critical need for educators to encourage 

agency among their students warning 

that “the young (like their elders) are 

all too likely to remain immersed in the 

taken-for-granted and the everyday.”  

 

63 Dialectic 7 
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This citation is found in a discussion 

regarding how students in a passive 

society can become active in working 

towards an education, to “encounter 

curriculum as an opportunity.”  

 

63 Landscapes 18 

“If learning focuses upon lived life, it 

should enable persons to recognize 

lacks in the situations through which 

they move, recognizing lack or 

deficiency (infringements on 

personality, exclusion, or neglect), they 

may learn how to repair and 

transcend.” 

 

63 Landscapes 19 

infringements on personality, 

exclusion, or neglect” (1978, p. 10), 

 

63, 73 Landscapes 10 

In her reflection on Flaubert’s A 

Sentimental Education (in Greene, 

1978), she responds with the following 

interpretation that uses the lived life  

 

“It can only be the ordinary life 

of someone like the workman, 

DussardIer, who is rooted solidly 

and unromantically in the 

everyday. He chooses himself as a 

revolutionary simply because he 

has seen people brutahzed; and he 

cannot endure it. He loves simple 

justice; he hates the police; so he 

fights for what he believes freedom 

to be. Slogans and abstractions are 

irrelevant for him, because he is 

grounded, situated in his own lived 

life.” 

 

64 Landscapes 35 

Reflection also represents the root of 

consciousness involving “the capacity 

to pose questions to the world.” 

 

 

 

65 Dialectic 20-21 
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Greene makes clear in Landscapes of 

Learning (1978) that “reflection is not 

only rooted in experience, its entire 

purpose is to inform and clarify 

experience—of the lived world.” 

 

65 Landscapes 17 

In Teacher as Stranger (1973) she 

illustrates this yearning for change 

from the perspective of the student 

who 

 

“Wanting to be someone, he 

continually moves outward, 

seeking to transcend, to break 

through to a new future. He makes 

this break best of all in the context 

of his life history, perceiving from 

his vantage point and then from a 

multiplicity of other vantage 

points, each with protocols, self-

consistency, norms and rules.” 

 

65 Teacher 167 

It brings me back to Greene’s portrayal 

of consciousness in Dialectic of 

Freedom (1988a) that continues to 

echo this urgency: “It is not to be 

understood as an interiority. 

Embodied, thrusting into the lived and 

perceived, it opens out to the 

common.” 

 

66 Dialectic 20-21 

An example of the link and the 

specificity of change can be found in 

Greene’s discussion of the civil rights 

movement and the followers of Dr. 

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 

 

“As they came awake to a 

dimension of lived life they could 

scarcely have predicted for 

themselves, they came to feel a 

transcendence that came from their 

being together in a particular way. 

The transcendence was often 

66 Releasing 40 
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deeply personal, but through 

experiencing it, they came together 

in a revitalized community. In that 

sense, they were a community of 

beginners, moved to imagine what 

might be if they took action 

together.” 

 

The reflective practice includes 

“putting an explanation into words, 

fighting a plague, seeking homes for 

the homeless, restructuring inhumane 

schools.” 

 

67 Releasing 74 

Greene frames her pleading in 

existential terms for individuals—not 

just teachers—to undertake projects to 

realize alternatives to the present 

situation: “the only response, as we 

have said, is to consult one's existential 

experience of being able to exert one's 

will freely, of being free to choose not 

to do-as well as to do-certain things.”  

 

68 Teacher 86 

She writes of the ghetto child whose 

life unfolded against a backdrop of 

jobless men “to call the sort of 

existence he knows best unacceptable.” 

 

69 Teacher 256 

She explicitly states in her 1980 lecture 

“The Maker and the Perceiver: 

Embodied Meanings” that she does 

“not believe that aesthetic 

contemplation or attending can take 

place apart from lived life.” 

 

71 Variations 40 

Likewise, in “The Arts and the Human 

Condition” (1995) she explains that 

“We try, as you well know, to enable 

persons in their diversity to engage 

with plays, dance performances, music, 

visual art forms, and literary works 

actively, reflectively, and against the 

background of their own lived lives.” 

71 Variations 148 
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Yet there are also many occurrences in 

which lived life appears in conjunction 

with subjects and ideas that are not 

specific to “schooling alone.” 

 

73 Landscapes 1 

Greene uses lived life in a number of 

instances in her discussions of the 

“lacks in the situations” (1978, p. 19) 

in which people move, 

 

73 Landscapes 19 

She describes these as “deprivations 

outside the school” (1978, p. 108), 

 

73 Landscapes 108 

The “saddest instances of 

dehumanization” (1988a, p. 13), 

 

73 Dialectic 13 

and as “unmet needs and broken 

promises” (1995, p. 166). 

 

73 Releasing 166 

In The Dialectic of Freedom (1988a), 

Greene writes in her preface about the 

struggle in her professional quest, 

finding herself “moving back and forth 

between imaginative literature and 

philosophy.”  

 

75 Dialectic xii 

Accordingly, Greene notes the 

difficulty she finds in limiting herself 

“to a single province or a single 

symbol system.” 

 

75 Dialectic xi 

It is through the engagement of the 

lived live by the arts viewer/attender 

that the aesthetic experience happens, 

the “transactions that take place 

between a human consciousness and 

what is presented as a work of art” 

(Greene, 2007, p. 1). 

 

76-77 “Aesthetics as 

Research” 

1 

To be situated in Greene’s terms is to 

be reflective and open to the 

situatedness of others. It is 

“Acknowledging themselves as 

situated in a particular place in a social 

79-80 Releasing 177 
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world, given opportunities to find out 

what can emerge from communication 

with others” (Greene, 1995, p. 177). 

 

Without these subsequent actions is to 

“remain immersed in the taken-for-

granted and the everyday” (1988a, p. 

7). 

 

82 Dialectic 7 

This attending to is typically associated 

with making meaning, with making 

sense of the world through significant 

focus. For Greene it is 

 

…the peculiar experience that 

occurs when a particular kind of 

attention is paid to a selected-out 

portion of some phenomenal field, 

when a special kind of noticing or 

listening takes place, to the end of 

perceiving the internal relations 

among the elements of a work 

(1978, p. 205). 

 

 

 

82 Landscapes 205 

This “special kind of noticing” (1978, 

p. 205) speaks to sustained focus and 

time which are always challenging to 

capture in a modern classroom that is 

occupied by meeting assessment 

standards dictated from without. 

 

83 Landscapes 205 

Greene warns her reader in Releasing 

the Imagination (1995) that “the notion 

of attending to different voices 

conditioned by different perspectives 

summons up the specter of relativism; 

and relativism…makes people uneasy 

because it appears to subvert authority; 

it eats away at what is conceived as 

objectively real” (p. 156). 

 

 

83 Releasing 156 
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The risk involves allowing processes to 

emerge and take shape. Greene finds 

shapes to be emblematic of diversity 

where she notes Walt Whitman who 

was “the seer of a communion arising 

out of ‘many shapes,’ (Whitman in 

Greene, 1978, p. 158) out of 

multiplicity. There is no suggestion of 

a melting pot here; nor is there a dread 

of plurality” (1978, p. 158). 

 

83 Landscapes 158 

Greene’s focus on community and its 

arising perceptual conflicts could also 

be the reason why attending to — the 

“special kind of noticing or listening” 

(1978, p. 205) — is often coupled with 

the lived life. 

 

84 Landscapes 205 

This concern echoes for me what I 

perceive to be the thrust of Greene’s 

writing and her fundamental existential 

project “to go beyond the situations 

one confronts and refuse reality as 

given in the name of a reality to be 

produced.” 

 

84 Teacher 7 
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Appendix D: Citations of Lived Life in Greene’s Books under Study 

 

Table D.1. 

 

Citations of “Lived Life” in Greene’s Books under Study 

 

Citation 

 

 

Origin of 

citation 

 

Chapter name of 

origin of citation 

 

Page 

number(s) 

 

The essays that follow are addressed to men 

and women involved in education not in 

schooling alone. My primary interest has 

been to draw attention to the multiple 

realities of our culture in such a way as to 

arouse readers to pose critical questions of 

their own. Throughout, there is talk of 

emancipation and “wide-awakeness,” of the 

need to transcend passivity. Transcendence 

has to be chosen; it can be neither given nor 

Imposed. It is my view that persons are more 

likely to ask their own questions and seek 

their own transcendence when they fell 

themselves to be grounded in their personal 

histories, their lived lives. That is what I 

mean by “landscapes.” 

 

Landscapes 

 

“Preface” 

 

1-2 
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It is my belief that those who have made a 

"consciousness revolution"17 today (often in 

the idioms of Romantic writing) are 

expressing their own longings to come in 

touch with themselves and with their original 

intuitions of reality. I believe that they are 

trying to recapture the themes of their lived 

lives and of the worlds they have constituted 

as they have grown. Because they feel 

imposed upon by too many official schemata, 

by others' namings and demarcations of 

things around, they feel both mystified and 

restive. They grope for ways of emancipating 

themselves. It is not the scientific method 

itself that strikes them as oppressive, nor is it 

scientism alone. Without being clearly aware 

of it, they are afflicted by some of the 

consequences of scientism or positivism, 

most particularly the subject-object split and 

the links to technological controls. 

 

Landscapes “The 

Predicaments of 

American 

Selfhood: A 

Response to the 

New 

Irrantionalism” 

12 
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It can only be the ordinary life of someone 

like the workman, Dussardler, who is rooted 

solidly and unromantically in the everyday. 

He chooses himself as a revolutionary simply 

because he has seen people brutahzed; and he 

cannot endure it. He loves simple justice; he 

hates the police; so he fights for what he 

believes freedom to be. Slogans and 

abstractions are irrelevant for him, because 

he is grounded, situated in his own lived life. 

After the uprising, he is the Only one clearly 

to see that the people have been flung back 

into  Worse condition than ever, that there is 

no way to gloss over suffering And defeat. 

“If,  however, we only made the effort! If we 

were only sincere, we might understand each 

other."42 He is asking for something that is 

almost impossible, given the illusions and 

bad faith prevailing in his world. Perhaps 

inevitably, he is killed by the positivistic 

Senecal, who can tolerate neither free speech 

nor authenticity. 

 

Landscapes “Emancipatory 

Education” 

35 
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My concern is with the creation of the kinds 

of conditions that make possible a critique of 

what is taken to be "natural" of the "forms of 

illusion" in which persons feel so 

"completely at home " no matter how 

alienated they are or how repressed. I am 

concerned as well with enabling individuals 

to reflect upon their own lived lives and the 

lives they lead in common with one another, 

not merely as professionals or professionals-

to-be, but as human beings participating in a 

shared reality, It is not irrelevant that the 

crew members in Moby Dick are almost all 

island-men—“each Isolato living on a 

separate continent of his own.” 8 Not only 

are most of them incapable of deciphering 

the meaning of the voyage; their separation 

from each other makes them susceptible to 

all kinds of delusions and manipulations. 

Captain Ahab knows full well that only one 

or two of them can squeeze another’s hand. 

 

Landscapes “Emancipatory 

Education” 

54-55 
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This, it seems to me, is the insight we want to 

make available to students when we provide 

opportunities for them to become acquainted 

with textures, say, with line in its multiple 

variety, with color, area, and space. To 

explore a medium, to work with it, to try to 

express something seen or felt or heard is to 

come to understand, on some level, that 

visions are made real when they are 

transformed into perceptual realities and 

given intelligible form. This does not mean 

that young people's explorations must 

culminate in fully realized embodiments or 

even in objects with intelligible form. What 

is important is the effort to define a vision 

and to work on giving it expression. An 

understanding of the struggle, a sense of 

having been inside it even for a moment, 

cannot but feed into an awareness of the 

privileged realities artists create. To know 

how to attend to such realities is to open 

oneself to altogether new visions, to 

unsuspected experiential possibilities. It is to 

become personally engaged in looking, from 

an altered standpoint, on the materials of 

one's own lived life, and in imaginatively 

transmuting (from the fresh standpoint) the 

fragments of the presented world. 

 

Landscapes 

 

“Artistic-

Aesthetic 

Considerations” 

 

187 
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In contexts of this kind, open contexts where 

persons attend to one another with interest, 

regard, and care, there is a place for the 

appearance of freedom, the achievement of 

freedom by people in search of themselves. 

Because these searches have found 

expression in so many provinces of meaning, 

I have found it increasingly difficult to limit 

myself to a single province or a single 

symbol system. From the beginnings of my 

career, trying with some difficulty to be 

accepted as a philosopher of education, I 

found myself moving back and forth between 

imaginative literature and philosophy. 

Troubled by the kinds of positivism that 

identified existential questions (about birth 

and death and commitment and anxiety and 

freedom) with "pseudo-questions," with a 

domain of meaninglessness, I kept on 

stubbornly seeking out those questions in 

fictive and poetic worlds, in personal 

narratives. Troubled by impersonality, by 

abstract vantage points, I wanted people to 

name themselves and tell their stories when 

they made their statements. I came to believe 

(or I was taught) that "reality" referred, after 

all, to interpreted experience. Resisting the 

notion of a finished, predetermined, objective 

reality, I became fascinated not merely with 

multiple modes of interpretation, but with all 

that fed into interpretation from lived lives 

and sedimented meanings. 

 

Dialectic “Introduction” xi-xii 
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The language of contemporary schooling 

and, indeed, of proposed reforms emphasizes 

something quite different from  interpretive 

thinking. Rather than being challenged to 

attend to the actualities of their lived lives, 

students are urged to attend to what is 

"given" in the outside world-whether in the 

form of "high technology" or the information 

presumably required for what is called 

"cultural literacy." There is, in consequence, 

an implicit encouragement of the tendency to 

accede to the given, to view what exists 

around us as an objective "reality," 

impervious to individual interpretation. 

Finding it difficult to stand forth from what is 

officially (or by means of media) defined as 

real, unable to perceive themselves in 

interpretive relation to it, the young (like 

their elders) are all too likely to remain 

immersed in the taken-for-granted and the 

everyday. For many, this means an 

unreflective consumerism; for others, it 

means a preoccupation with having more 

rather than being more. If freedom comes to 

mind, it is ordinarily associated with an 

individualist stance: It signifies a self-

dependence rather than relationship; self-

regarding and self-regulated behavior rather 

than involvement with others. Above all, it 

means an absence of interference or (to use 

the idiom of the federal government) a 

deregulation. People consider themselves 

free if the road is opened before them-to 

pursue success or security or status, to "get 

ahead." Others are more likely to think in 

terms of expressivism, of satisfying desire, of 

giving impulse free play. On occasion, the 

two notions are linked: One pursues success; 

one achieves so that one can indulge oneself. 

But there are still those who believe that 

nothing really matters in the long run, risk or 

no risk, except the play of spontaneous 

energies and. the fulfillment (perhaps 

momentary) of desires. 

 

Dialectic “Freedom, 

Education and 

Public Spaces” 

6-7 
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There is a respect in which this touches on 

the problem of whether any person can be 

free when enslaved. Freedom of mind and the 

opportunity to realize certain potentialities 

are conceivable under slavery. Within 

predetermined limits, enslaved persons have 

been known to believe they can exert their 

wills and achieve much of what they desire. 

It may even be that they can do so much of 

what they choose to do within these limits 

that they do not perceive them as obstacles. 

At what point does the existence of those 

limits provoke the vague sense of oppression 

experienced by an Edna Pontellier? In what 

sense do they give rise to the existential 

project engaged in by a Chopin or a Beecher? 

In what sense is a naming of those limits as 

obstacles required for the pursuit of freedom?  

There are peculiar connections 

between some of the lived lives of American 

slaves in the nineteenth century and the lives 

of women at the time. Those called "house 

slaves" often lived relatively privileged lives. 

They were given important responsibilities, 

especially where the care of property and the 

rearing of children were concerned; numbers 

of them were educated. Certainly, in 

comparison with "field hands," they were 

granted (within the traditional limits) the 

power to act and the power to choose. 

Nonetheless, they were the ones most likely 

to strike out for their own and others' 

emancipation; they were the ones most likely 

to resist. 
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As 1 described  in Chapter Two, people need 

a continuing consciousness of new 

beginnings if they are to avoide the sense of 

beirng fixed by someone else's categorization 

or inner eye, of being caught up in trends and 

tendencies, of behaving not acting, since 

acting means the taking of initiatives. Think 

of the Reverend Martin Luther King,]r., 

addressing himself to individuals in a church, 

moving them in their diversity to envisage 

possibility-renewed possibility for them as 

individuals but also as members of a 

gathering concerned with civil rights. As they 

came awake to a dimension of lived life they 

could scarcely have predicted for themselves, 

they came to feel a transcendence that came 

from their being together in a particular way. 

The transcendence was often deeply 

personal, but through experiencing it, they 

came together in a revitalized community. In 

that sense, they were a community of 

beginners, moved to imagine what might be 

if they took action together. Numbers of them 

were children, despised by many in the 

surrounding white world. Regard, 

responsibility, imagination, yes, and a love 

for them as worthy human beings: these are 

what moved them beyond themselves and 

changed their very lives. 

 

Releasing “Imagination, 
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Radical critics speak often of the demeaning 

effects of atmospheres that exclude the lived 

lives of children who are seen as strangers or 

that impose overlays of information that 

seem to falsify what such children live and 

know. Indeed, we teachers are all too familiar 

with the feeling that many of those we 

believe we are teaching are simply 

accommodating us by imitating our 

languages, memorizing our terminology. 

Their distancing themselves is not ordinarily 

a resistance, although it may sometimes seem 

that way. It is often an expression of 

childhood alienation or a split in 

consciousness. The need to deal with such 

alienation is one of the many reasons why we 

need to try harder than we usually do to 

attend to these children as we develop our 

particular projects and struggle to move 

beyond. We can learn from those who have 

already learned to listen to children, paying 

heed to what they say and write. We can 

consciously do more to place children in 

speech and free writing situations in a they 

can find out what they think and why and 

what they see and how as they talk about it, 

write about it, and bring meaning into their 

worlds. 

 

Releasing “Discovering a 
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With traditional rationality now in question, 

more and more people have come to view 

philosophy as a mode of social critique. That 

is, philosophy is seen as a way of posing 

questions about inequities and brutalities that 

offend against shared norms. It involves as 

well an unmasking of the ways in which 

communication is distorted by technicizing 

and by confusing types of inquiry useful in 

the social as opposed to the natural sciences. 

Frequently, philosophical critique takes us 

into examination of ideologies and their 

coercive effects on thinking. It may move 

people to consider as well how their 

preoccupation with artificial constructs and 

the "object-in-general" alienates them from 

lived life and connection, from values and the 

particularities of things. As Merleau-Ponty's 

essay "Eye and Mind" reminds us, it is 

important that we insist on what we know 

through our own situations and that we return 

to the "there is" that underlies scientific and 

cybernetic thinking, "to the site, the soil of 

the sensible and opened world such as it is in 

our life and for our body-not that possible 

body which we may legitimately think of as 

an information machine but that actual body I 

call mine, this sentinel standing quietly at the 

command of my words and acts. Further, 

associated bodies must be brought forward 

along with my body" (1964, pp. 160-161). 
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A similar emphasis of the grounding of 

perspective in lived life can be found in the 

work of Paulo Freire (1970). Concerned with 

the ways in which certain situations are 

perceived as hopelessly limiting and 

obstructive, he talked of the need to move 

from abstract formulations to concrete 

renderings of the situations in which 

individuals actually find themselves. When 

this happens, he wrote, "individuals begin to 

behave differently with regard to objective 

reality, once that reality has ceased to look 

like a blind alley and has taken on its true 

aspect: a challenge men must meet" (p. 96). 

What John Dewey called "the practical 

character of reality" is relevant here. as well. 

Calling for a philosophy that starts afresh 

from the most active tendencies of its day 

and gives a large place to the "practical and 

personal," Dewey also talked about 

knowledge as making a difference in and to 

things, of knowing as "a change in reality" 

(1931, p. 54). 
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Many of us found ourselves saying after the 

terrible events in Tiananmen Square that such 

a massacre was simply not permitted In the 

modern world, that we believed it was 

categorically and objectively wrong. Yet 

even as we chose ourselves as the kind of 

people who would act on our belief of 

wrongness if given an opportunity, we 

nonetheless knew on some level that the 

wrongness of it was not, after all, objectively 

given. Certainly the aged leaders of China 

did not recognize what they did as wrong, 

anymore than their predecessors recognized 

previous massacres as wrong. That sense of 

absolute wrongness was not unlike the way 

certain of us felt at the time of the death 

sentence handed down on Salman Rushdie, 

or, further back, the way some people 

(although certainly not all pe( pie) felt at the 

time of the Holocaust or later at the trial of 

Adolf Eichmann. Yes, it is painful not to be 

able to identify ourselves with some Truth or 

Good that rests above and beyond us. But 

what w can do is turn to the articulation and 

grounding of what we share, affirming that 

the roots of what we share are in a lived life 

and hoping, continually hoping, that the 

plurality can be enlarged, that more people 

will become willing to choose as absolute the 

right of human beings to act in their freedom. 
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It is that kind of rewriting that I will do here, 

as an example, using some of the texts that 

have been important to me in the making of a 

narrative and the search for shapes of 

childhood. This is not, I want to stress, a 

memory game. This kind of search is 

intended to restore a visibility to the shapes 

of a primordial, perceived landscape; and I 

have discovered that literature (for me) has 

the potential of making visible what has sunk 

out of sight, of restoring a lost vision and a 

lost spontaneity. If I can make present the 

shapes and structures of a perceived world, 

even though they have been layered over 

with many rational meanings over time, I 

believe my own past will appear in altered 

ways and that my presently lived life--and, I 

would like to say, teaching--will become 

more grounded, more pungent, and less 

susceptible to logical rationalization, not to 

speak of rational instrumentality. I realize 

that recollection of literary experiences 

cannot but be affected by critical and other 

cognitive judgments (my own and others). 

Still, such judgments can be bracketed out, 

put in abeyance while we reach for the 

prereflective experiences that art can make 

accessible if we attend. And surely, even 

remembered literary encounters can open 

pathways in one's mind and experience that 

no other articulations can open in the same 

way. 

 

Releasing “The Shapes of 
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I have learned from such women writers as 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule 

(1986) that the search for narrative has 

indeed imparted a shape to my childhood, 

perhaps a kind of worthwhileness to my 

experience I might never have known before. 

In this chapter, I illustrate the notion of 

recalling the shapes of childhood with 

reference to a life story. I cannot truly say 

"my life story." That would imply that, 

spiderlike, I have somehow spun a web 

solely from the stuff of my own being, when, 

in fact, I cannot exclude the contexts of my 

gender, sibling and maternal relationships, 

political and professional phenomena, and 

even aging and decline from "my self." I am 

not so "individual" that I can claim to be free 

from the shaping influence of contexts. Nor 

can I forget that, conscious as I have tried to 

be, I have lived inside a whole variety of 

ideologies and discursive practices, in spite 

of trying-through resistance and critique-to 

liberate myself. When I return to my "site, 

the soil of [my] sensible and opened world,” 

associated bodies must be brought forward 

along with my own, "the 'others' along with 

whom I haunt a single, present, and actual 

Being" (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. 168). On 

the original landscape where an individual is 

grounded, where her or his life began, there 

is always a sense of consciousness being 

opened to the common. When we are in the 

midst of things, we experience objects and 

other people's actions corporeally and 

concretely. And despite the distancing and 

symbolizing that come later, the narratives 

we shape out of the materials of our lived 

lives must somehow take account of our 

original landscapes if we are to be truly 

present to ourselves and to partake in an 

authentic relationship with the young. As I 

view it, it is on that primordial ground that 

we recognize each other, that ground on 

which we are in direct touch with things and 

not separated from them by the conceptual 

lenses of constructs and theories 
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For most educators over the years, 

curriculum has had to do With cultural 

reproduction, the transmission of knowledge, 

and, at least to some degree, the life of the 

mind. As such, it always involved a process 

of enabling the young to make sense of their 

lived lives, to make connections, to construct 

meanings. Inevitably, curriculum has had to 

deal with ambiguities, with relationships; it 

has often opened the way to transformations 

and unexpected change. I wish to make the 

point in this chapter that the arts in particular 

can bring to curriculum inquiry visions of 

perspectives and untapped possibilities. I 

choose to make this concrete by describing 

the personal curriculum I found in and 

through the arts as I grew up and relate it to 

curriculum exigencies today. 
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This chapter has to do with teaching that 

provokes critical questions around the many 

modes of literacy, the preferred languages, 

the diversity of languages, and the relation of 

all of these to the greater cultural context. 

Prevailing literacies and discourse should be. 

taken as occasions for study and expression, 

for the sake of disclosing more materials in 

lived experiences-the multiplicity of lived 

experiences that mark our society today. 

People who lack access to the language of 

power, who are inarticulate even about their 

lived lives, are unlikely to "surmount the 

boundaries in which all customary views are 

confined, and to reach a more open territory" 

(Heidegger, 1968, p. 13). Yes, becoming 

literate is also a matter of transcending the 

given, of entering a field of possibles. We are 

moved to do that, however, only when we 

become aware of rifts, gaps in what we think 

of as reality. We have to be articulate enough 

and able to exert ourselves to name what we 

see around us-the hunger, the passivity, the 

homelessness the "silences." These may be 

thought of as deficiencies in need of r pair. It 

requires imagination to be conscious of them 

to find our wn lived worlds lacking because 

of them. Recall Dr. Rleux's voice at the end 

of Camus's Plague, speaking of those "unable 

to be saints but refusing to bow down to 

pestilences," who "strive their utmost to be 

healers" (1948, p. 278). No great heroism or 

self-sacrifice is asked of us who view 

ourselves as ordinary people. But we do have 

the capacity to refuse and to strive in this 

way and to do so by seeing clearly through 

our own eyes and speaking clearly in our 

own voices as Rieux does in his. 

 

Releasing “Teaching for 
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Now I offer some examples, surely not 

unique, of how a tapping of perspectives 

while reading enabled me and still enables ~e 

to read my world differently. If we can teach 

our students to articulate what can be 

discovered in this way and to make It part of 

the dialogue in a classroom, this approach to 

reading may in time move us to wonder 

about going beyond reading the world to, as 

Freire says, "transforming it by means of 

conscious, practical work." (Freire, 1987, p. 

35). But first we must find ways of being 

dialogical in relation to the texts we read 

together; reflecting, opening, to one another 

upon the texts of our lived lives. 
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How else have I found new perspectives in 

reading? Toni Morrison's works administer 

amazing shocks that can allow us to develop 

other modes of recognition against the 

background of our own lived lives. For 

example, recall the story of Pecola Breedlove 

in The Bluest Eye (1970) and the ways in 

which Pecola is destroyed by two of the 

dominant culture's master narratives: the 

"Dick and Jane" readers and the mythic 

image made of Shirley Temple with her blue 

eyes. Pecola is a little black girl, unloved by 

her mother, unsupported by her community, 

absolutely certain she is very ugly, wanting 

above all things to look like Shirley Temple 

with bright blue eyes. If her eyes were 

different, she thinks, she would be different; 

and perhaps her parents would no longer do 

bad things before such pretty eyes. Pecola is 

destroyed and steps over into madness; and 

we are left with the realization that an 

insistence that there is only one master story, 

only one kind of reputable human reality can 

be fatal to many people-to the variously 

disabled, to the visually or aurally impaired, 

certainly to abused little girls like Pecola. For 

Pecola, the standard of human reality is set 

by blue eyes; and although her view is alien 

to many readers in its particulars, it may still 

move us to rewrite parts of the texts of the 

world. 
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The existential contexts of education reach 

far beyond the intent of Goals 2000. They 

have to do with the human condition in these 

often desolate days; and in some manner, 

they make such notions as world-class 

achievement and benchmarks seem 

superficial and limited, if not absurd. They 

extend beyond the appalling actuality of 

family breakdown, homelessness, and 

violence, and beyond the "savage 

inequalities" Kozol describes (1991). Our 

young, like us, their elders, inhabit a world of 

fearful moral uncertainty--a world where it 

appears that almost nothing can be done to 

reduce suffering, contain massacres, and 

protect human rights. The faces of refugee 

children in search of their mothers, of teen-

age girls raped repeatedly by soldiers, of 

rootless people staring at burnt churches and 

libraries--all these may strike some as only a 

"virtual reality.” Still others, who do look 

closely, often feel numbed and, reminded 

over and over of helplessness, are persuaded 

to look away. It has been said that Pablo 

Picasso's paintings of "weeping women" 

(Freeman, 1994) have become the icons of 

our-time. They have replaced the public 

statues of men on horseback and of men in 

battle; they overshadow the emblems of what 

once seemed worth fighting for, perhaps 

dying for. When even the young confront 

loss and death, a most of us are bound to do 

today, "it is important that everything we 

love be summed up into something 

unforgettably beautiful…" (Leiris, 1988, p. 

201). Leiris's matter of importance suggests 

one of the roles of the arts. To see sketch 

after sketch of women holding dead babies in 

their arms, as Picasso provoked us to do, is to 

become aware of a tragic deficiency in the 

fabric of life. If we know enough to make 

those paintings objects of our experience, to 

encounter them against the background of 

our lived lives, we are likely to strain toward 

conceptions of a better order of things in 

which there will be no  more wars that make 

women weep like that, no bombs to murder 

innocent children. We are likely, in rebellion 

against such horror, to summon up images of 

smiling mothers and live and lovely children-

Releasing “Art and 
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By "art education," I mean, of course, the 

spectrum that includes dance education, 

music education, the teaching of painting and 

the other graphic arts, and (I would hope) the 

teaching of some kinds of writing. By 

"aesthetic education," I mean th deliberate 

efforts to foster increasingly informed and 

involved encounters with art. The point of 

enabling our students to both engage in art as 

a maker and experience existing artworks is 

to release them to be more fully present to, 

for example, an Edward Hopper city 

painting, a Cezanne landscape, a jazz 

composition, a Bela Bartok folk song, or a 

Joyce novel. Achieving this aim is, in part, 

what leads me to propose that art education 

be infused with efforts to do aesthetic 

education. We are fully present to art when 

we understand what is there to be noticed in 

the work at hand, release our imaginations to 

create orders in the field of what is perceived, 

and allow our feelings to inform and 

illuminate what is there to be realized. I 

would like to see one pedagogy feeding into 

the other: the pedagogy that empowers 

students to create informing the pedagogy 

that empowers them to attend (and, perhaps, 

to appreciate) and vice versa. I would like to 

see both pedagogies carried on with a sense 

of both learner and teacher as seeker and 

questioner, someone consciously 

"condemned to meaning" (Merleau-Ponty, 

[1962] 1967, p. xix) and thus reflective about 

his or her choosing process, turning toward 

the clearing that might (or might not) lie 

ahead. The ends in view are multiple, but 

they surely, include the stimulation of 

imagination and perception, a sensitivity to 

various modes of seeing and sense making, 

and a grounding in the situations of lived life. 
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At the heart of what I am asking for in the 

domains of the teaching of art and aesthetics 

is a sense of agency, even of power. Painting, 

literature, theater, film-all can open doors and 

move persons to transform. We want to 

enable all sorts of young people to realize 

that they have the right to find works of art 

meaningful against their own lived lives. 

Moreover, because the world that the arts 

illumine is a shared world, because the 

realities to which the arts give rise emerge 

through acts of communication, the 

encounters we are enabling students to seek 

are never wholly autonomous or private. 

Moving from one's own explorations of 

pictorial space to a conscious encounter with 

a Braque painting, looking up from one' own 

poem to read a Robert Frost or a Muriel 

Rukeyser poem-on can always enter into 

dialogue with those around. The languages 

can be explored; the reasons given; the 

moments of epiphany celebrated; the 

differing vantage points articulated. 

Communities of the wide-awake may take 

shape, even in the corridors of schools. 
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Of course, I believe in doing what we can to 

overcome shoddiness and carelessness and 

passivity and lack of style. But I am 

convinced that through reflective and 

impassioned teaching we can do far more to 

excite and stimulate many sorts of young 

persons to reach beyond themselves, to create 

meanings, to look through wider and more 

informed perspectives at the actualities of 

their lived lives. It seems eminently clear to 

me that a return to a single standard of 

achievement and a one-dimensional 

definition of the common will not only result 

in severe injustices to the children of the poor 

and the dislocated, the children at risk, but 

will also thin out our cultural life and make it 

increasingly difficult to bring into existence 

and keep alive an authentically common 

world. Granted, multiple perspectives make it 

all the more difficult to define coherent 

purposes in what many believe to be a 

dangerously fragmented culture, devoid of 

significant guidelines and generally accepted 

norms. Multiplicity makes it difficult as well 

to think about how we can love our children 

in Arendt's terms and remain true to what we 

have come to know as practitioners.   
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The overcoming of induration is significant 

for ways of knowing other than the aesthetic 

or the interpretive; and it is obvious that 

students have to be introduced to many ways 

of explaining, judging, schematizing, 

drawing inferences, and analyzing. 

Moreover, the validation of any mode of 

inquiry ought to be found in its contribution 

to the life of meaning and to communication 

in the intersubjective world. As we ponder 

educational purposes, we might take into 

account the possibility that the main point of 

education (in the context of a lived life) is to 

enable a human being to become increasingly 

mindful with regard to his or her lived 

situation--and its untapped possibilities. The 

languages and symbol systems we make 

available ought to provide possibilities for 

thematizing very diverse human experiences 

and, not incidentally, for diverse 

introductions to the conversation among 

people that carries the culture on in time. 

Since the languages at hand mu, live  up to 

certain standards if those using them are to 

make their own experiences intelligible, we 

ought to enable students to enter into the 

needed languages responsibly and 

reflectively so they can name themselves and 

name their worlds. Such naming, of course, 

can never be complete, and part of learning is 

to recognize the lacks and deficiencies that 

always have to be repaired and that require 

one to reach on and on. 
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Aware of the changes in approaches in the 

arts-most particularly the rejection of pure 

formalism-I have tried to be attentive to the 

context, while insisting on personal 

transactions with actual works of art. 

Acknowledging our links to constructivism, 

to the idea that meanings must be achieved 

and not simply found, that they can only be 

achieved against the backgrounds of lived 

lives, I celebrate the ways in which what is 

called "active learning" is nourished and 

stimulated by the involvement (and 

integration) of body, mind, and emotion in 

the work with the teaching artists in the 

Institute workshops. I celebrate, as well, the 

growing concern for the centrality of 

imagination, for the work being done to 

clarify the relationship between imagination 

and embodiment, between imagination and 

the pursuit of what John Dewey called 

"intellectual possibility." Throughout (and 

this is repeated over and over again) I have 

recalled Dewey's view that the opposite of 

"aesthetic" is "anaesthetic." Anaesthesia, for 

me, implies numbness, an emotional 

incapacity, and this can immobilize, prevent 

people from questioning, from meeting the 

challenges of being in and naming and 

(perhaps) transforming the world. 
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We have been talking, of course, about the 

importance of the aesthetic point of view and 

the aesthetic situation, and about what is 

involved in introducing young people to their 

distinctiveness and their demands. I have also 

tried to suggest that it is not only a matter of 

attending to and interpreting works of art, but 

of "reorganizing the world in terms of works 

and works in terms of the world" (Goodman, 

1988, p. 241). I do not believe that aesthetic 

contemplation or attending can take place 

apart from lived life. I ~o not believe that the 

significance of a work lies wholly in or is 

intrinsic to its form, that Ancient Voices of 

Children or A Midsummer Night's Dream can 

or should be encountered outside the contexts 

of our experience or the contexts in which 

they were made. 
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My part in all this, you see, is to provoke you 

to articulate what it all means to you as a 

person and as an educator. Also, it is to 

clarify some of the language used in the 

realm of aesthetics and the arts, to elucidate 

(if I can) such concepts as "aesthetic object," 

yes, and "work of art," "aesthetic 

“experience,” "quality," "aesthetic 

perception," "distance," "imagination," And 

even “beauty" and "organic unity." Now I 

have no desire to do this in Order to make 

aestheticians out of you or to recruit you into 

the field of philosophy, although I surely 

would not try to keep you out if you wanted 

to come through the gate. I want to focus on 

the concepts or the ideas that Might 

illuminate your actual experience with the 

works of art you encounter Here. That. After 

all, is the test. Does knowing more make you 

see more or listen more attentively? Does it 

give you a larger stock of knowledge to have 

at hand when you are ready to make your 

choices in your own classrooms? Let me 

make clear that I am not proposing that you 

teach aesthetics in those classrooms. 

Whatever questions I can provoke, whatever 

clarity I can make possible, whatever 

dialogue I can institute are intended to help 

you become more conscious, more reflective, 

more at ease in this domain. What I hope to 

see is a freer play of consciousness among 

you where the arts are concerned, a more 

informed awareness, a greater clarity about 

the role of the arts and the significance of the 

arts in your own lived life and in the work 

you choose to do in the school and in the 

world. 
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Talking about imagination, perception, and 

the making of meanings at this Institute, I 

have a sense of community in the making: a 

community of wide-awakeness, exploration; 

a consciousness of what might be, what is not 

yet. We try, as you well know, to enable 

persons in their diversity to engage with 

plays, dance performances, music, visual art 

forms, and literary works actively, 

reflectively, and against the background of 

their own lived lives. Whether we are sharing 

in the comic improvisations of The Number 

14 or confronting the tensions and mystery of 

True West, we are refusing the anaesthetic in 

our experience, breaking with the routine. 

Whether we are moving from Carl Nielsen's 

or Samuel Barber's wind instrument sound to 

a lovely unfamiliarity in the West African 

kora, or from the delicate shapes of the Peach 

Flower dance to the Pilobolus adventures in 

movement, we find ourselves making 

unexpected connections in our experiences, 

integrating what we have never before seen 

or heard or felt in quite the same way into the 

treasure trove of encounters we have been 

accumulating sinc' early, early youth. Not 

everything we live through here is simple and 

joyous, of course. Some of it evokes uneasy 

and troubling questions, the kinds of 

questions that bring us in touch with the 

emotions that we have in common, that mark 

the human condition. The community we 

achieve, the dialogues we enter take shape 

across the differences, preventing those 

differences from tearing us apart, linking us 

in a desire to see more, feel more, understand 

more, listen more acutely, dip more 

passionately into life. 
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I am not talking of the arts as motivation, nor 

am I justifying experiences with the arts as 

means to the end of learning to read or to do 

math or to grasp the renderings of history. 

They may on occasion work that way, but my 

concern is with the ways in which informed 

encounters with art forms preferably by 

means of initiation into the language of each 

form (as in the work hops here)-affect our 

being in the world. I shared my own 

experience with True West last time; I began 

to do so with regard to the novel The English 

Patient, The Winter's Tale, The Tempest, 

Edward Hopper's paintings, Jacob 

Lawrence's Migration series (at the Museum 

of Modern Art this past spring), Love! 

Valour! Compassion!, Arcadia, The 

Postman, Robert Wilson’s Hamlet, Mahler's 

Eighth-I could go on, not to suggest that 

everyone must compile the same list but to 

say once more the ways in which each 

engagement, each moment of attending, each 

moment of careful noticing opens new 

perspectives for me, reveals new possibilities 

for living and being. And this is why I 

believe the arts and occasions for 

participation in a variety of art forms so 

necessary to a fully lived life. And it is why I 

believe that denial of the arts—through 

budget cuts or narrow-mindedness or one-

dimensionality of vision—represents a 

violation of children, a deprivation of the 

young. 

 

Variations  “The Arts and 

the Human 

Condition…” 
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When I speak of the young, I cannot but 

think of the diverse young in our schools, 

and, at once, I cannot but think of the 

disservice done many of them by what is 

often understood as multiculturalism. The 

cruelest thing we can do under such a rubric 

is to categorize young people, to know them 

by their category, whether we call it "Asian," 

"Hispanic, "African American." Some of you 

may recall Anna Deveare Smith's play, Fires 

in the Mirror (1993), her orchestration of 

voices responding to the riot in Crown 

Heights not too many years ago. She spoke 

about the "tension of identity" (p. xxxiv) in 

our country, how (on the surface) we see 

Crown Heights as a picture in Black and 

White. Looked at more closely, however, 

"One sees motion, and one hears multiple 

symphonies. The Black people didn't all 

come from one place, and neither do the 

Hasidim" (p. xxxvi). Like many of us, she 

argued against stereotypes, clichés. I would 

point out that the most dependable way of 

dealing with the problem is to treat what are 

conceived of as works of arts in other 

cultures as works of art, not cultural artifact. I 

should like to see, for instance, the Haitian 

fairy tale Owl in Love made accessible 

everywhere as a possibility for experience, to 

be interpreted by those who hear (as a Mozart 

concerto is interpreted) against each one's 

lived life. These should not be 

anthropological experiences; they should be 

occasions for listening to a blue guitar, to 

imagination working in novel ways with 

materials not ordinarily well known. If 

listeners or spectators an' enabled to hear 

more or see more in their own experiences, if 

(again) there are new perspectives to be 

opened, new visions to be had-that should be 

enough, and that should create an occasion 

for empathy, for imagining (n, Cynthia Ozick 

writes) "the familiar heart of the stranger." 

Everything depends on metaphor, on 

attentive engagement with the arts if, again, 

we are to bring into being a community. 

Variations  “The Arts and 

the Human 

Condition…” 
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This happens, however, mainly when there 

has been a sense of incompleteness, of 

something not yet attained. Think again of 

Mary-Louise Parker and so many of the 

teaching artists who have worked with us 

here. There has repeatedly been the 

recognition that a play, let us say, is always 

in the making In the minds of those involved. 

It seems evident enough that Krapp's Last 

Tape can never reach a conclusion for the 

actor: there are always new intonations, new 

facial expressions, new modes of shuffling or 

staggering or pacing, as more and more 

meanings unfold. If any of you were in a 

workshop concentrating on the Beckett piece, 

you remain aware that, no matter how often,' 

how deeply you tried to plunge, you could 

never entirely realize the potential In that 

strange duet of tape and old man's voice: the 

cut of memory, the instants of poetry, the 

almost inexpressible desolation. And yet it 

was through the tryIng and the reaching that 

you felt yourself enter into the enactment, 

pour in your energy, bring it to life in your 

own experience. And, having brought it to 

life, many of you discovered dimensions of 

your own lived life, past and present, that you 

had never known. 

 

Variations  “The Power of 

Incompleteness”  
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We discovered once more the difference 

between aesthetic education and the o-called 

art appreciation of old. There is no way most 

of us can envisage a distanced contemplation 

of the hues and angles of the dance, the 

largely formal elements that, for one, add up 

to flamenco. Nor can the disinterest that once 

was supposed to characterize the aesthetic 

attitude help us unconceal what is there for 

us, what is happening on tbl' stage. We learn 

here to be participant and to participate 

against the consciousness and memory of our 

own lived lives, our own lived movement and 

love affairs (perhaps) and gender 

preoccupations and dreams. Doing so, 

reflecting on our doing so, asking ourselves 

what we expect from what an called works of 

art and what happens when we make them 

ours, we can not but be transformed. 

 

Variations 

  

“The Power of 

Incompleteness” 

 

155-156 

 

Of course there are no neat solutions to the 

questions that throb below the surface of 

Romeo and Juliet, for instance: the questions 

having to do with adolescent love, with adult 

hostilities and interferences, with the role of 

fatality and the role of chance. They an' 

questions that keep sounding and resounding; 

unanswered, perhaps unanswerable, they feed 

into the ceaseless quest for meaning. They 

give rise to wonder, as what is viewed and 

listened to upon the stage radiates through 

experience, as people begin to notice more 

and more what is there to be noticed, as they 

lend what they see and feel before them their 

own energies, their own lived lives. 

 

Variations  “Reform, 

Renewal, and 

the Arts 

(Superintendents 

Day Lecture, 

1999)” 
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I am reminded of this expansiveness on 

occasions when a rich dialogue takes place in 

my classroom after people have read a novel 

from a .participatory or "reader response" 

point of view, when they have-against the 

background of their own lived lives-looked 

through the diverse perspectives the book 

provides and achieved it as meaningful for 

themselves. Speaking with their own voices, 

perceiving from their own locations, they are 

very likely to articulate a range of meanings. 

When it is over, the work m question (The 

Great Gatsby, Invisible Man, The Bluest Eye, 

"Bartleby the Scrivener") is richer, more 

suggestive, full of more possibilities than it 

was in my own reading, despite the number 

of critics I called upon to help m' If we can 

teach people to notice what is there to be 

noticed, if we can enable them to reflect upon 

the medium in use (the language, the paint 

and canvas, the clay), if we can move them to 

release their imaginations and break with 

literal expectations, we are more likely to do 

justice to a range of works of art even if we 

can make no final judgments about their 

quality. 

 

Variations  “The Artistic-

Aesthetic 

Curriculum” 
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You are familiar with the importance of 

encouraging encounters with subject matter 

(including the arts) that involve a sense of 

agency, of achieving dimensions of that 

subject matter as meaningful, not uncovering 

some hidden meaning others have 

predefined. We know as well the range of 

understandings that are necessary in the 

ongoing effort to create meanings, efforts 

going beyond the cognitive, to include 

intuition, imagination, feeling, perception-all 

the acts of consciousness, perhaps especially 

where the arts are concerned. This becomes 

particularly clear when we become engaged 

with works of literature, considered as an art 

form. Some of us, reading The Bluest Eye by 

Toni Morrison this summer, made conscious 

efforts to find out what it signified, to 

approach it in the light of gender, color, 

class, the intersections in which we were 

located in the world. Each of us made the text 

an object of our experience, grasping the 

language, the figures of speech, the images in 

such a way that new perspectives kept 

opening on the events and characters being 

revealed. As in the case of other work of art, 

the text (like a dance performance, or a play) 

exists at what t l'0111cd the "artistic" pole. 

Created by an artist, we can assume, it presI 

IllS itself to be felt, interpreted, resonated to, 

on a number of levels under- 101ld. The 

perceiver or the listener exists at what is 

called the "aesthetic" pole', at which a 

consciousness reaches out to grasp the work, 

to lend it (if you will) the perceiver’s or the 

listener's or the reader's life. In the space that 

opens between the two poles, Pecola (let us 

say) is brought to life, certainly from the 

narrator's perspective, but a perspective 

affected by the reader's lived life, memories, 

injuries, moments of pleasure-or desire, or 

delight. What happens in that space is always 

distinctive, an event like and unlike the event 

of others' reading. 

 

Variations  “I Still Wonder 

at How Unaware 

I Was of So 

Many 

Frequencies” 
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